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ABSTRACT(
DESIGN,(SYNTHESES(AND(STUDY(OF(BODIPY2BASED(MATERIALS(FOR(USE(AS(
ELECTRON(TRANSPORTERS(IN(ORGANIC(ELECTRONICS(
!
FEBRUARY!2015!
!
AMBATA!M.!POE,!B.S.,!LINCOLN!UNIVERSITY!
!
Ph.D.,!UNIVERSITY!OF!MASSACHUSETTS!AMHERST!
!
Directed!by:!Professor!Sankaran!Thayumanavan!
!
Organic!photovoltaics!(OPVs)!are!desirable!for!the!harvesting!of!solar!energy.!
They! provide! distinct! advantages! over! their! inorganic! counterparts,! especially! the!
high! absorption! coefficients! of! organic! materials! and! their! ability! to! be! processed!
using! inexpensive! solution! methods.! This! allows! for! potential! development! of!
lightweight! and! flexible! devices! for! portable! electronics.! One! of! the! drawbacks! of!
organic!photovoltaics!is!the!low!power!conversion!efficiency!of!the!devices.!Efforts!
to!improve!the!efficiency!often!take!place!through!molecular!design!of!the!electron!
rich! donor! material! to! improve! light! absorption! of! the! active! layer.! However,!
significantly!less!effort!has!been!put!into!modifying!the!acceptor.!!
BODIPYcdye!based!materials!are!well!known!for!their!photostability,!strong!
visible!absorption!and!tunable!optical!and!electrochemical!properties.!Incorporation!
of! these! materials! into! an! AcDcA! architecture,! in! which! the! meso! coupled! BODIPY!
moiety!acts!as!the!acceptor!cap!is!particularly!advantageous.!This!instills!predictable!
absorption! properties,! low! lying! LUMO! level! and! consistent! nctype! characteristics,!
making!these!materials!suitable!for!use!as!light!harvesting!electron!acceptors!in!OPV!
devices.! Using! these! materials! in! bulk! heterojunction! OPV! devices! with! poly(3c
hexylthiophene)!(P3HT)!as!the!donor!material!yielded!efficiencies!up!to!1.5%.!This!
viii!

efficiency!was!reached!after!mild!optimization!using!solvent!additives!and!thermal!
annealing,! methods! similar! to! those! used! with! the! most! commonly! employed!
acceptor,!PCBM.!
Analysis!of!the!fabricated!devices!showed!the!BODIPY!molecules!contribute!
to!the!photogenerated!current!in!the!ViscNIR!region.!In!an!effort!to!improve!BODIPY!
absorption!associated!with!the!donorcacceptor!intramolecular!charge!transfer!(ICT)!
interaction,! the! linker! between! the! donor! core! and! BODIPY! cap! was! systemically!
modified! to! increase! the! delocalization! of! the! frontier! molecular! orbitals! (mc
phenylene!<!pcphenylene!<!fluorocpcphenylene!<!3chexylthiophene!<!directly!linked!
<! ethynyl).! This! variation! not! only! improved! the! red! edge! absorption! as! the!
delocalization!increased,!it!also!provided!a!method!to!tune!the!LUMO!energy!level,!a!
valuable! tool! in! the! design! of! electron! acceptors.! The! ethynyl! linked,! BDPcCCcDTP,!
yielded! the! best! electron! mobility! (~10c3! cm2! Vc1! sc1),! likely! due! to! the! low! lying!
LUMO!(c4.06!eV)!and!its!ability!to!form!nanoscale!aggregates!to!promote!long!range!
electron! transport.! Given! the! improved! red! edge! absorption! and! higher! electron!
mobility! of! BDPcCCcDTP! compared! to! BDPcThcDTP,! which! showed! respectable!
efficiencies!when!used!as!an!acceptor!in!BHJ!OPV!devices,!we!plan!to!investigate!the!
use!of!this!semiconductor!in!organic!solar!cells.!
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CHAPTER(1(
INTRODUCTION(

1.1 Clean(Energy(
A! proper! investment! in! the! survival! of! the! global! community! requires!
advances! and! improvements! in! clean! energy.! Although! various! renewable! energy!
sources,! such! as! biomass,! geothermal,! hydropower! and! wind,! are! contributing! to!
energy! consumption,! over! 80%! of! our! energy! comes! from! the! use! of! fossil! fuels.1!
The! need! for! lowccost,! efficient,! clean! alternatives! is! immediate! due! to! the!
detrimental! impact! on! the! environment! and! exhaustible! nature! of! fossil! fuels.2,! 3!
Two! promising! devices! that! are! capable! of! generating! electrical! energy! from!
sustainable,! renewable! sources! are! fuel! cells,! which! convert! chemical! energy!
directly! into! electric! energy,! and! solar! cells,! which! convert! sunlight! into! electrical!
energy.4!Improvements!made!in!the!development!of!these!devices!could!be!the!first!
step!in!increasing!the!contribution!of!less!often!used!alternative!energy!sources!and!
minimization! of! the! enormous! carbon! footprint! that! accompanies! the! use! of! fossil!
fuels.5!
Organic! materials! are! attractive! for! use! in! electronic! applications! such! as!
field!effect!transistors!(FET),!light!emitting!diodes!(LED)!and!photovoltaics!(PV)!for!
several!reasons:!the!active!materials!are!fashioned!from!synthetic!material,!making!
them!relatively!inexhaustible!compared!to!inorganic!materials;!the!active!materials!
are!capable!of!being!dissolved!in!organic!solvents!and!coated!using!various!lowccost!
methods! including,! spin! coating,! slotcdie! coating,! rollctocroll! and! inkjet! printing.6c9!
!
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These! combined! benefits! give! organic! materials! the! potential! to! be! used! in! the!
development!of!both!large!area!and!flexible!devices!at!a!very!low!cost,!which!is!very!
attractive! for! commercial! applications! including,! wearable! devices,! portable!
electronics,! and! many! others.! In! this! chapter,! I! will! briefly! describe! the! properties!
and!characteristics!of!FET!and!PV!devices.!!

1.2 Photovoltaics((
Solar!energy!use!is!generally!divided!into!two!categories:!(a)!solar!thermal,!
typically! used! to! heat! water! in! households;! (b)! solar! electricity,! which! is! the!
conversion!of!solar!irradiation!into!electrical!current!due!to!the!photovoltaic!effect.!
Since! the! development! of! the! first! siliconcbased! solar! cell! by! Bell! Laboratories! in!
1954,!the!efficiency!of!inorganic!devices!has!steadily!improved.!The!highly!ordered!
atomic!network!and!the!builtcin!electric!field!in!inorganic!semiconductors!allow!for!
facile!charge!separation!and!transport!through!valence!and!conduction!bands.10!
Figure! 1.1! shows! researchccell! efficiencies! since! 1975.! The! most! efficient!
devices!are!commonly!multijunction!inorganic!cells,!which!include!one!or!more!pcn!
junctions.11,!

12!

Combining! single! inorganic! cells,! with! their! own! respective!

absorption! band! gaps,! allows! for! maximized! light! absorption! and! power! output.!
Power!conversion!efficiencies!are!very!high!for!these!devices,!often!exceeding!40%.!
They! also! benefit! from! being! lightweight,! making! them! desirable! for! use! in!
spacecraft.& However,! these! devices! are! composed! of! group! IIIcV! compound!
semiconductors,! such! as! indiumcgalliumcarsenide! (InGaAs),! aluminumcarsenide!

!
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(AlAs),! etc.,! which! are! very! difficult! and! expensive! to! process,! as! well! as!
environmentally!harmful.!

Figure!1.1:!National!renewable!energy!laboratory!(NREL)!chart!of!best!performing!
research!solar!cell!efficiencies,!organized!by!the!reporting!lab!and!device!type.13!

!

Silicon! (Si)! based! cells! are! widely! used! in! applications! from! solar! powered!
calculators!to!rooftop!solar!paneling.!This!is!primarily!due!to!a!combination!of!their!
high! power! conversion! efficiency! (PCE! ~! 20%)! and! the! decreasing! cost! of! silicon!
leading! to! a! decrease! in! the! overall! energy! cost.14! However,! to! achieve! high!
efficiencies,!very!pure!and!crystalline!Si!must!be!used!to!process!thick!enough!(150c
200! um)! wafers.! This! process! expends! significant! amounts! of! CO2! and! can! have!
issues! with! durability,! which! can! affect! their! long! term! use! under! harsh!
environmental!conditions.15!!
Kallmann! and! Pope! first! observed! the! photovoltaic! effect! with! organic!
materials! in! 1959.16,! 17! Upon! exciting! a! single! crystal! of! anthracene! (Figure! 1.2)!
between! two! transparent! electrical! contacts,! they! observed! a! significant! reduction!
!
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in! resistance! compared! to! the! dark! resistance,! indicative! of! the! formation! of! a!
photodiode.! These! results! sparked! the! investigation! of! a! variety! of! other! vapor!
deposited!single!crystals,!however,!the!response!from!these!materials!was!very!low.!!

Figure!1.2:!Materials!used!in!early!organic!photovoltaic!devices.!

!

In! 1986,! Tang! reported! the! formation! of! a! bilayer! device! that! reached! a!
power! conversion! efficiency! (PCE)! of! 1%.18,!

19!

This! was! achieved! through! the!

deposition! of! perylene! derivative! onto! copper! phthalocyanine! (Figure! 1.2).! The!
interface! between! the! electron! rich! (phthalocyanine)! and! electron! deficient!
(perylene)! molecules,! both! of! which! acted! as! light! harvesters,! facilitated! the!
generation! of! free! charged! through! exciton! dissociation.! In! 1994,! Heeger! and!
coworkers! reported! a! device! composed! of! a! phenylene! vinylene! based! conjugated!
polymer!(MEHcPPV)!blended!with!the!electron!deficient!C60!molecule!prior!to!active!
layer! deposition! (Figure! 1.2).! They! observed! a! significant! improvement! in! the!
photoresponsive! behavior! of! the! active! materials! due! to! the! formation! of! a! bulk!
heterojunction! (BHJ).20! Since! then,! the! conjugated! polymer:! fullerene! BHJ!
combination!has!become!the!premier!method!for!fabrication!of!OPV!devices.!
!
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1.2.1 Organic(Photovoltaic(Device(Operation(
Compared!to!inorganic!photovoltaic!materials,!conjugated!polymer!and!small!
molecule!based!photovoltaics!are!in!their!nascent!stage.!However,!several!intrinsic!
properties! have! allowed! their! efficiencies! to! exceed! 10%.! Such! properties! include!
the! advancement! in! the! design! of! semiconductors,! processing! techniques,! BHJ!
morphology! and! increased! absorption! coefficients! of! organic! materials.! Organic!
photovoltaic! devices! undergo! a! fourcstep! process! to! convert! solar! energy! to!
electrical! current:! photoexcitation! and! exciton! diffusion,! exciton! dissociation,! free!
charge!transport!and!charge!collection.!

1.2.1.1 Photoexcitation(
Irradiation! of! the! chromophore! promotes! an! electron! from! the! highest!
occupied! molecular! orbital! (HOMO)! to! the! lowest! unoccupied! molecular! orbital!
(LUMO)! generating! a! couloumbically! bound! electronchole! pair,! or! exciton.! The!
ability! to! do! so! depends! on! two! factors,! the! energy! of! the! photon! exciting! the!
chromophore! and! the! energy! difference! between! the! HOMO! and! LUMO! of! the!
chromophore,! or! the! band! gap.! Figure! 1.3! shows! the! solar! irradiance! spectrum,!
which! describes! the! energy! and! intensity! of! solar! light! according! to! the! AM! 1.5G!
classification.21! The! spectrum! is! most! intense! in! the! ViscNIR! region! of! the!
electromagnetic!spectrum!(400c1000!nm).!To!harness!as!many!photons!as!possible,!
the!absorption!of!the!chromophore!should!overlap!the!solar!irradiance!as!much!as!
possible.! Because! of! this,! significant! effort! has! gone! into! the! development! of! low!
band!gap!(LBG)!materials.!
!
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Figure!1.3:!Solar!irradiance!flux!density!of!the!AM1.5!G!spectrum!(solid!line),!and!
cumulative!photon!current!density!for!the!photons!in!the!spectrum!(dashed!line).!
Once! the! exciton! is! formed,! it! can! follow! several! pathways! including!
relaxation! to! the! ground! state! through! recombination! of! the! electron! and! hole,!
intersystem! transfer! to! generate! the! triplet! excited! state! or! diffusion! and! exciton!
dissociation.!The!distance!that!an!exciton!can!diffuse!before!relaxation!is!called!the!
exciton! diffusion! length,! LD,! and! is! often! in! the! subc50! nm! length! scale.22,! 23! If! an!
exciton!is!generated!a!distance!greater!than!LD!from!a!DcA!interface,!it!will!be!unable!
to! contribute! to! the! photogenerated! current! due! to! its! relaxation.! Because! of! this,!
bulk!heterojunction!devices,!where!the!donor!and!acceptor!materials!are!intimately!
mixed! in! such! a! way! that! the! active! layer! consists! of! interpenetrating! nanocsized!
donor!and!acceptor!domains,!are!favorable!for!effective!harvesting!of!excitons.!

1.2.1.2 Charge(Transfer((
At!the!DcA!interface,!the!electron!residing!in!the!LUMO!of!the!donor!can!be!
transferred! to! the! acceptor! through! an! energetically! favorable! charge! transfer!
process.! The! efficiency! of! this! process! is! dependent! on! the! energy! difference!
!
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between! the! LUMO! of! the! donor! and! the! LUMO! of! the! acceptor.! This! optimum!
energy!difference!for!effective!charge!transfer!between!the!two!LUMOs!should!be!≥&
0.3! eV;! differences! lower! than! this! value! can! result! in! reversible! charge! transfer!
(Figure!1.4).!Since!the!LUMO!level!of!one!of!the!most!commonly!used!acceptor,![6,6]c
phenyl!C61cbutyric!acid!methyl!ester!(PC61BM),!is!between!c3.7!and!c4.2!eV,!the!ideal!
donor! polymer! is! believed! to! have! a! LUMO! of! c3.9! eV.! The! tunability! of! organic!
semiconductors!lends!itself!well!to!the!need!for!this!energy!difference,!as!conjugated!
polymers!can!be!intelligently!designed!with!this!need!in!mind.!

!
Figure!1.4:!:!Schematic!energy!level!diagram!of!the!donorcacceptor!interface!in!an!
organic!photovoltaic,!illustrating!the!energetically!favorable!charge!transfer!process.!
You,! et.! al.,! reported! the! use! of! a! "weak! donorcstrong! acceptor"! concept! to!
tune! the! energy! levels! of! donor! polymers.24,! 25! While! LBG! materials! are! generated!
through! orbital! mixing! between! the! donor! and! acceptor! units,! it! has! been! shown!
that!independent!tuning!of!the!HOMO!and!LUMO!is!possible!through!conjugation!of!
a! "weak! donor"! with! a! "strong! acceptor".! This! ensures! proper! orbital! overlap! for!
charge! transfer,! as! well! as! optimization! of! the! open! circuit! voltage! (VOC),! which! is!
directly! related! to! the! energy! difference! between! the! LUMO! of! the! acceptor! and!
HOMO!of!the!donor.!
!
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1.2.1.3 Charge(Transport(
Once! in! the! charge! separated! state,! the! free! electron! and! hole! can! be!
transported!away!from!the!DcA!interface!through!the!hole!transporting!(pctype)!and!
electron! transporting! (nctype)! materials,! respectively.! Hole! and! electron! transport!
in! organic! semiconductors! is! facilitated! through! intrac! and! intermolecular!
mechanisms! through! the! HOMOs! and! LUMOs,! respectively.! Delocalization! of! these!
orbitals! throughout! the! bulk! through! planarization! of! the! conjugated!
semiconductors! encourages! intrachain! charge! transport! and! interchain! charge!
hopping.! However,! these! charges! are! still! susceptible! to! relaxation! pathways! that!
would! render! them! unable! to! be! collected! at! their! respective! electrodes.! Ensuring!
balanced!transport!of!each!charge!is!helpful!to!limit!charge!annihilation.!With!that,!
tuning!the!morphology!towards!a!wellcorganized!bulk!heterojunction!is!ideal.!!
Bulk!heterojunction!devices!are!achieved!by!deposition!of!a!blended!solution!
of! donor! and! acceptor! materials.! This! yields! a! somewhat! random! distribution! of!
donor! and! acceptor! throughout! the! film! but! cannot! guarantee! nanoscale! phase!
segregation.!Continuous!DcA!domains!are!required!for!uninhibited!transport!of!free!
charges.! Various! techniques! including! thermal! annealing,! solvent! annealing,! coc
solvent!addition!and!molecular!engineering!can!be!very!useful!to!limit!the!formation!
of!large!domains.!These!methods!can!also!improve!crystallinity!within!the!domains,!
increasing! intermolecular! orbital! overlap! and! improving! the! charge! transport!
properties.!

!
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1.2.1.4 Charge(Extraction(
Once!these!charges!reach!their!respective!electrodes,!they!can!be!extracted,!
generating! the! electrical! current.! Device! architecture! and! interfacial! layers! play! a!
large! role! in! optimizing! the! correct! charge! at! each! electrode.! Several! device!
architectures! have! been! explored,! including! direct,! inverted! and! tandem! cells!
(Figure! 1.5).26c30! The! most! commonly! used! are! the! direct! cells.! These! devices!
incorporate! a! hole! transporting! layer! between! the! transparent! indiumctincoxide!
(ITO)! electrode! and! the! active! layer! to! facilitate! hole! extraction! by! this! electrode,!
while! blocking! any! electrons! that! may! reach! this! interface.! While! a! variety! of!
materials!

have!

been!

developed!

for!

this!

application,!

poly(ethylenedioxy)thiophene:polystyrene! sulfonate! (PEDOT:PSS)! is! the! most!
commonly! used! holectransporting! layer.! Also,! through! modification! of! its! work!
function,! the! properties! of! the! back! metal! electrode! can! also! be! tuned! to! improve!
electron!extraction!from!the!active!layer.!Generally,!LiF/Al!or!Ca/Al!electrodes!are!
used,! with! Ca/Al! often! yielding! improved! interfacial! contact.! Inverted! devices!
reverse! the! flow! of! charges,! extracting! electrons! at! ITO! and! holes! at! the! back!
electrode.! This! is! achieved! using! a! film! of! metal! oxide! (TiO2,! ZnO)! semiconducting!
nanostructures!at!the!ITOcactive!layer!interface!and!a!holectransporting!layer!at!the!
back!electrode!interface.!!
Tandem!cells!combine!a!high!band!gap!front!cell!capable!of!harvesting!highc
energy!photons,!an!interconnecting!interfacial!layer!and!a!LBG!back!cell!to!harvest!
low!energy!photons.31!Placing!these!devices!in!series!yield!very!high!VOC!due!to!the!
minimization! of! photonic! energy! loss.! Yang! and! coworkers! demonstrated! this! to!
!
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yield! efficiencies! above! 10%.32! However,! due! to! the! complex! device! architecture,!
this!method!is!less!often!explored,!compared!to!direct!and!inverted!cells.!

!
Figure!1.5:!Examples!of!the!architectural!components!in!various!organic!
photovoltaic!devices.!
1.2.2 OPV(Device(Evaluation(

!
Figure!1.6:!Example!of!J9V!curve!obtained!under!dark!(dashed)!and!illuminated!
(solid)!conditions.!
Fabricated! OPV! devices! are! evaluated! based! on! several! figures! of! merit!
extracted! from! the! current! densitycvoltage! (J9V)! curve! obtained! when! a! voltage! is!
applied! to! the! device! either! in! the! dark! or! under! illumination.! Figure! 1.6! shows!
representative! J9V& curves! under! each! state.! Devices! showing! proper! operation!
exhibit!diodeclike!behavior,!with!saturated!current!at!reverse!bias!and!exponential!
current! growth! at! forward! bias.! The! power! conversion! efficiency! (PCE)! is!
determined!under!illumination!using!the!following!equation:!
!
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!"# =

!!"#
!
!!"

where! Pin! is! the! power! input! of! the! irradiant! light,! generally! 100! mW/cm2.! Pout! is!
defined!by!the!following!equation:!
!!"# = !!" ×!!" ×!!!
where!JSC!is!the!short!circuit!current!density,!or!the!maximum!current!across!the!cell!
when!no!voltage!is!applied,!VOC!is!the!open!circuit!voltage,!or!the!maximum!potential!
across!the!cell!when!no!current!is!flowing,!FF!is!the!fill!factor,!which!is!the!ratio!of!
theoretical!power!output,!given!by!the!product!of!the!short!circuit!current!density!
and!the!open!circuit!voltage,!to!the!maximum!power!output,!given!by!the!maximum!
power!point!(MPP),!as!shown!below.!

!! =

!!"" ×!!""
!
!!" ×!!"

1.2.3 Conjugated(Semiconductors(for(OPVs(
Conjugated! polymer! and! small! molecule! semiconductors! are! prime!
candidates! for! chromophores! in! PV! devices! since! their! delocalized! π! electron!
systems! allow! for! the! absorption! of! light.! The! absorption! spectra! for! these!
compounds! often! fall! in! the! visible! range! of! the! electromagnetic! spectrum.!
Moreover,!through!molecular!engineering,!the!optical!and!electronic!properties!can!
be! effectively! tuned! to! broaden! the! absorption! spectrum! and! maximize! light!
absorption.23,!
!

33,! 34!

The! design! of! conjugated! polymer! or! small! molecule!
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chromophores!often!begins!with!the!selection!of!an!electron!rich!"donor"!unit!and!
electron! deficient! "acceptor"! unit.! Placing! these! moieties! in! conjugation! allows! for!
mixing! of! their! respective! frontier! molecular! orbitals,! generating! a! "pushcpull"!
system!and!an!intramolecular!charge!transfer!(ICT)!band!in!the!absorption!band.30!
The! extent! of! orbital! mixing! is! changed! by! effective! conjugation,! planarity! of!
conjugated!backbone!and!relative!donor!or!acceptor!strength!of!the!electron!rich!or!
electron!poor!moiety,!respectively.!!
Conjugated!polymer!semiconductors!benefit!from!several!properties!for!use!
in!organic!electronics!including!high!molecular!weight!and!solubility!in!a!variety!of!
organic! solvents.! These! allow! for! good! processability! and! film! forming!
characteristics.! Also,! the! extended! conjugated! backbone! can! allow! for! good!
interchain!overlap,!facilitating!effective!charge!hopping.!One!of!the!most!extensively!
studied!conjugated!polymer!semiconductors!in!the!field!of!organic!photovoltaics!is!
poly(3chexylthiophene)! (P3HT).! 35,! 36! P3HT! is! used! in! BHJ! devices! consisting! of!
P3HT:PCBM!active!layers!showed!a!range!of!efficiencies,!with!the!device!properties!
affected! by! a! variety! of! properties! including! molecular! weight,! dispersity,!
regioregularity,!processing!solvent,!etc.!This!is!true!in!other!conjugated!polymers!as!
well.37,!38!

1.2.4 BODIPY(for(OPVs(
Although! polymers! have! extended! conjugation! and! good! film! forming!
properties,!they!often!suffer!from!variations!in!molecular!weight!and!batchctocbatch!
inconsistencies! due! to! their! difficult! purification.! This! can! greatly! affect! the!
!
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crystallinity! of! the! polymer! in! thin! films.! Alternatively,! small! molecules! possess! a!
wellcdefined! molecular! structure! with! high! purity! from! batchctocbatch.! However,!
their!short!conjugation!lengths!can!potentially!limit!their!absorption!properties.!One!
approach! to! improve! the! absorption! properties! includes! the! introduction! of! dye!
molecules!for!light!harvesting.39!
Since! the! inception! of! photovoltaics,! dye! materials! have! been! used! as! light!
harvesters,! drawing! inspiration! from! the! process! of! photosynthesis,! where! solar!
energy! is! converted! into! sustenance! for! plant! life.! Small! molecule! dyes,! such! as!
isoindigo,! diketopyrrolopyrrole,! squaraine,! porphyrin! derivatives,! etc.,! are! widely!
used! in! both! natural! and! industrial! applications! due! to! their! light! harvesting! and!
emission! properties! and! they! have! gained! much! attention! as! building! blocks! for!
both! small! molecule! and! polymeric! organic! semiconductors.40c46! These! dyes! are!
generally!composed!of!fused!aromatic!systems,!which!give!large,!multicyclic!planar!
moieties! capable! of! intense! visible! absorption.! Depending! on! the! heteroatoms!
incorporated! into! the! dye! structure,! either! an! electron! rich! "donor"! moiety! or! an!
electron!deficient!"acceptor"!moiety!can!be!generated.!
4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene,! or! BODIPY,! is! a! unique! dye!
molecule! that! has! been! extensively! studied! for! use! in! a! variety! of! applications!
including!molecular!imaging,!stimuli!responsive!indication!and!photodynamic!!

!
Figure!1.7:!Molecular!structure!of!4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene!
(BODIPY),!derived!from!the!building!block!of!chlorophyll!(porphyrin).!
!
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therapy!due!to!its!robust!absorption!and!emission!properties.!The!structure!of!the!
BODIPY!dye!is!shown!in!Figure!1.7.!The!BODIPY!structure!is!essentially!one!half!of!
porphyrin,! the! aromatic! building! block! of! chlorophyll,! chelated! with! a! boron!
difluoride!unit.!While!the!large,!aromatic,!heterocyclic!structure!is!capable!of!acting!
as! an! efficient! light! harvester,! its! rigid! molecular! structure! makes! solution!
processing! difficult! without! significant! structural! modification.46! Also,! structural!
modification! of! porphyrin! is! not! at! all! trivial.! BODIPY! retains! the! intense! visible!
absorption! and! excellent! photochemical! stability! of! porphyrin! with! the! benefit! of!
being! smaller! and! easier! to! synthesize.47! In! addition,! several! positions! on! the!
BODIPY! structure! are! available! for! substitution.! This! provides! the! potential! for!
introducing! BODIPY! into! "pushcpull"! systems! to! tune! their! optical! and!
electrochemical!properties.48,!49!
We! have! recently! incorporated! the! BODIPY! dye! in! a! series! of! conjugated!
alternating! copolymers! in! which! the! BODIPY! was! determined! to! act! as! either! a!
donor!or!acceptor,!depending!on!the!ionization!potential!and!electron!affinity!of!the!
comonomer! unit.50,! 51! As! a! result! we! were! able! to! demonstrate! control! of! both! the!
oxidation!and!reduction!potential!of!the!resulting!polymer!through!careful!selection!
of! the! comonomer! unit.! The! tunable! electrochemical! properties! lend! themselves!
well!to!the!use!of!BODIPY!based!materials!as!organic!semiconductors.!
The! crystallinity! of! polymer! thin! films! often! suffers! due! to! the! molecular!
variations!and!purification!difficulties.!Alternatively,!small!molecules!possess!a!wellc
defined!molecular!structure!with!high!purity!from!batchctocbatch,!which!often!leads!
to!great!crystallinity.39!There!have!been!many!examples!of!BODIPY!based!materials!
!
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being! used! in! field! effect! transistors,! as! well! as! organic! and! dye! sensitized! solar!
cells.52c57!

1.3 Organic(Field(Effect(Transistors(
Field!effect!transistors!(FETs)!have!many!applications!in!our!dayctocday!life!
including! portable,! label! free! sensors,! RFIDs,! and! logic! based! devices,! which! can!
impact!in!biomedical!and!electronics!fields.58,! 59!While!inorganic!devices!are!widely!
used,! organic! field! effect! transistors! are! especially! attractive,! as! organic! materials!
soluble! in! organic! solvents,! facilitating! the! fabrication! of! flexible! and! lightweight!
devices.!

1.3.1 Device(Architecture(

Figure!1.8:!Various!field!effect!transistor!device!architectures.!

!

The!typical!FET!device!architecture!is!classified!according!to!the!structure!of!
the!gate!and!source!and!drain!electrodes!with!respect!to!the!semiconductor.!Figure!
1.8! shows! the! various! available! device! architectures.! In! bottomcgate! devices,! the!
gate/dielectric! is! coated! with! the! semiconductor! through! solution! (polymer,! small!
!
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molecules)! or! vapor! (volatile! small! molecules! and! oligomers)! deposition!
techniques.60c63! The! source! and! drain! electrodes! are! then! deposited! on! top! of! the!
semiconductor! in! top! contact! devices;! whereas! in! bottomccontact! devices,! the!
source! and! drain! electrodes! are! deposited! onto! the! substrate,! followed! by!
deposition! of! the! semiconductor.! Alternatively,! in! topcgated! devices,! the! gate!
electrode! is! deposited! on! top! of! the! semiconductor,! with! the! source! and! drain!
electrodes!being!on!either!the!top!or!the!bottom,!depending!of!the!type!of!contact.!

1.3.2 Device(Operation(
Operation!of!the!FET!device!requires!the!induction!of!charge!carriers!in!the!
semiconductor! through! the! application! of! a! bias! at! the! gate! electrode.! The! electric!
field!generated!by!applying!a!negative!VG!destabilizes!the!frontier!molecular!orbitals!
in! the! semiconductor,! bringing! the! HOMO! level! closer! to! the! Fermi! level! of! the!
source! and! drain! electrodes! and! inducing! positive! charges! in! the! semiconductor.!
Application! of! a! negative! voltage! at! the! drain! electrode! drives! the! transport! of! the!
mobile! charges! through! the! semiconductor.! Alternatively,! application! of! a! positive!
voltage!at!the!gate!electrode!stabilizes!the!HOMO!and!LUMO,!bringing!the!LUMO!to!
the! Fermi! level! of! the! source! and! drain! electrodes! and! inducing! negative! charges,!
which!can!be!transported!upon!applying!a!positive!drain!voltage.!The!mobility!of!the!
transported!charge!is!specifically!of!interest!when!evaluating!the!effectiveness!of!the!
semiconducting!material.!
The! charge! carrier! type! of! the! semiconductor! is! believed! to! be! directly!
related!to!HOMO/LUMO!energy!levels!as!they!relate!to!the!Fermi!level!of!source!and!
!
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drain! electrodes.64! Molecular! orientation! at! the! insulator/semiconductor! interface,!
intermolecular! interactions! and! the! overall! order! can! greatly! affect! the! available!
pathways!for!charge!transport!along!the!length!of!the!channel.65!

!
Figure!1.9:!Output!(left)!and!transfer!(right)!characteristics!of!a!solution!processed!
nctype!small!molecule!organic!semiconductor!fabricated!using!the!bottomcgate!
bottomccontact!device!architecture.66!
Figure! 1.9! shows! the! output! and! transfer! FET! characteristics! of! an! organic!
semiconducting! small! molecule! measured! in! a! bottomcgate! bottomccontact! device.!
The!output!characteristics!were!obtained!by!plotting!the!sourcecdrain!current!(Ids)!
against!the!applied!drain!voltage!(Vds)!at!various!gate!voltages!(Vgs).!From!here,!we!
can! qualitatively! determine! if! the! semiconductor! is! pctype,! nctype! or! ambipolar!
according!to!which!quadrant!shows!gatecdependent!improvements!in!Ids!during!the!
sweeping! of! Vds.! Given! that! the! IdscVds! plots! in! Figure! 1.9! show! gate! dependent!
characteristics! in! quadrant! II,! the! semiconductor! can! be! considered! nctype.! If! a!
similar! response! were! observed! in! quadrant! IV,! the! semiconductor! would! be!
considered!pctype.!!

!
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Analysis! of! the! saturated! regime! of! the! transfer! characteristics,! which! are!
generated!by!sweeping&Vgs!at!a!constant!Vds,!can!quantify!the!charge!carrier!mobility!
using!the!following!equation:!

!"#
!!"

! !"# !! !
!
=
!!" − !! !
2!

!"#
where! !!"
! is! the! drain! current! in! the! saturated! regime! of! the! transfer!

characteristics,! Ci! is! the! dielectric! capacitance,! W! is! the! width! of! the! transport!
channel,! L! is! distance! between! the! source! and! drain! electrodes! and! VT! is! the!
threshold!voltage.!

1.4 Summary(
The!need!for!clean,!renewable!energy!sources!is!imperative.!While!there!are!
a! variety! of! available! options,! they! all! combine! for! a! very! small! fraction! of! global!
energy! consumption.! Organic! electronics,! specifically! organic! photovoltaics,! hold!
great! potential! as! renewable! energy! sources.! Organic! photovoltaics! benefit! from!
high! absorption! coefficients,! tunable! electronic! properties,! facile! processing!
methods!and!overall!low!device!cost.!However,!they!also!suffer!from!low!efficiencies!
compared!to!their!inorganic!counterparts.!!
Significant! efforts! in! intelligent! design! have! been! put! forth! to! generate! the!
"ideal"!semiconductor!for!use!as!a!donor!material!in!the!active!layer!of!OPV!devices.!
Alternating! copolymers! often! use! the! "weak! donorcstrong! acceptor"! approach! to!
predict!the!positions!of!the!frontier!molecular!orbitals!and!lower!the!band!gap!for!
maximum! absorption! and! favorable! charge! dissociation.! Dye! materials! have! also!
!
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been! incorporated! in! conjugated! polymers! and! small! molecules! for! improved! light!
absorption.!
In! this! dissertation,! a! small! molecule! BODIPY! dye! based! acceptorcdonorc
acceptor! system! will! be! investigated! for! organic! photovoltaic! applications.! In!
Chapter! 2,! the! initial! design! of! the! system! will! be! discussed,! highlighting! the!
versatility!of!the!synthetic!method!and!the!predictable!optical!and!electrochemical!
properties.!Results!obtained!from!fabricated!organic!electronic!devices!will!also!be!
discussed.! In! Chapter! 3,! the! implications! of! modification! to! the! optical! and!
electrochemical!properties!of!the!“acceptorcdonorcacceptor”!(AcDcA)!system!will!be!
described.! In! Chapter! 4,! previously! mentioned! results! and! conclusions! will! be!
summarized,!along!with!the!future!directions!for!this!work.!
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CHAPTER(2(
BODIPY2BASED(SMALL(MOLECULES(AS(ELECTRON(ACCEPTORS(IN(BULK(
HETEROJUNCTION(ORGANIC(PHOTOVOLTAICS(

2.1 Introduction(
The! field! of! organic! photovoltaics! (OPV)! has! advanced! in! recent! years!
through! extensive! investigation! into! various! conjugated! polymer! and! small!
molecule! structures;! examination! of! the! properties! of! these! materials! and! their!
potential!for!use!as!donors!in!bulk!heterojunction!(BHJ)!organic!solar!cells!has!led!to!
a! better! understanding! of! the! structural! criteria! required! to! yield! optimal! device!
performance.1c6! While! significant! advances! have! been! made! in! the! design! and!
synthesis! of! donor! materials,! yielding! high! efficiency! photovoltaic! devices,! the! oftc
chosen! acceptor,! the! fullerene! based! [6,6]cphenyl! C61cbutyric! acid! methyl! ester!
(PCBM),!remains!the!first,!and!often!only!choice!for!use!in!active!layer!blends.!!
Fullerene!derivatives!are!very!attractive!as!acceptors!in!BHJ!OPV!devices!for!
several! reasons,! including! high! electron! affinity,! high! electron! mobility,! and! the!
ability! to! form! favorable! nanoscale! morphologies! when! blended! with! many! small!
molecule!and!polymeric!donors.7,!8!However,!these!molecules!show!weak!absorption!
in! the! visible! range! of! the! electromagnetic! spectrum,! limiting! their! contribution! to!
photogenerated! current! and! requiring! the! donor! to! act! as! the! sole! light! harvester.!
Synthesis! and! purification! of! fullerenecbased! acceptors! is! also! nonctrivial,! making!
structural!modifications!that!would!lead!to!perturbations!in!the!electronic!structure!
of!the!material!very!difficult.!Development!of!new!noncfullerene!based!acceptors!!
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!
Figure!2.1:!Molecular!structures!of!several!noncfullerene!acceptors!successfully!used!
in!P3HT!based!organic!photovoltaic!devices.!Polymeric!and!small!molecule!designs!
often!employ!DcA!architectures,!as!well!as!dye!moieties.!
will! lead! to! the! generation! of! a! library! of! acceptors! which! may! be! better!
matched! with! new! donor! materials! than! current! fullerene! based! acceptors,!
potentially!leading!to!more!efficient!devices.9c11!
While! there! has! been! significant! effort! to! improve! OPV! device! performance!
through! the! optimization! of! the! structure! and! electronic! properties! of! the! donor!

!
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materials,!noncfullerene!electron!acceptors!are!rarely!used!in!bulk!BHJ!OPV!devices.!
The! use! of! noncfullerene! acceptors! in! BHJ! OPVs! has! gained! attention! in! recent!
years.12c15! The! structures! of! several! successful! small! molecule! and! conjugated!
polymer!noncfullerene!acceptors!(NFAs)!are!shown!in!Figure!2.1.!Recent!examples!
of!small!molecule!noncfullerene!acceptors!for!poly(3chexylthiophene)!(P3HT)!based!
BHJ! OPV! have! shown! promising! results! due! to! (a)! improved! light! harvesting!
through! the! inclusion! of! dyes! for! enhanced! absorption! in! the! visible! region! of! the!
solar! spectrum! and! (b)! raising! of! the! LUMO! energy! level,! compared! to! PCBM,! to!
improve!openccircuit!voltages!(VOC)!of!the!resultant!OPV!devices.2,!10,!14,!16!
Concurrently,! there! has! also! been! a! surge! in! developing! specifically! small!
molecules! as! active! materials! for! OPVs.! While! conjugated! polymers! are! often!
regarded! as! low! band! gap! materials! with! good! film! forming! properties,! small!
molecules! offer! several! advantages! over! polymeric! materials:! they! have! a! well!
defined! molecular! structure;! their! molecular! weight! is! definite;! highly! pure!
compounds! are! achieved! through! relatively! facile! purification! methods;! small!
molecule! synthesis! provides! much! greater! consistency! from! batch! to! batch.2,! 5! The!
combination! of! these! interests! has! triggered! our! search! for! small! molecule! nonc
fullerene! acceptors! for! BHJ! OPV.2,! 10,! 13c16! Our! approach! to! the! development! of!
materials! as! NFAs! for! BHJ! OPVs! began! with! the! investigation! into! methods! to!
improve! the! light! harvesting! capabilities! of! the! acceptor.! For! these! purposes,! we!
conceived!the!use!of!the!4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene!(BODIPY)!dye.!!
Employing! BODIPY! in! materials! for! OPVs! is! particularly! advantageous! for!
several! reasons:! it! possesses! excellent! photochemical! stability;! it! shows! strong!
!
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absorbance!in!the!visible!region,!with!maximum!absorption!falling!at!ca.!500!nm;!its!
partial!benzenoid!and!quinoid!character!provides!the!potential!for!stable!oxidation!
and!reduction;!the!optoelectronic!properties!of!the!dye!are!capable!of!being!tuned!
through!facile!structural!modification!at!several!positions!on!the!BODIPY!core.17,!18!
BODIPY!based!materials!have!had!great!success!as!small!molecule!donors!in!
BHJ! OPV! devices,19c21! and! used! as! a! molecular! antennae! in! P3HT:PCBM! devices.22!
Also,! there! are! several! examples! of! electron! transporting! materials! based! on! the!
BODIPY! dye.23,! 24! To! the! best! of! our! knowledge,! this! is! the! first! report! of! BODIPY!
based!materials!used!as!the!sole!electron!acceptor!in!BHJ!OPVs.!!

2.2 Molecular(Design(
For! our! design,! we! chose! to! use! an! acceptorcdonorcacceptor! (AcDcA)! type!
architecture!where!BODIPY!acts!as!the!acceptor!moiety,!as!shown!in!Figure!2.2.!The!
donor! moiety! was! decided! to! be! variable! in! order! to! evaluate! the! affect! of! its!
structure! on! the! optoelectronic! properties! of! the! final! molecules.! We! decided! to!
incorporate! an! alkylthiophene! unit! between! the! donor! and! the! BODIPY! to! insure!
solubility! of! the! resulting! molecule! in! common! organic! solvents.! This! property! is!
crucial!for!the!solution!processability!of!the!material.!!
We! decided! to! use! thieno(3,2cb)thiophene! (TTh),! 2,2’cbithiophene! (biTh),!
4,8cbis(5c(2cethylhexyl)! thiophenc2cyl)benzo[1,2cb:4,5cb’]dithiophene! (BDT),! 4,4c
bis(2cethylhexyl)c4Hccyclopentac[2,1cb:3,4cb]dithiophene!

(CPDT)!

or!

Nc(2c

ethylhexyl)cdithieno![3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole!(DTP),!several!well!know!donor!moieties!
in! the! field! of! organic! electronics.! These! moieties! can! be! characterized! as! either!

!
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“weak!donors”!(TTh,!biTh,!BDT)!or!“strong!donors”!(CPDT,!DTP)!according!to!their!
ionization! potential.25! We! hypothesized! that! this! design! would! provide! convenient!
access!to!low!bandcgap!small!molecules!that!could!be!used!as!acceptors!in!BHJ!OPVs.!
!

!
Figure!2.2:!:!Molecular!design!of!small!molecule!BODIPYcbased!acceptor!molecules!
incorporating!"weak"!(TTh,!biTh,!BDT)!and!"strong"!(CPDT,!DTP)!donor!core!
structures.!
In!this!chapter,!we!report!five!such!molecules,!in!which!BODIPY!is!conjugated!
through! its! meso! position! using! a! 3chexylthiophene! linker! to! donor! molecules! to!
afford!BDPcTTh,!BDPcbiTh,!BDPcBDT,!BDPcCPDT,!and!BDPcDTP!respectively!(Figure!
2.2).! These! molecules! show! strong! visible! absorption! with! low! lying! LUMO! levels,!
making! them! electronically! suitable! as! acceptors! for! many! donor! materials.! ! To!
examine! their! potential! as! acceptors! in! BHJ! OPVs,! devices! were! fabricated! using!
P3HT!as!the!donor.!

!
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2.3 Results(and(Discussion(
2.3.1 Synthesis(

!
Scheme!2.1:!Synthetic!scheme!detailing!the!synthesis!of!the!BODIPY!cap!(8c(2c
bromoc3chexylthienc5cyl)c4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene).!
Retrosynthetic! analysis! of! the! final! BODIPY! molecules! allowed! us! to!
determine! the! synthetic! approach.! BODIPY! based! materials! are! often! synthesized!
through!trifluoroacetic!acid!catalyzed!condensation!of!a!pyrrole!derivative!with!an!
aromatic!aldehyde,!followed!by!oxidation!and!installation!of!the!difluoroborane!unit!
in! the! presence! of! triethylamine! (TEA).! While! this! method! is! direct,! the! threecstep!
process!often!yields!the!BODIPY!in!very!poor!yields.!!
Rather! than! using! this! approach! to! install! the! BODIPY! moieties! onto! a!
dialdehydecterminated!core,!we!chose!to!take!a!modular!approach.!We!synthesized!
the! donor! core! and! the! BODIPY! cap! separately,! allowing! for! a! “plugcandcplay”!
approach! to! generating! the! final! molecules! described! here.! This! also! greatly!
increases! the! potential! of! this! design,! since! any! compatible! unit! can! be! easily!
incorporated!to!yield!a!BODIPY!capped!molecule!in!relatively!high!yields.!
The! BODIPY! cap! can! be! further! dissected! into! the! BODIPY! unit! and! the!
brominated! hexylthiophene! unit.! The! lack! of! βcsubstituents! on! the! BODIPY! moiety!
was! expected! to! greatly! benefit! the! overall! planarity! of! the! molecule! due! to! the!
!
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limited!steric!interactions!that!often!force!a!twist!between!the!meso!substituent!and!
BODIPY!core.22,!26!
The!detailed!synthetic!steps!for!generation!of!the!BODIPY!cap!are!shown!in!
Scheme! 2.1.! Synthesis! of! the! thiophene! unit! began! with! the! bromination! of! 3c
hexylthiophene! using! Ncbromosuccinimide! (NBS)! in! glacial! acetic! acid! to! yield! 2c
bromoc3chexylthiophene.! Next,! the! boronic! acid! moiety! was! installed! at! the! 5c
position.! Lithium! diisopropylamine! (LDA)! was! used! to! deprotonate! the! second!
alpha!position!of!the!thiophene,!which!reacted!with!triisopropylborate,!followed!by!
acidification!using!dilute!hydrochloric!acid.!The!bulky!base!was!used!to!ensure!that!
the!bromine!survived!the!reaction.!!
Synthesis! of! the! BODIPY! unit! began! with! a! condensation! reaction! between!
pyrrole! and! thiophosgene! to! give! the! thione,! which! was! then! methylated! using!
iodomethane.!Finally,!the!difluoroboron!unit!was!installed!in!the!presence!of!TEA!to!
give!8c(thiomethyl)cBODIPY.27!These!two!units!were!combined!through!Liebeskindc
Srogl! coupling! between! 8c(thiomethyl)cBODIPY! and! 2cbromoc3chexylthiophenec5c
boronic!acid.28,!29!
The!bis(stannylated)!donors!were!synthesized!using!several!well!established!
methods,! described! as! follows.! TTh! was! lithiated! using! ncbutyllithium! and! reacted!
with!trimethyltin!chloride!to!give!2,5cbis(trimethylstannyl)cthieno[3,2cb]thiophene.!
5,5′cBis(tributylstannyl)c2,2′cbithiophene!was!purchased!and!used!as!received.!BDT!
was!synthesized!starting!from!thiophenec3ccarboxylic!acid,!which!was!converted!to!!
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!
Scheme!2.2:!Synthetic!scheme!detailing!the!synthesis!of!weak!donors!TTh!and!BDT.!
thiophenec3ccarbonyl! chloride,! followed! by! conversion! to! thiophenec3c
carboxylicacid!amide.!The!2cposition!of!the!amide!was!lithiated,!which!prompted!an!
intermolecular! condensation! to! benzo[1,2cb:4,5cb’]dithiophenec4,8cdione.! The!
dione!

was!

substituted!

with!

2c(2cethylhexyl)thiophene,!

followed!

by!

aromatization/reduction! to! BDT,! which! was! then! stannylated! under! similar!
conditions!described!for!TTh!(Scheme!2.2).4,!30!

!
Scheme!2.3:!Synthetic!scheme!detailing!synthesis!of!strong!donors,!CPDT!and!DTP.!
Synthesis!of!the!strong!donors!began!with!bromination!of!2,2’cbithiophene!to!
give!3,3’,5,5’ctetrabromoc2,2’cbithiophene.!For!CPDT,!the!alpha!positions!were!then!
protected! using! trimethylsilyl! (TMS)! groups,! followed! by! condensation! with!
dimethylcabamoyl! chloride.! Next,! the! TMS! groups! were! deprotected! using! basic!
!
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conditions,!followed!by!WolffcKishner!reduction!of!the!ketone!bridge!to!a!methylene!
bridge.!The!bridgehead!carbon!was!then!dialkylated!with!2cethylhexyl!bromide.!The!
bis(stannylated)cCPDT! was! formed! using! similar! conditions! described! for! BDT!
(Scheme!2.3).25,!31!

!
Scheme!2.4:!Reaction!scheme!for!Stille!coupling!conditions!to!yield!final!BODIPY!
acceptors.!
For! DTP,! the! alpha! positions! of! 3,3’,5,5’ctetrabromoc2,2’cbithiophene! were!
debrominated! using! zinc! metal! under! acidic! conditions.! The! fused! ring! was! then!
closed!using!palladium!catalyzed!Buchwald!coupling!conditions.!The!DTP!core!was!
then!bis(stannylated)!using!similar!conditions!described!for!CPDT.32!

!
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Stille! coupling! between! the! bistannylated! donors! and! the! previously!
synthesized! BODIPY! “cap”! afforded! the! targeted! molecules! in! good! yields! (Scheme!
2.4).!

2.3.2 Absorption(Properties(
The! solution! state! and! thin! film! absorption! properties! for! each! of! the! final!
molecules! are! shown! in! Figure! 2.3! and! summarized! in! Table! 2.1.! The! absorption!
spectra!all!have!a!similar!maximum!absorption!with!variations!in!the!300c425!nm!
and! 550c850! nm! ranges.! All! molecules! exhibit! an! absorption! maximum!
characteristic! of! a! π9π*! transition! in! the! BODIPY! moiety.20,! 33! This! is! supported! by!
the! very! similar! molar! absorptivity! values! throughout! the! series,! with! the! “weak!
donor”!cored!molecule!possess!similar!absorption!coefficients!(ca.!6!x!104!Mc1!cmc1)!
while!the!“strong!donor”!cores!deviate!slightly!(7.2!x!104!and!2.5!x!104!Mc1!cmc1!for!
BDPcCPDT!and!BDPcDTP,!respectively).!!
λsolmax!
ε&
λfilmmax!
λfilmonset!
Egopt!
4
c1
c1
(nm)!
(x!10 !M !cm )!
(nm)!
(nm)!
(eV)!
BDPcTTh!
518!
6.4!
535!
728!
1.70!
BDPcbiTh!
518!
6.0!
532!
740!
1.68!
BDPcBDT!
518!
6.2!
532!
717!
1.73!
BDPcCPDT!
516!
7.6!
530!
805!
1.54!
BDPcDTP!
516!
2.5!
532!
845!
1.47!
Table!2.1:!Tabulated!absorption!properties!of!the!BODIPY!based!molecules.!Solution!
state!spectra!measured!in!chlorobenzene.!Thin!films!spin!casted!from!concentrated!
dichloromethane!solutions!onto!glass!substrates!and!annealed!for!30!minutes.!
Optical!band!gap!estimated!from!the!red!edge!onset!of!thin!film!absorption!(Egopt!=!
1240/λfilmonset).!
BODIPY!
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Figure!2.3:!Absorption!spectra!of!chlorobenzene!solutions!(left)!and!thin!films!
(right)!of!BDPcTTh!(black),!BDPcbiTh!(purple),!BDPcBDT!(blue),!BDPcCPDT!(green)!
and!BDPcDTP!(red).!The!solution!spectra!are!plotted!with!respect!molar!
absorptivity.!Thin!film!absorption!spectra!measured!using!films!spin!cast!from!
concentrated!dichloromethane!solutions!and!annealed!at!150!°C!for!30!minutes!
(right)!and!normalized!with!respect!to!maximum!absorption.!Red!edge!absorption!
varies!with!respect!to!donor!strength.!
The! high! energy! region! shows! variations! that! correspond! to! the! absorption!
of! the! core! moiety! in! both! shape! and! intensity.34c36! The! low! energy! shoulder! is!
attributed! to! an! intramolecular! charge! transfer! process,! as! its! position! in! the!
solution!state!varies!with!the!donor!strength.!In!the!case!of!the!“weak!donor”!cored!
molecules,! BDPcTTh,! BDPcbiTh,! BDPcBDT,! the! band! exists! as! a! shoulder! (ca.! 590!
nm).!Installation!of!a!“strong!donor”!core!led!to!a!significant!red!shift!in!the!charge!
transfer! band,! yielding! a! 0.43! and! 0.47! eV! distance! between! the! λsolmax! and! the!
charge!transfer!band!for!BDPcCPDT!and!BDPcDTP,!respectively.37!
Thin! film! absorption! spectra! are! shown! in! Figure! 2.3.! In! thin! films,! the!
spectra! broaden! significantly,! red! shifting! both! the! maximum! absorption! (ca.! 530!
nm)! and! charge! transfer! peaks.! From! here,! we! can! extract! the! optical! band! gap!
(Egopt)!using!the!onset!of!optical!absorption.!While!Egopt!for!BDPcTTh,!BDPcbiTh,!and!
!
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BDPcBDT! are! comparable! (1.70,! 1.68,! and! 1.73! eV,! respectively),! BDPcCPDT! and!
BDPcDTP!show!a!significant!reduction!in!band!gap!(1.54!and!1.47!eV,!respectively).!
We!can!also!see!that!the!relative!intensity!of!the!charge!transfer!peak!nearly!doubles!
for!BDPcDTP!going!from!solution!state!to!thin!film,!indicating!a!great!improvement!
in!intermolecular!ordering.!

2.3.3 Electrochemical(Properties(
The!electrochemical!properties!of!the!molecules!were!examined!using!cyclic!
voltammetry.! The! HOMO! and! LUMO! levels! were! calculated! using! the! onset! of!
oxidation! and! reduction,! respectively,! from! the! cyclic! voltammograms! shown! in!
Figure!2.4.!The!redox!potentials!were!measured!against!a!Ag/Ag+!reference!cell!and!
corrected! with! respect! to! the! ferrocene/ferrocenium! (Fc/Fc+)! redox! couple.! ! The!
extracted!values!are!listed!in!Table!2.2.!Each!molecule!shows!amphoteric!behavior,!
exhibiting!two!reversible!oxidations!and!at!least!one!reduction,!which!is!consistent!
with! behavior! often! seen! in! AcDcA! systems.38! The! onset! of! the! first! oxidation!
potential! for! the! dyes! containing! weak! donors! are! very! similar,! with! BDPcTTh!
possessing! the! most! stable! HOMO! (c5.45! eV).! Increasing! the! donor! strength! of! the!
core!moiety!destabilized!the!HOMO!energy!level,!as!the!strongest!donor!(BDPcDTP)!
possesses!the!least!stable!HOMO!of!c5.14!eV.!Ered!values!are!similar!throughout!the!
series,! indicating! the! reduction! of! the! BODIPY! moiety! within! the! molecule! is!
relatively! unaffected! by! the! donor! strength! of! the! core! moiety.! Since! each! of! these!
molecules!possesses!a!LUMO!significantly!lower!than!that!of!P3HT!(c2.74!eV),!it!can!
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be! assumed! that! efficient! exciton! dissociation! is! possible,! allowing! them! to! be!
considered!as!candidates!for!acceptors!in!BHJ!devices.!

!
Figure!2.4:!Cyclic!voltammograms!of!BDPcTTh!(black),!BDPcbiTh!(purple),!BDPcBDT!
(blue),!BDPcCPDT!(green)!and!BDPcDTP!(red).!The!spectra!were!corrected!with!
respect!to!the!Fc/Fc+!redox!coupled.!
Eox!!
Ered!!
HOMOexp!! HOMOtheory!! LUMOexp!! LUMOtheory!!
(V)!
(V)!
(eV)!
(eV)!
(eV)!
(eV)!
BDPcTTh! 0.65! c0.91!
c5.45!
c5.98!
c3.89!
c3.38!
BDPcbiTh! 0.60! c1.04!
c5.40!
c5.82!
c3.76!
c3.36!
BDPcBDT! 0.60! c0.91!
c5.40!
c5.71!
c3.79!
c3.30!
BDPcCPDT! 0.36! c0.98!
c5.16!
c5.60!
c3.82!
c3.30!
BDPcDTP! 0.34! c1.06!
c5.14!
c5.30!
c3.74!
c3.30!
Table!2.2:!Summarized!electrochemical!properties!of!the!BODIPYcbased!molecules.!
The!HOMOexp!and!LUMOexp!values!were!calculated!from!the!onset!of!oxidation!and!
reduction!potentials!(HOMO!=!c(Eox!+!4.8);!LUMO!=!c(Ered!+!4.8)).!
BODIPY!
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Figure!2.5:!Calculated!images!of!frontier!molecular!orbitals.!Each!plot!shows!
considerable!localization!of!electron!density!in!HOMO!and!LUMO.!

!

Density! functional! theory! (DFT)! calculations! were! performed! using! the!
B3LYP/6c311G(d,p)! level! of! DFT.! Images! of! the! HOMO! and! LUMO! electron! density!
are! shown! in! Figure! 2.5.! Overall,! the! HOMO! wave! function! was! completely!
delocalized!over!the!entire!core,!including!the!bridging!thiophene!units,!with!a!slight!
contribution! from! one! side! of! each! BODIPY! moiety.! Alternatively,! the! LUMO! is!
delocalized!over!the!entire!backbone!of!the!molecules,!with!slight!localization!on!the!
capping! BODIPY! moieties;! BDPcBDT! shows! no! contribution! from! the! flanking!
thiophenes! to! the! LUMO.39! Although! the! relatively! electron! deficient! nature! of! the!
BODIPY! moieties! causes! some! localization! of! the! LUMO,! there! is! considerable!
contribution! from! the! core! moiety,! indicating! that! the! two! end! units! may! be!
electronically!coupled!through!the!core!moiety.!!
As! shown! in! Table! 2.2,! the! calculated! LUMO! level! shows! great! consistency,!
falling! between! c3.4! and! c3.3! eV! in! each! case.! However,! the! HOMO! gradually!
increases!with!the!following!trend!BDPcTTh,!BDPcbiTh,!BDPcBDT,!BDPcCPDT,!BDPc
DTP,! indicating! that! the! position! of! the! HOMO! is! primarily! dependent! on! the!
structure! of! the! donor! core,! which! is! in! good! agreement! with! the! electron! density!
localization,!as!well!as!the!experimental!results!observed!using!CV.!
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It!is!well!known!that!electron!transport!takes!place!through!the!LUMO.!In!this!
case,! the! delocalization! of! the! LUMO! can! greatly! benefit! intermolecular! orbital!
overlap,!potentially!facilitating!electron!transport.!!

2.3.4 Charge(Transport(Properties(

!
Figure!2.6:!Output!(left)!and!transfer!(right)!characteristics!for!fabricated!bottom!
gate!bottom!contact!organic!field!effect!transistors!using!BDPcDTP!as!the!active!
material.!
To! investigate! the! charge! transport! properties! of! these! molecules,! bottom!
gate!bottom!contact!organic!field!effect!transistors!(OFET)!were!fabricated.!Output!
and!transfer!characteristics!for!BDPcDTP!are!displayed!in!Figure!2.6.!All!molecules!
exhibit! only! nctype! characteristics! with! mobilities! on! the! order! of! 10c5! cm2! Vc1! sc1!
(Table!2.3).!Of!the!devices,!BDPcbiTh!exhibited!the!highest!electron!mobility!(9.67!x!
10c5! cm2! Vc1! sc1),! while! that! of! BDPcBDT! was! the! lowest! (3.30! x! 10c5! cm2! Vc1! sc1).!
Although! the! direction! of! charge! transport! in! OPV! devices! and! OFET! devices! are!
orthogonal,! the! consistent! nctype! transport! observed,! independent! of! the! core,!
suggests!that!the!meso9BODIPY!cap!could!be!a&promising!building!block!of!low!band!
gap,!small!molecule!acceptors!for!OPVs.!
!
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Electron!Mobility!
(x10c5!cm2!Vc1!sc1)!

!

!

BODIPY!

Average!

Best!

Ion/off!

BDPcTTh!
BDPcbiTh!
BDPcBDT!
BDPcCPDT!
BDPcDTP!

3.34!±!.03!
8.39!±!.92!
3.20!±!.06!
5.29!±!.28!
4.59!±!.37!

3.38!
9.67!
3.30!
5.77!
5.39!

102!
101!
101!
102!
102!

VT!!
(V)!
28.4!
14.4!
7.3!
17.7!
27.3!

Table!2.3!Summarized!electron!transport!properties!of!the!BODIPYcbased!molecules!!
2.3.5 Photovoltaic(Studies(
2.3.5.1 Initial(Direct(Cells(
To!evaluate!the!potential!use!of!these!materials!as!electron!acceptors!in!BHJ!
OPV! devices,! cells! were! fabricated! with! a! direct! device! architecture! using! either!
BDPcbiTh!or!BDPcBDT!(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:BDP/Al).!In!each!case,!either!a!1:1!or!
1:2!donorctocacceptor!(D:A)!ratio!was!used.!Despite!a!very!low!efficiency!of!0.102%!
achieved,!the!rectifying!curves!indicate!that!these!materials!can!be!incorporated!as!
the!sole!electron!acceptor.!The!device!properties!are!summarized!in!Table!2.4!
Acceptor!
BDPcBDT!
BDPcbiTh!

D:A!
Ratio!
1:1!
1:2!
1:1!
1:2!

VOC!!
(V)!
0.23!
0.30!
0.37!
0.56!

JSC!!
(mA!cmc2)!
0.34!
0.33!
0.51!
0.73!

FF!
0.27!
0.27!
0.25!
0.25!

PCE!!
(%)!
0.021!
0.026!
0.047!
0.102!

Table!2.4:!Photovoltaic!device!properties!of!best!performing!direct!cells!
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:BDP/Al)!fabricated!using!either!BDPcBDT!or!BDPcbiTh.!
For! the! BDPcBDT! derivative,! device! performances! were! very! low,! reaching!
0.026! %! for! the! 1:2! blend.! However,! the! devices! did! show! rectifying! curves! when!
placed!under!illumination.!Similarly,!when!BDPcbiTh!was!used!as!the!acceptor!in!a!
1:2! ratio,! rectification! was! also! achieved.! Compared! to! BDPcBDT,! the! BDPcbiTh!
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device! shows! a! slight! enhancement! in! both! VOC! and! JSC,! increasing! the! efficiency! to!
0.102%.!
It!should!be!noted!that!a!potential!source!of!the!poor!efficiency!could!be!the!
device!area.!The!above!reported!data!was!extracted!from!devices!with!an!area!of!18!
mm2.! Reduction! of! the! device! area! could! greatly! benefit! device! performance.!
Considering! the! previous! results,! the! experimental! conditions! were! refined,!
specifically! the! device! area! which! was! reduced! to! 8.6! mm2.! Also,! the! donor! to!
acceptor!ratio!was!varied!more!drastically!(1:0.8,!1:1,!1:1.5,!1:2).!Similar!to!the!prior!
experiment,!the!1:2!ratio!was!found!to!be!optimal!for!both!BDPcTTh,!and!BDPcCPDT.!
Reducing!the!device!area!greatly!benefited!the!device!performance.!At!this!ratio,!an!
efficiency!of!0.235%!was!achieved!using!BDPcTTh!and!0.181%!using!BDPcCDPT.!The!
device!properties!at!each!D:A!ratio!for!these!two!acceptors!are!detailed!in!Table!2.5.!
Acceptor!

BDPcTTh!

BDPcCPDT!

D:A!
Ratio!
1:0.8!
1:1!
1:1.5!
1:2!
1:0.8!
1:1!
1:1.5!
1:2!

VOC!!
(V)!
0.46!
0.49!
0.55!
0.55!
0.35!
0.49!
0.42!
0.41!

JSC!!
(mA!cmc2)!
0.53!
0.73!
0.95!
0.98!
0.61!
0.77!
0.89!
1.08!

FF!
0.33!
0.41!
0.42!
0.44!
0.39!
0.35!
0.39!
0.41!

PCE!!
(%)!
0.080!
0.145!
0.218!
0.235!
0.083!
0.131!
0.144!
0.181!

RS!
(Ω)!
754!
345!
209!
190!
229!
446!
190!
151!

RSH!
(Ω)!
1637!
1987!
2453!
2151!
1105!
1016!
914!
833

!

Table!2.5:!Photovoltaic!device!properties!of!best!performing!direct!cells!
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:BDP/Ca/Al)!fabricated!using!either!BDPcTTh!or!BDPcCPDT!
at!various!D:A!ratios.!
For! BDPcTTh,! increasing! the! acceptor! concentration! in! the! blend! led! to! a!
gradual!increase!in!VOC!from!0.46!V!to!0.55!V,!as!well!as!improvements!in!both!JSC!
and!FF!of!0.45!mA!cmc2!and!0.11,!respectively.!The!combined!improvement!in!each!
of!these!parameters!led!to!the!efficiency!at!the!1:2!ratio!nearly!three!times!that!at!
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1:0.8.! Increasing! the! ratio! to! 1:3! led! to! a! drastic! reduction! in! all! of! the! device!
properties,!indicating!1:2!as!the!upper!limit!of!this!specific!combination!under!these!
processing!conditions.!For!BDPcCPDT,!similar!improvements!were!also!observed!in!
the!JSC,!but!improvements!in!both!VSC!and!FF!were!significantly!less!drastic.!

!
Figure!2.7:&J9V!curves!of!best!performing!P3HT!devices!containing!BDPcTTh!(blue!
squares),!BDPcCPDT!(green!diamonds)!or!PC61BM!(red!circles)!as!the!electron!
acceptor.!VOC!and!FF!of!BODIPY!containing!devices!are!comparable!to!PC61BM!
containing!device,!but!suffer!from!low!current!
2.3.5.2 Revised(Direct(Cells(
While! VOC! and! FF! values! were! comparable! to! our! P3HT:PC61BM! reference!
cells!(Figure!2.7),!the!JSC!values!are!very!low,!by!comparison.!The!source!of!the!poor!
current!was!believed!to!be!due!to!the!film!thickness!(350c400!nm).!While!the!use!of!
thicker! films! may! be! advantageous,! resulting! in! greater! light! harvesting,! free!
charges! are! less! likely! to! be! efficiently! extracted! at! this! thickness.! In! an! effort! to!
produce!thinner!films,!we!significantly!altered!the!processing!conditions.!The!active!
layers! were! produced! from! 12! mg! mLc1! solutions! of! the! 1:2! ratio! blends! in! oc
dichlorobenzene! (ocDCB)! spin! cast! at! 1500! RPM! for! 45! s.! Under! these! conditions,!
the!film!thickness!was!drastically!reduced!to!ca.!80!nm.!

!
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For! both! BDPcTTh,! and! BDPcCPDT,! reducing! the! film! thickness! did! in! fact!
lead!to!an!increase!in!JSC! (Figure!2.8).!However,!the!efficiency!responded!differently!
in!each!case.!For!BDPcTTh,!the!0.42!mA!cmc2!improvement!in!JSC!was!accompanied!
by!a!0.23!V!and!0.12!reduction!in!the!VOC!and!FF,!respectively.!Because!of!this,!the!
efficiency! suffered,! only! reaching! 0.142%.! Alternatively,! VOC,! JSC! and! FF! each!
improved!for!BDPcCPDT.!The!combined!enhancement!led!to!an!efficiency!of!0.401%,!
more!than!twice!that!of!the!thicker!device.!
!

!
Figure!2.8:!J9V!curves!for!BDPcTTh!(circles)!and!BDPcCPDT!(diamonds)!based!
devices!at!thicknesses!of!400!(red)!and!80!nm!(green).!Reducing!the!film!thickness!
led!to!improvements!in!the!current!for!both!acceptors.!
In!an!effort!to!further!improve!the!device!performance,!we!looked!to!improve!
the! order! of! the! P3HT! donor! within! the! bulk! material.! P3HT:PCBM! devices! have!
been! extensively! studied! in! the! literature.34! Various! methods! have! been! used! to!
improve! the! device! performance.40,! 41! Two! of! the! most! common! methods! include!
annealing!techniques!and!the!addition!of!solvent!additives!to!the!processing!solvent.!
Both! of! these! approaches! are! taken! with! the! goal! of! generating! crystalline! P3HT!
domains!to!better!facilitate!hole!transport.!

!
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While! the! BHJ! architecture! allows! for! a! facile! processing! technique! to! yield!
the! intermixed! donor/acceptor! active! layer,! the! morphology! is! essentially!
spontaneously! achieved,! within! the! confines! of! the! processing! method.42! In! most!
cases,!simple!spin!coating!leads!to!an!amorphous!matrix!of!P3HT!and!PCBM.!Within!
this! matrix,! clusters! of! both! donor! and! acceptor! can! be! found.! The! order! within!
these!domains!may!not!be!optimum!for!facilitating!charge!transport,!specifically!for!
P3HT! where! improved! order! benefits! the! cofacial! interactions! between! chains,! to!
facilitate!charge!hopping,!as!well!as!the!intrachain!planarity,!which!facilitates!charge!
transport!along!the!backbone.!!
Thermal!annealing!provides!the!polymer!chains!with!the!energy!to!planarize!
and! order,! generating! P3HT! crystallite! domains! in! addition! to! the! amorphous!
P3HT:PCBM!matrix.40!An!added!benefit!of!forming!these!crystalline!domains!is!that!
they!expel!the!PCBM!from!the!domain,!which!allows!clusters!of!these!acceptors!to!
form.!!
This!tuning!of!the!bulk!morphology!can!also!be!attempted!through!the!use!of!
solvent! additives.41! This! approach! has! been! used! with! P3HT,! as! well! as! systems!
containing! conjugated! semiconducting! polymers! and! small! molecules! other! than!
P3HT,!to!tune!the!morphology.!In!this!method,!a!small!amount!of!a!second!solvent!is!
included! in! the! processing! solvent! to! drive! the! formation! of! crystalline! donor!
domains.! This! is! achieved! if! the! additive! is! a! poor! solvent! for! the! donor,! but! a!
relatively!good!solvent!for!the!acceptor.!This!disparate!solubility!allows!the!donor!to!
crystallize!during!processing!while!the!acceptor!is!kept!in!solution!to!exclude!itself!
from!the!donor!domains.!
!
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Since! both! of! these! methods! are! advantageous! for! P3HT:PCBM! systems,!
given! the! specific! properties! of! the! PCBM! molecule,! we! attempted! to! improve! our!
devices!using!these!methods.!Figure!2.9!shows!J9V!curves!for!the!resulting!devices!
fabricated! using! BDPcbiTh,! BDPcCPDT! and! BDPcBDT.! For! BDPcCPDT,! when! 1c
chloronapthalene!(CN)!was!added,!the!best!PCE!was!only!0.192%,!due!to!the!poor!JSC!
of!1.03!mA!cmc2.!Adding!CN!gradually!improved!the!JSC!to!1.79!mA!cmc2.!VOC!and!FF!
also!improved,!but!without!following!a!general!trend.!At!5!vol%!of!CN,!the!efficiency!
reached! 0.389%.! Thermal! annealing! of! the! P3HT:BDPcCPDT! (1:2)! device! led! to! a!
slight!decrease!in!JSC!(0.06!mA!cmc2),!but!improvements!in!VOC!and!FF!(0.07!V!and!
0.05,!respectively).!As!a!result,!the!efficiency!increased!to!0.484%.!

!
Figure!2.9:&J9V!curves!for!photovoltaic!devices!containing!BDPcbiTh!(left),!BDPcCPDT!
(center)!or!BDPcBDT!(right)!processed!using!0!vol%!(red!circles),!1!vol%!(blue!
squares),!3!vol%!(green!diamonds)!or!5!vol%!(black!crosses)!1cchloronapthalene!as!
a!solvent!additive.!Devices!showed!gradual!improvements!in!current!with!maximum!
efficiency!achieved!at!3!vol%!for!BDPcbiTh!and!5!vol%!for!BDPcCPDT!and!BDPcBDT.!
For! BDPcbiTh,! the! gradual! incorporation! of! CN! led! to! an! increase! in! JSC,!
reaching! as! high! as! 2.83! mA! cmc2! at! 5! vol%.! However,! increasing! additive!
concentration! past! 3! vol%! CN! decreased! both! the! VOC! and! FF,! leading! to! a! slight!
decrease!in!efficiency!to!0.560%.!The!optimum!amount!of!CN!added!was!found!to!be!
3!vol%,!giving!a!PCE!of!0.635%.!The!most!significant!improvement!was!achieved!for!
!
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BDPcBDT.!Using!5!vol%!of!CN!led!to!a!0.11!V!improvement!in!VOC!and!0.79!mA!cmc2!
increase! in! JSC.! A! combination! of! these! enhancements,! as! well! as! a! slight!
improvement!in!FF,!led!to!an!efficiency!of!0.7%.!

2.3.5.3 Initial(Inverted(Cells(
With! a! peak! efficiency! of! 0.7%! when! BDPcBDT! is! used! as! the! sole! electron!
acceptor,! the! efficiency! is! low! compared! to! the! available! noncfullerene! acceptors!
used! with! the! P3HT! donor.43! To! determine! if! this! efficiency! was! a! limit! of! the!
materials!we!looked!towards!previously!reported!NFAs!in!BHJ!devices.!!

!
Figure!2.10:!J9V!curves!of!direct!cells!(red!circles)!and!as!spun!(blue!squares),!post!
annealed!(green!diamonds)!and!preannealed!(black!crosses)!inverted!cells!
(ITO/ZnO/P3HT:BDP!(1:2)/MoOx/Ag)!for!BDPcbiTh!(left),!BDPcCPDT!(center)!and!
BDPcBDT!(right)!acceptors.!Devices!show!better!performance!in!inverted!cells,!as!
well!as!positive!effects!of!annealing!prior!to!electrode!deposition.!
Tetrafluorenec9,9’cbifluorenylidene! (TFBF)! was! reported! to! achieve! an!
efficiency! of! 0.26%! in! direct! cells! prior! to! annealing;! tapping! atomic! force!
microscopy! (AFM)! to! analyze! the! surface! of! the! film.44! Before! annealing! the! films,!
balanced!amounts!of!donor!and!acceptor!were!identified,!however,!after!annealing!
the! film! the! device! performance! dropped! precipitously.! AFM! illustrated! the!
migration!of!P3HT!towards!the!surface.!This!event!significantly!hinders!the!ability!of!

!
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the! top! electrode! to! extract! electrons! due! to! the! high! concentration! of! hole!
transporting!material!at!the!electrodecactive!layer!interface!and,!alternatively,!holes!
at!the!bottom!electrode!given!the!high!concentration!of!acceptor.!
Since! this! phenomenon! could! potentially! affect! our! system,! we! decided! to!
investigate! an! inverted! device! architecture! ! (ITO/ZnO/P3HT:BDP! (1:2)/MoOx/Ag).!
As! shown! in! Figure! 2.10,! switching! to! the! inverted! architecture! yielded! some!
consistent! improvements! across! the! board! with! BDPcbiTh,! BDPcCPDT,! and! BDPc
BDT,!namely!in!fill!factor.!!
BDPcbiTh! gave! optimum! performance! with! the! as! spun! inverted! device.!
While!there!was!a!slight!sacrifice!in!Jsc,!FF!improved!by!0.10!yielding!an!efficiency!of!
0.652%.! The! improved! series! and! shunt! resistances! indicate! that! inverted! devices!
are!more!suitable!for!these!noncfullerene!acceptors.!Annealing!the!active!film!either!
before! or! after! deposition! of! the! MoOx/Ag! electrode! led! to! a! drastic! reduction! in!
efficiency.!
BDPcBDT! also! showed! an! improvement! in! efficiency! by! 0.11%,! reaching!
0.812%,!through!a!combined!increase!in!Jsc!(0.27!mA!cmc2)!and!FF!(0.04).!However,!
similar!to!BDPcbiTh,!annealing!the!device!either!before!or!after!deposition!of!the!top!
electrode!led!to!a!decrease!in!device!performance,!although!to!a!lesser!extent.!The!
most! significant! performance! enhancement! was! achieved! with! BDPcCPDT.!
Improvements!in!VOC,!Jsc!and!FF!(0.18!V,!0.86!mA!cmc2! and!0.17,!respectively)!gave!
an!efficiency!of!0.878%!for!the!preannealed!inverted!device.!

!
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2.3.5.4 Revised(Inverted(Cells(
Given!the!success!of!these!fabricated!devices!and!the!potential!of!the!inverted!
device! architecture! with! these! BODIPYcbased! NFAs,! we! proceeded! to! optimize! the!
processing! conditions! for! this! system! and! further! reduce! the! device! area! from! 8.6!
mm2! to! 6! mm2.! We! also! sought! to! determine! the! contribution! of! the! BODIPY! dye!
light!harvesting!to!the!photogenerated!current.!To!do!so,!we!selected!the!BDPcBDT,!
BDPcCPDT! and! BDPcDTP! derivatives! given! their! varied! absorption! properties.!
Similar!to!the!previous!devices,!we!consistently!observe!open!circuit!voltages!above!
0.5!V!with!each!acceptor,!however,!we!see!great!improvements!in!the!fill!factor!and,!
as!a!result,!power!conversion!efficiencies.!Contrary!to!the!direct!cells,!the!optimum!
P3HT:BODIPY!ratio!for!each!of!the!chosen!acceptors!was!found!to!be!1:1.5.!

!
Figure!2.11:!Normalized!absorption!of!pristine!P3HT!(black!crosses)!film!and!1:1!
blend!of!P3HT!with!BDPcBDT!(blue!circles),!BDPcCPDT!(green!squares)!or!BDPcDTP!
(red!diamonds).!!
Analysis! of! the! estimated! absorption! properties! of! P3HT:BODIPY! thin! films!
shows! that,! compared! to! pristine! P3HT,! the! blended! films! show! significant!
absorption! above! 650! nm! corresponding! to! the! absorption! profile! of! each! BODIPY!
!
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acceptor!in!that!same!region!(Figure!2.11).!If!incident!photon!conversion!efficiency!
(IPCE)! measurements! of! the! fabricated! devices! show! a! signal! response! in! this!
region,!we!can!confirm!the!acceptor!contribution!to!device!light!harvesting.!Inverted!
devices! were! fabricated! using! BDPcBDT,! BDPcCPDT! or! BDPcDTP! as! the! electron!
acceptor.!The!J9V!curves!and!EQE!spectra!for!the!1:1.5!D:A!ratio!are!shown!in!Figure!
2.12;!the!summarized!results!from!the!D:A!ratio!variation!are!shown!in!Table!2.6.!
Similar!to!the!previously!studied!direct!and!inverted!cells,!BDPcBDT!showed!
the! highest! efficiency! of! 1.21%! with! a! VOC! of! 0.65! V,! JSC! of! 3.09! mA! cmc2! and! FF! of!
0.60.! IPCE! data,! in! the! form! of! external! quantum! efficiency! (EQE),! shows! a! very!
slight! shoulder! above! 650! nm! matching! the! absorption! of! the! BDPcBDT! molecule.!
We!also!see!a!significant!increase!in!intensity!in!the!350c500!nm!range!of!the!EQE!
spectrum.! This! contribution! likely! lends! itself! to! the! improved! JSC! (3.09! mA! cmc2)!
observed!in!the!1:1.5!ratio!compared!to!the!1:1!and!1:2!ratios!(2.16!and!2.08!mA!cmc
2,!respectively).!

!
Figure!2.12:&J9V!curves!(left)!and!EQE!spectra!(right)!for!the!fabricated!inverted!
devices!(ITO/ZnO/P3HT:BDP!(1:1.5)/MoOx/Ag)!where!BDPcBDT!(blue!circles),!
BDPcCPDT!(green!squares)!or!BDPcDTP!(red!diamonds)!are!used!as!electron!
acceptors.!The!BODIPYcbased!acceptors!contribute!to!photogenerated!current!
above!650!nm.!
!
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D:A!
VOC!
JSC!
PCE!
FF!
ratio!
(V)!
(mA!cmc2)!
(%)!
1:1!
0.62!
2.16!
0.57!
0.76!
BDPcBDT!
1:1.5!
0.65!
3.09!
0.60!
1.21!
1:2!
0.61!
2.08!
0.60!
0.75!
1:1!
0.63!
2.16!
0.61!
0.83!
BDPcCPDT!
1:1.5!
0.61!
2.78!
0.56!
1.02!
1:2!
0.58!
1.51!
0.62!
0.54!
1:1!
0.51!
1.83!
0.52!
0.49!
BDPcDTP!
1:1.5!
0.60!
2.18!
0.65!
0.84!
1:2!
0.52!
1.72!
0.38!
0.34
Table!2.6:!Photovoltaic!device!properties!of!best!performing!direct!cells!
(ITO/ZnO/P3HT:BDP/MoOx/Ag)!fabricated!using!BDPcBDT,!BDPcCPDT!or!BDPcDTP!
at!various!D:A!ratios.!
Acceptor!

!

The!concurrent!improvement!in!EQE!and!JSC!was!also!observed!in!when!BDPc
CPDT! was! used! as! an! acceptor.! The! red! region! of! the! EQE! spectra! also! shows! an!
acceptor! specific! shoulder! extending! to! 800! nm,! given! its! consistent! presence!
independent!of!D:A!ratio.!
Consistent!with!the!previous!results,!the!1:1.5!ratio!performed!the!best!when!
BDPcDTP!was!used!as!the!acceptor.!Of!the!series,!this!acceptor!yielded!the!highest!
FF! (0.65)! and! comparable! VOC! (0.60! V),! but,! due! to! the! low! JSC! (2.18! mA! cm2),! the!
efficiency!achieved!(0.84%)!was!the!lowest!of!the!series.!!
The! results! for! devices! processed! with! CN! are! shown! in! Figure! 2.13! and!
summarized!in!Table!2.7.!Introducing!solvent!additives!into!the!processing!solvent!
yielded!positive!result,!primarily!in!JSC,!similar!to!the!previously!studied!direct!cells.!
A! slight! improvement! (0.11! mA! cmc2)! was! observed! for! BDPcBDT! at! 3! vol%! of! CN!
added.!However,!since!this!device!suffered!from!decreased!and!inconsistent!VOC!and!
FF,!the!best!performing!device!was!obtained!with!no!additive!used.!BDPcCPDT!and!
BDPcDTP!saw!more!significant!enhancements!in!JSC,!increasing!respectively!by!0.62!

!
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and! 1.1! mA! cmc2,! as! well! as! improved! stability! in! VOC! and! FF.! As! a! result,! the!
efficiency!increased!to!1.51%!for!BDPcCPDT!and!1.18%!for!BDPcDTP.!

!
Figure!2.13:&J9V&curves!(left)!and!IPCE!plots!(right)!of!devices!processed!using!0!
vol%!(red!circles),!1!vol%!(blue!squares),!3!vol%!(green!diamonds)!or!5!vol%!(black!
crosses)!of!CN!as!a!solvent!additive:!a)!BDPcBDT,!b)BDPcCPDT!and!c)BDPcDTP.!!
!
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Acceptor!

BDPcBDT!

BDPcCPDT!

BDPcDTP!

CN!
(vol!%)!
0!
1!
3!
5!
0!
1!
3!
5!
0!
1!
3!
5!

VOC!
(V)!
0.65!
0.39!
0.57!
0.14!
0.60!
0.60!
0.62!
0.61!
0.60!
0.56!
0.57!
0.57!

JSC!
(mA!cmc2)!
3.09!
2.73!
3.20!
3.03!
3.28!
3.04!
3.90!
3.67!
2.18!
2.64!
3.28!
1.60!

FF!
0.60!
0.30!
0.56!
0.26!
0.61!
0.61!
0.63!
0.63!
0.65!
0.62!
0.63!
0.62!

PCE!
(%)!
1.21!
0.33!
1.01!
0.11!
1.20!
1.11!
1.51!
1.41!
0.84!
0.92!
1.18!
0.56!

Table!2.7:!Photovoltaic!device!properties!of!best!performing!direct!cells!
(ITO/ZnO/P3HT:BDP!(1:1.5)/MoOX/Ag)!fabricated!using!various!amounts!of!the!CN!
solvent!additive.!The!active!layers!were!spuncase!from!ocDCB!solutions!(15!mg!mLc
1)!at!1500!RPM!for!60!s!and!annealed!at!150!°C!for!2!min.!While!BDPcCPDT!and!BDPc
DTP!devices!improved,!while!BDPcBDT!devices!did!not.!
To! investigate! the! effect! of! the! solvent! additive! on! the! morphology! of! the!
active! layer,! tapping! atomic! force! microscopy! (AFM)! was! used.! The! height! images!
are!shown!in!Figure!2.14.!Scanning!of!the!films!showed!improved!order!with!smaller!
domain!sizes!as!the!concentration!of!CN!increases.!The!effect!is!most!pronounced!at!
3!and!5!vol%!CN!in!the!BDPcCPDT!containing!films,!with!uniform!domains!of!~370!
nm! at! 3! vol%! and! finer! domains! at! 5! vol%.! The! improvements! indicate! that! the!
morphology!can!be!effectively!tuned!with!solvent!additives,!similar!to!PCBM!based!
devices.! Although! these! results! support! the! experimental! data! acquired! from! the!
fabricated!PV!devices,!further!investigation!into!the!bulk!morphology!is!required!to!
determine!what!role!the!crystallinity,!solubility,!etc.!of!the!BODIPY!dye!play!in!the!
bulk!structure.!

!
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Figure!2.14:!AFM!images!for!BDPcCPDT!devices.!At!3!vol%,!long!range!ordered!
domains!were!observed.!
2.4 Summary(
In! summary,! a! series! of! nctype! small! molecules! consisting! of! a! thiophenec
based! donor! core! conjugated! to! a! BODIPY! cap! through! the! meso! position! were!
synthesized.! These! molecules! exhibited! good! visible! absorption! with! a! common!
peak! between! 530c535! nm! in! thin! films,! independent! of! the! donor! core.!
Introduction! of! a! stronger! donor! (BDPcCPDT! and! BDPcDTP)! to! the! core! of! the!
molecule! led! to! a! significant! red! shift! in! the! charge! transfer! band,! resulting! in! an!
optical!band!gap!of!as!low!as!1.47!eV.!Each!of!the!molecules!possessed!a!lowclying!
LUMO,!between!c3.7!eV!and!c3.9!eV,!and!decent!electron!mobility!of!~10c5!cm2!Vc1!sc1,!
making!them!potential!light!harvesting!acceptors!for!many!donor!materials.!!

!
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Direct! and! inverted! bulk! heterojunction! photovoltaic! devices! were!
successfully! fabricated,! combining! these! molecules! with! P3HT! as! the! donor.! The!
P3HT:BDPcBDT!active!layer!yielded!an!efficiency!of!0.70%!in!the!direct!architecture!
and! 1.21%! in! the! inverted! architecture.! The! use! of! CN! as! a! solvent! additive!
improved! device! efficiency! in! the! P3HT:BDPcBDT! direct! cell! but! reduced! device!
performance!in!the!inverted!cell!at!the!optimized!D:A!ratio.!BDPcCPDT!and!BDPcDTP!
based! devices! both! responded! positively! to! the! addition! of! CN! in! the! inverted!
architecture,! with! the! best! performing! cell! yielding! a! PCE! of! 1.51%! (P3HT:BDPc
CPDT!+!3!vol%!CN).!!
The! red! edge! absorption! of! the! BODIPY! acceptor! contributes! to! the!
photogenerated! current,! as! indicated! by! IPCE! measurements.! EQE! spectra! show!
features!specific!to!the!BODIPY!dye!above!650!nm.!
Analysis!of!the!surface!morphology!using!AFM!showed!the!evolution!of!more!
narrow!and!uniform!domain!sizes!correlating!to!the!improved!Jsc!values!observed!
experimentally.!!
We! are! further! investigating! the! effect! of! both! core,! cap! and! linker!
modifications! on! the! electronic! properties! of! the! resulting! materials! for! optimal!
pairing! with! donors! other! than! P3HT.! Further! device! optimization! and!
morphological!studies!of!the!blends!are!currently!underway.!Through!finectuning!of!
the! molecular! structure,! we! hope! to! achieve! a! library! of! BODIPY! based! electron!
acceptors!with!robust!electronic!properties!for!OPV!applications.!

!
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2.5 Experimental(
All!reagents!were!purchased!from!commercial!sources!and!used!as!received,!
unless!otherwise!mentioned.!Tetrahydrofuran!(THF)!was!distilled!over!sodium!and!
benzophenone! 2,5cbis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2cb]thiophene,45! 2,6cbis! (trimethc
yltin)c4,8cbis(5c(2cethylhexyl)thiophenc2cyl)benzo[1,2cb:4,5cb’]! dithiophecne,4,!

30!

4,4cBis(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(trimethylstannanyl)c4Hccyclopentac[2,1cb:3,4cb]dithic
ophene,25,!

31!

Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6c! bis(trimethylstannyl)cdithieno! [3,2cb:2′,3′c

d]pyrrole32!were!synthesized!according!to!previously!reported!procedures.!

2.5.1 Instrumentation(
1H!NMR!spectra!were!recorded!on!a!400!MHz!Bruker!NMR!spectrometer!and!

the! chemical! shifts! are! reported! in! ppm! using! deuterated! solvent! as! the! internal!
standard! (CDCl3! at! 7.26! ppm).! When! peak! multiplicities! are! given,! the! following!
abbreviations!are!used:!s,!singlet;!d,!doublet;!t,!triplet;!m,!multiplet.!13C!NMR!spectra!
were! proton! decoupled! and! recorded! on! a! 100! MHz! Bruker! NMR! spectrometer!
using!the!carbon!signal!of!the!deuterated!solvent!as!the!internal!standard!(CDCl3!at!
77.16!ppm).!

!
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2.5.2 Synthesis(of(82(22bromo232hexylthien252yl)24,42difluoro242bora23a,4a2
diaza2s2indacene(

!
In!a!dry!250!mL!three!neck!round!bottom!flask,!diisopropylamine!(1.7!mL,!12!
mmol)! was! dissolved! in! THF.! The! solution! was! cooled! to! c78°C! using! a! dry!
ice/acetone! bath.! Butyllithium! (4.4! mL,! 11! mmol)! was! added! dropwise! and! the!
mixture! was! stirred! for! 30! minutes! at! c78°C.! A! solution! of! 2cbromoc3c
hexylthiophene! (2! mL,! 10! mmol)! in! THF! (5! mL)! was! added! dropwise! over! 30! min!
and! the! reaction! was! stirred! at! c78°C! for! 1! hour.! Triisopropylborate! (5.8! mL,! 25!
mmol)!was!added!at!once!and!the!reaction!was!allowed!to!reach!room!temperature!
and!stirred!overnight.!10%!aq.!HCl!was!added!and!the!reaction!was!stirred!for!1!hr.!
The! crude! product! was! extracted! with! ethyl! acetate.! The! combined! organics! were!
washed! with! water! and! dried! over! sodium! sulfate.! The! solvent! was! removed! in&
vacuo! to! give! the! crude! product! to! be! used! without! further! purification.! 1H! NMR!
confirmed!a!1:0.6!ratio!of!starting!material!to!product.&
8c(thiomethyl)c4,4,difluoroc3,5cdiethylc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene!(0.355!
g,!1.5!mmol)!and!the!crude!(5cbromoc4chexylthiophenc2cyl)!boronic!acid!(1.30!g,!4.5!
mmol)! were! dissolved! in! tetrahydrofuran! under! argon.! The! mixture! was! purged!
with!argon!for!10!minutes.!Copper!(I)!thiophenec2ccarboxylate!(0.852!g,!4.5!mmol),!

!
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Pd2dba3! (34! mg,! 2.5! mol%)! and! tris(2cfuryl)phosphine! (26! mg,! 7.5! mol%)! were!
added! as! a! solid! mixture.! The! reaction! was! placed! into! a! preheated! oil! bath! and!
stirred!at!55°C!for!15!hr.!The!solvent!was!removed!in&vacuo!and!the!crude!product!
was!purified!by!silica!gel!column!chromatography!using!hexanes!and!ethyl!acetate!
as!eluents.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo!to!give!a!red!solid!(0.523!g,!80%).!
1HcNMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl ):!δ!!7.93!(s,!2H,!a),!7.27!(m,!3H,!b+d),!6.58!(dd,!J!=!4.1,!1.1!
3

Hz,!2H,!c),!2.66!(t,!J!=!7.7!Hz,!2H,!e),!1.65!(m,!2H,!f),!1.41c1.31!(m,!6H,!g),!0.91!(t,!J!=!
7.0!Hz,!3H,!h).!13C2NMR!(100!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!144.13,!144.02,!138.59,!134.13,!134.01,!
131.28,!118.73,!116.68,!31.69,!29.76,!29.70,!29.05,!22.73,!14.21.!FAB/MS!Calculated!
m/z!=!438.06,!Found!m/z!=!438.05!!

2.5.3 Synthesis(of(BDP2TTh(

!
2,5cbis(trimethylstannyl)thieno[3,2cb]thiophene!(274!mg,!0.59!mmol)!and!8c
(2cbromoc3chexylthienc5cyl)c4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene! (592! mg,!
1.35!mmol)!were!dissolved!in!degassed!toluene,!followed!by!the!addition!of!Pd2dba3!
(13!mg,!2.5!mol%)!and!tri(octolyl)phosphine!(13!mg,!7.5!mol%).!The!reaction!was!
heated!to!100°C!and!stirred!for!24!hr.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo!and!the!
crude!product!was!purified!by!silica!gel!column!chromatography!using!hexanes!and!
!
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ethyl!acetate!as!eluents.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo!to!give!the!product!as!
a!purple!solid!(251!mg,!50%).! 1H2NMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!7.94!(s,!4H,!a),!7.47!(s,!
2H,!b),!7.46!(s,!2H,!c),!7.38!(d,!J!=!4.1!Hz,!4H,!d),!6.61!(dd,!J!=!4.0,!1.5!Hz,!4H,!e),!2.92!
(t,!J!=!7.8!Hz,!4H,!f),!1.76!(dt,!J!=!15.3,!7.6!Hz,!4H,!g),!1.48c1.34!(m,!12H,!h),!0.91!(t,!J!=!
6.9!Hz,!6H,!i).!13C2NMR!(100!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!143.73,!141.78,!140.60,!138.98,!138.05,!
137.25,!136.54,!134.11,!133.23,!131.23,!119.22,!118.61,!118.59,!31.77,!30.75,!29.65,!
29.42,!22.78,!14.22.!FAB/MS!Calculated!m/z&=!852.2,!Found!m/z!=!852.1!

2.5.4 Synthesis(of(BDP2biTh(

!
5,5cBis(tributylstannyl)c2,2cbithiophene! (116! mg,! 0.16! mmol)! and! 8c(2c
bromoc3chexylthienc5cyl)c4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene!

(150!

mg,!

0.343! mmol)! were! dissolved! in! degassed! toluene,! followed! by! the! addition! of!
Pd2dba3!(4!mg,!2.5!mol%)!and!tri(octolyl)phosphine!(4!mg,!7.5!mol%).!The!reaction!
was!heated!to!100°C!and!stirred!for!24!hr.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo&and!
the!crude!product!was!purified!by!silica!gel!column!chromatography!using!hexanes!
and!ethyl!acetate!as!eluents.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo&to!give!the!product!
as!a!purple!solid!(100!mg,!73%).! 1H2NMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!7.93!(s,!4H,!a),!7.46!
(s,!2H,!b),!7.37!(d,!J!=!4.0!Hz,!4H,!c),!7.29c7.23!(m,!4H,!d),!6.62c6.60!(m,!4H,!e),!2.90!(t,!
!
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J!=!7.8!Hz,!4H,!f),!1.79c1.71!(m,!4H,!g),!1.48c1.25!(m,!16H,!h),!0.92!(t,!J!=!6.9!Hz,!6H,!i).!
13C2NMR!

(100! MHz,! CDCl3):! δ! ! 143.58,! 141.32,! 139.11,! 138.20,! 137.94,! 136.67,!

134.27,!134.09,!132.64,!131.18,!128.10,!124.92,!118.54,!118.52,!31.76,!30.58,!29.67,!
29.39,!22.78,!14.24.!FAB/MS!Calculated!m/z&=!878.3,!Found!m/z!=!878.2!

2.5.5 Synthesis(of(BDP2BDT(

!
2,6cbis(trimethylstannyl)c4,8cbis(5c(2cethylhexyl)thiophenc2cyl)benzo[1,2c
b:4,5c! b’]dithiophene! (108! mg,! 0.12! mmol)! and! 8c(2cbromoc3chexylthienc5cyl)c4,4c
difluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene! (120! mg,! 0.275! mmol)! were! dissolved! in!
degassed!toluene,!followed!by!the!addition!of!Pd2dba3!(8!mg,!2.5!mol%)!and!tri(oc
tolyl)phosphine!(8!mg,!7.5!mol%).!The!reaction!was!heated!to!reflux!and!stirred!for!
24!hr.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo&and!the!crude!was!purified!by!silica!gel!
column! chromatography! using! hexanes! and! ethyl! acetate! as! eluents.! The! solvents!
were! removed! in& vacuo& to! give! the! product! as! a! purple! solid! (123! mg,! 80%).! ! 1H2
NMR((400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!7.93!(s,!4H,!a),!7.81!(s,!2H,!b),!7.46!(s,!2H,!c),!7.38!(d,!J!=!

!
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3.5!Hz,!2H,!d),!7.36!(d,!J!=!4.2!Hz,!4H,!e),!6.95!(d,!J&=!3.5!Hz,!2H,!f),!6.60!(m,!4H,!g),!
2.92!(m,!8H,!h),!1.75c1.69!(m,!6H,!i),!1.47c1.30!(m,!28H,!j),!0.96!(t,!J&=!7.4!Hz,!6H,!k),!
0.90! (m,! 12H,! l).! 13C2NMR( (100! MHz,! CDCl3):! δ! 146.5,! 143.7,! 142.4,! 139.6,! 139.0,!
138.2,! 137.2,! 136.6,! 136.5,! 136.2,! 134.1,! 133.7,! 131.2,! 131.2,! 128.1,! 125.8,! 124.1,!
123.2,! 122.9,! 118.6,! 118.5,! 41.6,! 34.4,! 32.6,! 31.7,! 30.7,! 29.7,! 29.4,! 29.0,! 25.8,! 23.18,!
22.7,!14.3,!14.2,!11.0.!MALDI/MS!Calculated!m/z&=!1290.5,!Found!m/z&=!1291.3.!!

2.5.6 Synthesis(of(BDP2CPDT(

!
4,4cBis(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(trimethylstannyl)c4Hccyclopentac[2,1cb:3,4c
b’]dithiophene!(73!mg,!0.10!mmol)!and!8c(2cbromoc3chexylthienc5cyl)c4,4cdifluoroc
4cborac3a,4acdiazacsc! indacene! (100! mg,! 0.23! mmol)! were! dissolved! in! degassed!
toluene,! followed! by! the! addition! of! Pd2dba3! (3! mg,! 2.5! mol%)! and! tri(oc
tolyl)phosphine!(3!mg,!7.5!mol%).!The!reaction!was!heated!to!100°C!and!stirred!for!
24!hr.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo&and!the!crude!product!was!purified!by!
silica! gel! column! chromatography! using! hexanes! and! ethyl! acetate! as! eluents.! The!
solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo&to!give!the!product!as!a!purple!solid!(86!mg,!77%).!
1H2NMR((400!MHz,!CDCl ):!δ!7.92!(s,!4H,!a),!7.48!(s,!2H,!b),!7.40!(d,!J&=!4.1!Hz,!4H,!c),!
3
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7.18!(s,!2H,!d),!6.62c6.60!(m,!4H,!e),!2.90!(t,!J&=!7.9!Hz,!4H,!f),!2.03c1.92!(m,!4H,!g),!
1.82c1.73!(m,!4H,!h),!1.50c!1.29!(m,!14H,!i),!1.07c0.93!(m,!22H,!j),!0.98c0.88!(m,!12H,!
k).! 13C2NMR( (100! MHz,! CDCl3):! δ! 158.8,! 143.2,! 140.6,! 139.7,! 139.2,! 138.7,! 137.0,!
135.2,! 134.0,! 132.1,! 131.0,! 130.9,! 122.3,! 118.4,! 118.3,! 118.3,! 54.5,! 43.3,! 35.4,! 34.4,!
31.8,! 30.6,! 29.8,! 29.4,! 28.8,! 27.6,! 23.0,! 22.8,! 14.2,! 10.9.! FAB/MS! Calculated! m/z& =!
1114.5,!Found!m/z&=!1114.5!(

2.5.7 Synthesis(of(BDP2DTP(

!
Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(trimethylstannyl)cdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole!
(140!mg,!0.23!mmol)!and!8c(2cbromoc3chexylthienc5cyl)c4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4ac
diazacscindacene!(200!mg,!0.46!mmol)!were!dissolved!in!degassed!toluene,!followed!
by! the! addition! of! Pd2dba3! (5! mg,! 2.5! mol%)! and! tri(octolyl)phosphine! (5! mg,! 7.5!
mol%).!The!reaction!was!heated!to!100°C!and!stirred!for!24!hr.!The!solvents!were!
removed! in& vacuo& and! the! crude! product! was! purified! by! silica! gel! column!
chromatography! using! hexanes! and! ethyl! acetate! as! eluents.! The! solvents! were!
removed!in&vacuo&to!give!the!product!as!a!purple!solid!(217!mg,!94%).!1H2NMR((400!
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MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!7.92!(s,!4H,!a),!7.48!(s,!2H,!b),!7.40!(d,!J&=!4.1!Hz,!4H,!c),!7.18!(s,!2H,!d),!
6.61!(dd,!J&=!4.1,!1.7!Hz,!4H,!e),!4.14!(dd,!J&=!7.0,!5.6!Hz,!2H,!f),!2.95!(t,!J&=!7.9!Hz,!4H,!
g),!2.04c1.98!(m,!2H,!h),!1.79c1.74!(m,!4H,!i),!1.49c1.34!(m,!20H,!j),!δ!0.99c0.88!(m,!
12H,! k).! 13C2NMR( (100! MHz,! CDCl3):! δ! 145.7,! 143.2,! 140.9,! 140.1,! 139.2,! 137.1,!
134.0,!133.2,!132.4,!131.0,!118.4,!116.5,!110.7,!51.5,!40.6,!31.8,!30.9,!30.7,!29.8,!29.5,!
28.6,! 24.3,! 23.2,! 22.8,! 14.2,! 10.8.! ESIcHR! Calculated! m/z& =! 1003.4,! Found! m/z& =!
1003.4!!

2.5.8 Solution(and(Thin(Film(Absorption(
Solution! and! thin! film! UVcvis! absorption! spectra! were! recorded! on! a! Cary!
100! scan! UVcvis! spectrophotometer.! All! extinction! coefficients! were! determined!
from!a!linear!fit!of!five!data!points.!Thin!films!were!prepared!from!dichloromethane!
solutions!spin!cast!onto!a!glass!substrate,!followed!by!annealing!at!150°C!for!30!min.!!

2.5.9 Cyclic(Voltammetry(
Solution! state! electrochemical! measurements! were! performed! on! a! BASi!
Epsilon!potentiostat!using!a!Pt!disc!electrode!as!a!working!electrode!and!a!Pt!wire!as!
the!auxiliary!electrode.!The!potentials!were!measured!against!a!Ag/Ag+!reference!at!
a!scan!rate!of!50!mV!sc1.!Tetrabutylammonium!hexafluorophosphate!was!used!as!the!
supporting!electrolyte!and!the!recorded!spectra!were!calibrated!with!respect!to!an!
internal!standard!(ferrocene/ferrocenium!(Fc/Fc+)!redox!couple).!

!
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2.5.10 Field(Effect(Transistors(
Organic! field! effect! transistor! (OFET)! devices! were! fabricated! using! prec
patterned! ncdoped! silicon! substrates.! Gold! electrodes! were! deposited! on! the! gate!
layer!to!yield!the!bottom!contact!OFETs.!The!channel!width!of!all!transistors!was!10!
mm.!The!channel!length!was!2.5,!5,!10!or!20!μm.!The!capacitance!of!the!insulator!is!
14.9!nF!cmc2!for!230!nm!of!SiO2.!The!OFET!substrates!were!rinsed!with!acetone!to!
remove! the! protective! layer! before! film! deposition.! Organic! thin! films! were!
deposited! on! the! surface! by! spin! coating! a! 10! mg! mLc1! chlorobenzene! solution! at!
1000!RPM!for!60!s.!The!devices!were!allowed!to!dry!at!room!temperature!for!1!hr.!
The!devices!were!measured!directly!after!drying.!All!measurements!were!performed!
under! a! controlled! atmosphere! in! a! glove! box! using! an! Agilent! 4165C! precision!
semiconductor!parameter!analyzer.!

2.5.11 Solar(Cell(Fabrication(
2.5.11.1

Solar(cell(fabrication(–(Direct'cells(

ITO!coated!glass!sheets!(10!Ω2,!Kintec)!were!successively!washed!in!acetone,!
ethanol!and!isopropanol!in!an!ultrasonic!bath!and!exposed!to!UVcozone!for!15!min.!
PEDOT:PSS! suspension! (Clevois)! was! filtered! through! a! 0.2! μm! filter! and! used! to!
spinccoat!the!clean!substrates!at!4000!rpm!for!60!s,!after!which!the!layer!was!dried!
in! at! 110°C! in! a! dynamic! primary! vacuum! for! 30! min.! The! coated! substrates! were!
transferred!to!a!glove!box!with!a!controlled!atmosphere!(O2,!H2O!<!0.1!ppm).!
Active! layer! solutions! were! prepared! from! stock! solutions! in! oc
dichlorobenzene!of!P3HT!(30!mg!mLc1),!the!synthesized!acceptor!(15!mg!mLc1)!and!
!
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additional! solvent.! They! were! heated! to! 80°C! for! 1! hr! followed! by! heating! at! 50°C!
overnight.! The! active! layer! was! formed! by! spin! coating! the! prepared! solutions! at!
1500! rpm! for! 45! s.! After! spin! coating,! the! samples! were! place! directly! into! the!
thermal!evaporator!to!deposit!a!20!nm!thick!calcium!layer!(0.1!nm!sc1),!followed!by!
an!80!nm!thick!aluminum!layer!(0.25!nm!sc1)!under!a!secondary!vacuum!(10c6!mbar)!
through! a! shadow! mask! to! define! an! 8.6! mm2! active! area.! The! devices! were!
characterized!using!a!K.H.S!SolarCelltestc575!solar!simulator!with!AM1.5G!filters!set!
at!100!mW!cmc1.!

2.5.11.2

Solar(cell(fabrication(–(Inverted'cells(

ITO!coated!glass!sheets!(10!Ω2,!Kintec)!were!successively!washed!in!acetone,!
ethanol!and!isopropanol!in!an!ultrasonic!bath!and!exposed!to!UVcozone!for!15!min.!
Sol!gel!ZnO!solution!in!ethanol!was!filtered!through!a!0.2!μm!filter!and!used!to!spinc
coat!the!clean!substrates!at!4000!rpm!for!60!s,!after!which!the!layer!was!dried!on!a!
hot!plate!at!150°C!for!1!min.!The!coated!substrates!were!transferred!to!a!glove!box!
with!a!controlled!atmosphere!(O2,!H2O!<!0.1!ppm).!
Active! layer! solutions! were! prepared! and! deposited! as! described! for! direct!
cells.!After!spin!coating,!the!samples!were!either!preannealed!or!placed!directly!into!
the!thermal!evaporator!to!deposit!a!7!nm!thick!MoO3!layer!(0.1!nm!sc1),!followed!by!
a! 100! nm! thick! silver! layer! (0.5! nm! sc1)! under! a! secondary! vacuum! (10c6! mbar)!
through!a!shadow!mask!to!define!an!8.6!mm2!active!area.!Preannealed!devices!were!
heated! to! 150°C! for! 10! min! prior! to! metal! deposition.! The! devices! were!

!
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characterized!using!a!K.H.S!SolarCelltestc575!solar!simulator!with!AM1.5G!filters!set!
at!100!mW!cmc1.&
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CHAPTER(3(
LINKER(VARIATION(FOR(ELECTRONIC(TUNING(OF(BODIPY2BASED(A2D2A(
SMALL(MOLECULE(ORGANIC(SEMICONDUCTORS(

3.1 Introduction(
In!Chapter!2!we!described!a!series!of!BODIPY!based!acceptorcdonorcacceptor!
(AcDcA)! molecules,! which! behaved! as! nctype! materials! and! detailed! their! use! as!
electron! transporting! materials! in! OPV! devices.1! We! were! able! to! successfully! and!
consistently! fabricate! working! devices! when! the! BODIPY! acceptors! were! matched!
with!the!P3HT!donor.!We!also!showed!that!the!red!edge!absorption!of!the!BODIPY!
acceptor!contributed!to!the!photogenerated!current!of!the!fabricated!devices!using!
external!quantum!efficiency!measurements.!!
The!major!selling!point!of!these!materials!is!the!fact!that!their!properties!are,!
in!fact,!tunable.!Intelligent!design!of!the!molecular!structure!of!donorcacceptor!(DcA)!
molecules! is! a! commonly! used! method! to! lower! the! band! gap.2! We! are! capable! of!
broadening!the!absorption!of!the!dyes!by!substituting!“strong”!donors!at!the!core!of!
the!molecule,!generating!a!more!pronounced!and!red!shifted!intramolecular!charge!
transfer! (ICT)! band.! This! broadening! reduces! the! band! gap! of! the! resulting!
molecules.! However,! the! contribution! of! light! harvested! by! the! BODIPY! in! the! NIR!
region!by!this!band!is!relatively!small,!compared!to!the!dominant!peak.!Therefore,!
by! improving! BODIPY! absorption! in! the! redcNIR! region,! we! hope! to! improve! the!
functionality!of!this!system!for!P3HT!donors,!or!donors!with!comparable!absorption!
features.!!

!
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We! were! also! able! to! show! stabilization! of! the! HOMO! through! the!
introduction!of!relatively!“weak”!donor!cores.!However,!we!were!unable!to!see!any!
substantial! modification! in! the! LUMO! level,! due! in! a! large! part! to! the! fact! that! the!
LUMO! in! the! AcDcA! is! largely! localized! on! the! BODIPY! units.! Therefore,! any!
significant! perturbation! of! the! LUMO! level! should! come! from! structural/electronic!
modification!of!the!BODIPY!molecule.!!
Methods! for! tuning! the! electronic! properties! involve! direct! structural!
modification!of!the!BODIPY!moiety!through!extension!of!conjugation!through!the!α!
or! β& positions! or! the! generation! of! fused! BODIPY! moieties.3c5! However,! these!
processes! are! very! synthetically! demanding,! due! to! the! multiple! reactive! positions!
on! the! BODIPY! unit! and! the! need! to! retain! a! functional! handle! for! our! "plugcandc
play"!design.!As!a!result,!we!decided!to!investigate!the!linker!unit!between!the!donor!
core! and! the! BODIPY! cap,! rather! than! directly! attach! the! BODIPY! itself.! In! our!
previous!study,!the!alkylthiophene!linker!was!held!consistent!and!was!therefore!an!
independent!variable.1!The!structure!and!connectivity!of!the!linker!can!greatly!affect!
the!extent!of!donorcacceptor!(DcA)!interactions,!providing!a!useful!method!to!tune!
the!electronic!properties!of!the!resulting!molecule.6!
Previously! in! our! group,! we! have! demonstrated! the! importance! of! tuning!
conjugation! in! donorcbridgecacceptor! complexes! and! how! it! can! affect! the! rates! of!
forward! and! backward! electron! transfer! processes,! as! well! as! the! optical!
properties.7!While!the!structure!of!the!linker!was!chosen!to!be!a!phenylene!unit,!the!
connectivity! (meta! vs.! para)! was! chosen! to! allow! either! (a)! balanced! forward! and!
backward! charge! transfer! (para)! or! (b)! unbalanced! charge! transfer! favoring! the!
!
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forward!electron!transfer!process!(meta).!The!results!of!this!study!show!that!the!m9
phenylene!linker!is!insulating!in!the!ground!state.!For!this!reason,!we!chose!the!mc
phenylene! linker! for! our! control! molecule.! We! should! expect! that! the! absorption!
onset!should!be!the!furthest!blue!shifted!due!to!the!lack!of!charge!transfer!character!
in!the!system.!
Linker! connectivity! is! also! a! very! valuable! tool! in! the! modulation! of! the!
electronic! properties! of! conjugated! polymers,! as! well! as! the! morphological!
properties.! A! recent! report! by! Nakazumi,! et.! al.! showed! that! variation! in! the!
connectivity!of!a!phenylene!linker!in!a!squaraine!based!conjugated!polymer!can!play!
an! important! role! in! tuning! the! photovoltaic! properties! of! the! resultant! devices.8!
This! structural! modification! led! to! perturbed! polymer! aggregation! and! phase!
segregation,!as!well!as!changes!in!the!absorption!and!electrochemical!properties.!
Linkers! also! played! an! important! role! in! enforcing! rigidity! in! conjugated!
backbones,! facilitating! interchain! interactions9! in! porphyrincdithienothiophene!
alternating! copolymers.! In! a! report! by! Huang,! et.! al.,! a! series! of! polymers! were!
synthesized! with! the! two! units! either! directly! conjugated! or! connected! through! a!
triple! bond! linker.10! The$ absorption$ properties$ greatly$ benefitted$ from$ the$
introduction)of)the)triple)bond,)reducing)the)optical)band)gap)by)ca.!0.45!eV."When%
directly! conjugated,$ the$ two$ alternating$ units! twist% significantly% out% of% plane% with%
one$ another.$ However,$ bridging' the$ units$ with% an% ethynyl% linker% planarized% the%
polymer(backbone,(promoting(polymer(aggregation(and(benefitting(light(harvesting(
for$ photovoltaic$ devices.$ This$ planarizing$ effect$ has$ also$ been$ shown$ in$ BODIPY$
based& small& molecules& used& as& donors& in& inverted& OPV& devices.11! In# this# case,#
!
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introducing* an* ethynyl* linker* between* a* 1,3,4,5,7cpentamethyl* BODIPY* and* a*
thiophene(unit(reduced(the$dihedral$angle$between$the$two$by$nearly$50°.!
Given!the!extensive!modifications!possible!in!our!BODIPY!based,!AcDcA!type!
system,!which!has!already!been!successfully!used!as!noncfullerene!acceptors!in!OPV!
devices,& we! decided! to! investigate! how! various! conjugated! linkers! affected! the!
absorption! properties,! frontier! molecular! orbitals,! and! charge! carrier! mobility.! If!
successful,! modifications! at! this! point! in! the! molecular! structure! will! yield! control!
over!these!properties,!allowing!us!to!obtain!complementary!properties!to!a!specific!
donor!material,!on!demand.!

3.2 Molecular(Design(
For! consistency! with! our! previous! studies,! the! core! unit! was! chosen! to! be!
DTP!and!the!cap!remains!an!unsubstituted!BODIPY!unit.!Being!the!strongest!donor,!
we!should!be!able!to!effectively!monitor!the!ICT!band!in!each!absorption!spectrum.!!

!
Figure!3.1:!Molecular!design!of!proposed!linker!variation!on!BODIPY!AcDcA!
architecture.!The!linkers!were!selected!to!show!a!systemic!improvement!in!the!
electronic!communication!between!the!DTP!donor!core!and!the!BODIPY!cap.!
!
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The!use!of!the!DTP!unit!also!benefits!from!the!fact!that!it!is!fully!conjugated!
and!should!act!as!an!effective!conduit!between!the!two!BODIPY!moieties,!if!they!are!
in! fact! in! communication.! This! should! allow! the! structure! and! properties! of! the!
linker!to!act!as!the!dominant!limiting!factor!in!the!effective!conjugation!of!the!series.!
To!investigate!this!modification!to!the!molecular!design,!we!chose!a!series!of!
linkers,! shown! in! Figure! 3.1.! We! expect! the! linker! quality! to! follow! the! trend! mc
phenylene! (mPh)! <! pcphenylene! (pPh)! <! 2cfluorocpcphenylene! (pPhF)! <! 3c
hexylthiophene!(Th)!<!directly!linked!<!ethynyl!(CC),!where!mcphenylene!will!be!the!
most!insulating!and!ethynyl!provide!the!strongest!electronic!communication.!!
In! Chapter! 2,! we! observed! a! significant! distance! between! the! maximum!
absorption!and!ICT!band!(0.47!eV)!when!a!thiophene!unit!was!chosen!as!the!linker.!
In! this! study,! we! hope! to! not! only! observe! an! blue! shift! in! ICT! band! when! "pushc
pull"! character! is! decreased! in! the! system! through! the! introduction! of! an!
electronically!insulating!linker!moiety!(mcphenylene),!but!also!a!red!shift!in!the!ICT!
band! due! to! improved! DcA! communication! when! either! no! linker! is! used! or! an!
ethynyl! linker! is! introduced.! We! also! expect! variation! in! the! intensity! of! the! ICT!
band,! dependent! on! the! extent! of! communication! between! the! donor! core! and!
BODIPY!acceptor!cap.!The!thin!film!absorption!properties!will!also!be!investigated,!
as! well! as! the! electrochemical! properties,! to! determine! the! effect! of! DcA!
communication! on! both! the! optical! band! gap! and! the! redox! properties! of! the!
BODIPY!molecules.!!
When! phenylene! units! are! installed! at! the! meso! position! of! the! BODIPY!
moiety,! a! significant! twist! is! often! observed! between! the! two! units! in! crystal!
!
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structure!analysis!and!computational!modeling.!This!is!most!commonly!seen!in!3,5c
alkylated!derivatives,!where!the!twist!approaches!90°.3,!4!This!twist,!however,!could!
potentially! be! eliminated! through! the! used! of! an! ethynyl! unit! as! a! linker.! Rodclike!
ethynyl! linkers! have! successfully! been! used! in! conjugated! polymers! to! instill!
planarity! across! several! units.! We! have! previously! reported! a! series! of! conjugated!
polymers! incorporating! such! units! based! on! the! BODIPY! dye.12,! 13! These! polymers!
were! found! to! be! very! rigid,! which! allowed! for! great! delocalization! of! the! frontier!
molecular! orbitals,! as! well! as! a! low! optical! band! gap.! While! the! BODIPY! unit! was!
conjugated! through! the! β! position,! we! expect! the! planarizing! effect! to! hold! true! in!
this!system.!Modifying!the!planarity!of!the!molecule!may!also!lead!to!altered!charge!
transport! properties,! due! to! the! need! for! favorable! intermolecular! packing! for!
effective!charge!transport!in!organic!semiconductors.!!!

3.3 Results(and(Discussion(
3.3.1 Synthesis(
Synthesis! of! the! molecules! follow! a! similar! method! as! those! developed! in!
Chapter! 2,! essentially! building! a! functional! BODIPY! cap! to! be! coupled! with! a! DTP!
core! with! a! compatible! functionality! for! a! palladium! catalyzed! arylcaryl! cross!
coupling! reaction.! For! detailed! synthesis! of! the! thiopheneclinked! molecule,! see!
Chapter!2.9.2!and!Chapter!2.9.7.!
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Scheme!3.1:!Synthetic!scheme!for!thiomethylcBODIPY,!mesociodo!BODIPY,!as!well!as!
caps!containing!brominated!phenylene!units!for!subsequent!coupling!with!DTP.!
The! phenyleneclinked! molecules! were! synthesized! similar! to! the! BDPcThc
DTP! linked! molecule! from! a! previously! described! method.14,! 15! The! thiomethyl!
BODIPY! was! synthesized! starting! from! pyrrole,! which! was! condensed! with!
thiophosgene,! followed! by! methylation! and! introduction! of! the! boron! difluoride!
group! in! the! presence! of! triethylamine! (Scheme! 3.1).! Next,! the! BODIPY! was!
subjected! to! LiebeskindcSrögl! coupling! conditions! with! 3cphenylboronic! acid,! 4c
bromophenylboronic! acid! or! 3cfluoroc4cbromophenylboronic! acid! to! give! each! of!
the!brominated!BODIPY!caps,!as!shown!in!Scheme!3.1.!Each!prepared!phenylene!!

!
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Scheme!3.2:!Synthesis!of!the!phenyleneclinked!molecules.!

!

containing! BODIPY! was! coupled! to! the! stannylated! DTP! molecule! to! yield!
BDPcmPhcDTP,!BDPcpPhcDTP!and!BDPcpPhFcDTP!(Scheme!3.2).!
A! mesociodo! BODIPY! was! also! synthesized! using! a! previously! reported!
method! (Scheme! 3.1).16! The! thioketone! was! oxidized! using! potassium! hydroxide!
and! hydrogen! peroxide! in! methanol.! The! resulting! ketone! was! used! to! generate! a!
mesocchloro! BODIPY! with! phosphorous! oxychloride,! triethylamine! and! boron!
trifluoride! diethyl! etherate.! A! halogen! exchange! reaction! using! sodium! iodide! in!
acetone! yielded! the! mesociodo! BODIPY.! To! synthesize! the! directly! linked! molecule!
(BDPcDTP),! mesociodo! BODIPY! and! the! stannylated! DTP! were! subjected! to! Stille!
coupling!conditions!(Scheme!3.3).!
The! synthesis! of! BDPcCCcDTP! required! linker! installation! onto! the! donor!
core,! rather! than! the! BODIPY! cap.! To! do! so,! the! DTP! core! was! synthesized! as!
mentioned!in!Chapter!2.3,!followed!by!bromination!with!Ncbromosuccinimide!!
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Scheme!3.3:!Synthesis!of!BDPcDTP.!Stille!coupling!conditions!with!a!stannylated!DTP!
derivative!yielded!the!shown!final!molecule.!
(NBS).! Sonogashira! coupling! with! trimethylsilylacetylene! gave! the! TMScprotected,!
bisacetylated! DTP! molecule.! The! TMS! groups! were! deprotected! using! aqueous!
potassium!hydroxide!in!methanol!and!a!second!Sonogashira!coupling!reaction!using!
the!mesocchloro!BODIPY!molecule!was!done!to!yield!CC.!While!iodinated!molecules!
are!often!used!in!Sonagshira!coupling!reactions!to!better!facilitate!oxidative!addition!
of! the! Pd(0)! species,17! the! mesociodo! BODPIY! derivative! reacts! poorly! under! these!
conditions,16!making!purification!of!the!product!very!difficult.!!

Scheme!3.4:!Synthesis!of!BDPcCCcDTP.!
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3.3.2 Absorption(Properties(

!
Figure!3.2:!Absorption!spectra!of!BDPcmPhcDTP!(black),!BDPcpPhcDTP!(brown),!
BDPcpPhFcDTP!(blue),!BDPcThcDTP!(green),!BDPcDTP!(light!blue)!and!BDPcCCcDTP!
(red).!!
λBDP!
λCT!
Relative!!
ϵmax!!
εCT!!
5!
c1
c1
5!
c1
c1
(nm)!
(x!10 M !cm )! (nm)! (x!10 M !cm )! intensity!
BDPcmPhcDTP!
501!
4.7!
c!
c!
c!
BDPcpPhcDTP!
502!
4.3!
540!
1.0!
0.23!
BDPcpPhFcDTP! 506!
0.59!
547!
0.17!
0.29!
BDPcThcDTP!
516!
2.5!
631!
1.0!
0.40!
BDPcDTP!
517!
0.18!
596!
0.13!
0.72!
BDPcCCcDTP!
555!
0.53!
634!
0.60!
1.13!
Table!3.1:!Summarized!absorption!properties!of!the!BODIPY!dyes!

!

The! optical! properties! of! the! BODIPY! dyes! were! measured! using! solution!
state!UVcVis!absorption!spectroscopy.!The!solution!spectra!are!shown!in!Figure!3.2,!
plotted! with! respect! to! their! absorption! coefficient;! Table! 3.1! shows! the! extracted!
absorption! coefficients! of! the! λBDP! and! the! ICT! peak,! as! well! as! the! relative! peak!
intensity! between! them.! Analysis! of! the! BODIPY! π9π*! peak! shows! a! consistent! red!
shift!as!the!donorcacceptor!communication!is!increased!starting!from!BDPcmPhcDTP!
(501!nm).!BDPcpPhcDTP!increases!by!1!nm,!while!BDPcpPhFcDTP!increases!to!506!
nm.!Replacing!the!phenylene!linker!with!thiophene!(BDPcThcDTP)!or!removing!the!
linker! altogether! (BDPcDTP)! yielded! a! more! significant! red! shift! of! 15! nm! and! 16!
!
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nm,!respectively.!Introducing!the!ethynyl!linker!(BDPcCCcDTP)!resulted!in!a!drastic!
red!shift!of!54!nm.!This!evidence!indicates!the!properties!of!the!BODIPY!moiety!are!
effectively!modulated!to!a!varying!extent!as!the!linker!between!the!donor!core!and!
the!BODIPY!facilitates!conjugation!extension.!
Analysis! of! the! ICT! band! also! offers! valuable! information! regarding! the!
improved! DcA! character! of! the! resulting! molecules! as! the! communication! is!
increased.!Figure!3.3a!shows!the!absorption!spectra!normalized!with!respect!to!the!
BODIPY!peak.!Comparing!the!relative!intensity!of!the!ICT!and!BODIPY!peaks!(Figure!
3.2)!shows!that,!just!as!the!BODIPY!peak!red!shifts!with!increasing!communication,!
the!intensity!of!the!ICT!peak!also!gradually!increases.!BDPcmPhcDTP!shows!no!band!
or! shoulder! above! 510! nm,! indicating! that! the! donor! core! and! BODIPY! are!
completely! isolated! by! the! meta! linkage.! The! p9phenylene! linked! molecules! (BDPc
pPhcDTP,! BDPcpPhFcDTP)! show! a! band! at! ca.! 545! nm! with! comparable! relative!
intensities!(0.23!and!0.29,!respectively).!Replacement!of!the!phenylene!linker!with!
thiophene!nearly!doubled!the!relative!intensity!to!0.40!compared!to!BDPcpPhcDTP.!
BDPcDTP!yields!a!substantial!increase!in!relative!intensity!to!0.72.!It!is!important!to!
note! that! while! communication! between! the! two! units! is! improved,! the! red! edge!
absorption!onset!is!blue!shifted!compared!to!the!BDPcThcDTP!since!the!conjugation!
length! is! decreased.! Introduction! of! the! ethynyl! linker! led! to! the! ICT! band!
overtaking!the!BODIPY!peak!due!to!a!combined!extended!conjugation!and!improved!
coupling!between!the!donor!and!BODIPY!moieties.!
Thin! film! absorption! was! measured! for! spin! cast! film! from! concentrated!
chloroform!solutions!and!annealed!at!150!°C!for!30!minutes.!The!spectra!are!shown!
!
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in!Figure!3.4!and!the!results!are!summarized!in!Table!3.2.!The!absorption!generally!
red!shifted!and!broadened!compared!to!the!solution!state!absorption.!We!can!also!
see! a! significant! increase! in! the! relative! intensity! of! the! charge! transfer! band,!
indicating!increased!planarity!in!the!thin!film!compared!to!the!solution!state.!!

!
Figure!3.3:!a)!Solution!state!absorption!spectra!of!BDPcmPhcDTP!(black),!BDPcpPhc
DTP!(brown),!BDPcpPhFcDTP!(blue),!BDPcThcDTP!(green),!BDPcDTP!(light!blue)!and!
BDPcCCcDTP!(red)!normalized!with!respect!to!the!BODIPY!π9π*!band;!b)!relative!
intensity!of!the!intramolecular!charge!transfer!band!plotted!with!respect!to!the!
BODIPY!π9π*!band!intensity.!BDPcDTP!(None)!is!shown!in!light!blue.!
Maximum!absorption!of!BDPcmPhcDTP!red!shifted!by!18!nm!and!no!charge!
transfer! band! is! observed,! similar! to! the! solution! spectrum.! Also! similar! to! the!
solution!state,!BDPcpPhcDTP!and!BDPcpPhFcDTP!have!very!similarly!shaped!charge!
transfer! bands,! yielding! comparable! optical! band! gaps! (1.60! and! 1.59! eV,!
respectively).! While! the! maximum! absorption! red! shifted! by! 16! nm! in! BDPcpPhc
DTP,!BDPcpPhFcDTP!showed!a!less!significant!4!nm!red!shift.!Given!the!broadening!
of! the! absorption! spectra,! the! charge! transfer! band! exists! as! a! shoulder! at!ca.! 570!
nm!for!each!molecule.!The!relative!intensity!also!significantly!increases!compared!to!
the!solution!state!spectra,!indicating!an!increase!in!planarity,!given!the!domination!
of!the!charge!transfer!band.!

!
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!
Figure!3.4:!Absorption!spectra!of!BODIPY!thin!films!spun!cast!from!concentrated!
chloroform!solutions!and!annealed!at!150!°C!for!30!minutes.!BDPcDTP!(None)!is!
shown!in!light!blue.!
!

λBDP!
λICT!
λonset!
Egopt&&
Relative!!
(nm)!
(nm)!
!(nm)!
(eV)!
intensity!
BDPcmPhcDTP!
519!
c!
580!
2.14!
c!
BDPcpPhcDTP!
518!
570!
775!
1.60!
0.53!
BDPcpPhFcDTP!
510!
570!
780!
1.59!
0.65!
BDPcThcDTP!
532!
706!
845!
1.47!
0.70!
BDPcDTP!
529!
636!
710!
1.75!
0.71!
BDPcCCcDTP!
645!
724!
845!
1.47!
1.21!
Table!3.2:!Summarized!data!extracted!from!the!thin!film!absorption!spectra.!
Absorption!of!BDPcThcDTP!and!BDPcDTP!also!red!shifts!comparatively!by!16!
and!15!nm,!respectively.!While!the!relative!intensity!in!BDPcThcDTP!increases!to!0.7,!
BDPcDTP!remains!consistent!with!the!solution!state!spectrum.!This!could!be!due!to!
a! combination! of! the! short! conjugation! length! and! the! BODIPYcdonor! twist.! The!
short!conjugation!length!is!also!the!source!for!the!relatively!large!optical!band!gap!
that!is!only!superseded!by!BDPcmPhcDTP.!BDPcThcDTP!has!the!lowest!band!gap!of!
the!series!(1.47!eV).!!
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Again,!BDPcCCcDTP!has!the!most!significant!change!in!the!series,!as!with!the!
solution!spectra.!Both!the!BODIPY!and!charge!transfer!peaks!red!shift!by!90!nm,!but!
the!relative!intensity!only!slightly!increases!by!0.07.!The!optical!band!gap!matches!
that!of!BDPcThcDTP,!indicating!that!there!may!be!a!lower!limit!to!the!optical!band!
gap!for!this!specific!architecture,!if!we!consider!the!ethynyl!linker!to!best!promote!
DcA! communication.! Part! of! this! may! be! a! result! of! the! meso! conjugation! being!
relatively!insulating.!Attachment!using!the!α!or!β!positions!may!yield!a!lower!band!
gap.!

3.3.3 Electrochemical(Properties(
The!electrochemical!properties!of!the!molecules!were!examined!using!cyclic!
voltammetry.! The! redox! potentials! were! measured! against! a! Ag/Ag+! reference! cell!
and! corrected! with! respect! to! the! ferrocene/ferrocenium! (Fc/Fc+)! redox! couple.!!
The! optical! band! gap! extracted! redox! potentials! of! the! BODIPY! dyes! are! listed! in!
Table!3.3.!The!measured!voltammograms!are!shown!in!Figure!3.5.!The!HOMO!and!
LUMO!were!calculated!using!the!following!equations.!
HOMO!=!c(Eox!+!4.8)!
LUMO!=!Eox!+!Egopt!
Eox!is!the!onset!of!the!first!oxidation!peak!and!Egopt!is!the!optical!band!gap!as!
extracted!from!the!red!edge!onset!of!thin!film!absorption!(Egopt!=!1240/λonset).!
For! each! molecule,! we! observed! a! reversible! oxidation! event,! with! the!
exception!of!BDPcDTP!and!BDPcCCcDTP!that!showed!no!reversibility.!For!BDPcmPhc!!
!
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!
Figure!3.5:!Cyclic!voltammograms!of!BDPcmPhcDTP!(black),!BDPcpPhcDTP!(brown),!
BDPcpPhFcDTP!(blue),!BDPcThcDTP!(green),!BDPcDTP!(light!blue),!BDPcCCcDTP!
(red).!
Egopt!
Eox!
Ered!
(eV)!
(V)!
(V)!
BDPcmPhcDTP!
2.14!
0.36!
c1.30!
BDPcpPhcDTP!
1.60!
0.36!
c1.24!
BDPcpPhFcDTP!
1.59!
0.42!
c1.08!
BDPcThcDTP!
1.47!
0.34!
c1.12!
BDPcDTP!
1.75!
0.82!
c0.92!
BDPcCCcDTP!
1.47!
0.73!
c0.86!
Table!3.3:!Summarized!electrochemical!redox!potentials.!
BODIPY!

DTP!and!BDPcpPhcDTP,!we!can!see!a!single,!identical!oxidation!event!at!0.36!
V.! These! results! show! that! the! two! BODIPY! moieties! are! independent! and!
electronically!equivalent!in!these!phenylene!derivatives.!While!BDPcpPhFcDTP!also!
shows! only! one! oxidation! event,! the! reversibility! is! maintained! and! the! voltage!
shifts! positive! because! of! the! introduction! of! two! fluorine! atoms.! The!
electrochemical! properties! were! previously! discussed! in! Chapter! 2.3.3.! BDPcnonec
DTP! and! BDPcCCcDTP! both! yield! an! oxidation! potential! more! positive! than! that! of!
each!of!the!phenylene!or!thiophene!linked!molecules.!Therefore,!the!ethynyl!linker!

!
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improves! "pushcpull"! communication! and! stabilizes! the! oxidation! of! the! dye.! This!
indicates!that!the!HOMO,!which!is!largely!dependent!on!the!donor!core,!is!effectively!
modulated!when!the!communication!between!the!donor!and!acceptor!is!improved.!

!
Figure!3.6:!Experimentally!determined!band!gap!and!HOMO!and!LUMO!energy!
levels!of!BDPcmPhcDTP!(black),!BDPcpPhcDTP!(brown),!BDPcpPhFcDTP!(blue),!BDPc
ThcDTP!(green),!BDPcDTP!(light!blue),!BDPcCCcDTP!(red).!
The!reduction!potentials!show!a!much!more!gradual!positive!shift!following!
the! previously! described! trend,! BDPcmPhcDTP<! BDPcpPhcDTP! <! BDPcpPhFcDTP! <!
BDPcThcDTP!<!BDPcDTP!<!BDPcCCcDTP.!The!reversibility!of!the!reduction!event!is!
only! seen! in! BDPcThcDTP! and! BDPcDTP,! with! BDPcThcDTP! showing! only! a! quasic
reversible!peak.!
The!frontier!molecular!orbitals!extracted!from!the!CV!spectra!using!the!onset!
of! oxidation! and! the! optical! band! gap! are! plotted! in! Figure! 3.6.! While! the! HOMO!
level!does!not!seem!to!follow!a!general!trend,!we!can!see!a!trending!stabilization!in!
the! LUMO! level! correlating! to! the! increasing! DcA! communication.! The! weakest!
linker!(m9phenylene)!gives!a!LUMO!of!c3.02!eV.!Replacement!with!the!p9phenylene!
linker!led!to!a!0.54!eV!stabilization!of!the!LUMO,!because!of!the!reduced!band!gap.!
Further!stabilization!in!the!LUMO!due!to!the!introduction!of!the!fluorine!atoms!was!
!
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achieved!in!BDPcpPhFcDTP,!although!the!reduction!was!not!as!drastic!(0.07!eV).!The!
HOMO!was!also!stabilized!by!0.06!eV.!!
Introduction!of!the!thiophene!linker!further!stabilized!the!LUMO!to!c3.67!eV,!
coupled! with! a! reduction! in! band! gap.! Eliminating! the! linker! and! directly!
conjugating! the! DTP! and! BODIPY! units! yielded! a! significant! LUMO! stabilization! of!
0.2! eV.! This! stabilization! likely! comes! because! of! the! increased! delocalization! of!
electron! density! and! increased! modulation! of! the! electronic! properties! of! the!
BODIPY!moieties.!Finally,!BDPcCCcDTP!possesses!the!lowest!lying!LUMO!of!c4.06!eV,!
as!it!benefits!from!good!communication!between!donor!and!acceptor,!matched!with!
a!reduced!band!gap!due!to!the!extended!conjugation!length.!

3.3.4 Theoretical(Calculations(
To!better!understand!the!trends!observed!in!the!optical!and!electrochemical!
measurements,! theoretical! calculations! were! done! using! density! functional! theory!
(DFT).!Figure!3.7!shows!the!surface!plots!of!the!calculated!HOMO!and!LUMO!energy!
levels!estimated!using!the!B3LYP!functional!and!6c311G(d,p)!basis!set.18!!
The!increase!in!the!ICT!band!correlates!well!with!the!theoretical!calculations,!
if! we! observe! the! overlap! between! HOMO! and! LUMO! orbitals.! The! HOMO! of! BDPc
mPhcDTP!is!completely!localized!on!the!donor!core!and!phenylene!linker,!since!the!
meta! linkage! and! the! BODIPY! twist! break! the! conjugation! between! the! DTP! donor!
and!the!BODIPY!acceptors.!For!this!reason,!the!BODIPY!unit!is!very!independent!and!
the! absorption! spectra! looks! as! such,! with! a! significant! high! energy! absorption!
specific!to!the!BODIPY!π9π*!transition.!While!BDPcpPhcDTP!and!BDPcpPhFcDTP!still!
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show!localization!of!the!HOMO!on!the!donor!core!and!phenylene!linker,!as!well!as!a!
significant! twist! at! the! BODIPYcphenylene! bond! in! the! optimized! structure,! the!
LUMO!begins!to!slightly!extend!into!the!DTP!core.!This!correlates!to!evolution!of!an!
ICT!band!with!low!intensity.!The!additional!fluorine!atoms!in!BDPcpPhFcDTP!do!not!
seem! to! greatly! affect! the! intensity! of! this! ICT! band,! which! agrees! with! the! very!
similar!HOMO!and!LUMO!localization,!compared!to!BDPcpPhcDTP.!

!
Figure!3.7:!Surface!plots!of!the!calculated!HOMO!and!LUMO!energy!levels!calculated!
using!B3LYP/6c31G(d,p).!
As!discussed!in!Chapter!2.5,!the!presence!of!the!"strong"!donor!core!is!able!to!
affect!the!absorption!properties!significantly.!This!is!seen!by!the!slight!contribution!
of! the! DTP! unit! to! the! LUMO,! increasing! HOMO/LUMO! overlap! in! BDPcThcDTP,!
compared!to!the!phenylclinked!molecules.!Also,!there!is!a!slight!contribution!from!a!
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single!pyrrole!unit!of!the!BODIPY!moieties!in!the!HOMO,!which!correlates!to!the!red!
shift!in!the!BODIPY!π9π*!absorption!peak.!Removing!the!linker!completely!in!BDPc
DTP!generates!much!more!overlap!between!HOMO!and!LUMO,!since!the!BODPY!and!
the!donor!are!in!direct!conjugation.!This!results!in!a!near!doubling!of!the!ICT!band!
relative! intensity! compared! to! BDPcThcDTP.! Although! the! calculated! molecular!
orbitals!show!improved!communication!between!DTP!and!BODIPY!moieties!in!BDPc
DTP,! the! red! edge! absorption! is! blue! shifted! compared! to! BDPcThcDTP! due! to! a!
reduction!in!conjugation!length.!
As! expected,! BDPcCCcDTP! shows! the! greatest! delocalization! in! both! HOMO!
and!LUMO,!with!electron!density!balanced!across!both!pyrrole!units!of!the!BODIPY!
moieties!in!the!HOMO!and!consistent!electron!density!across!the!entire!molecule!in!
the!LUMO.!The!improved!contribution!from!the!sulfur!atoms!in!the!LUMO!could!also!
contribute!to!the!stabilization!of!the!experimentally!determined!LUMO!level;!greater!
contribution! was! also! observed! in! BDPcDTP,! which! also! exhibited! a! significant!
LUMO! stabilization.! There! also! seems! to! be! a! gain! in! planarity! compared! to! BDPc
DTP.! The! great! overlap! between! the! HOMO! and! LUMO! support! drastic! red! shift! of!
the! BODIPY! π9π*! transition! and! the! intense! charge! transfer! band! observed! in!
solution!and!thin!film!absorption!spectra.!
Figure! 3.8! shows! the! calculated! values! for! the! HOMO! and! LUMO! energy!
levels.! We! can! see! that! the! trend! in! LUMO! stabilization! observed! in! the!
experimentally!determined!LUMO!levels!is!in!good!agreement!with!the!theoretically!
calculated! values.! BDPcmPhcDTP! shows! the! highest! LUMO! of! c3.07! eV,! which!
gradually! decreases! to! BDPcDTP! (c3.48! eV).! While! the! most! stable! LUMO! should!
!
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belong! to! BDPcCCcDTP,! the! calculated! values! are! very! close! and! likely! within!
experimental!error.!

!
Figure!3.8:!Plot!of!theoretically!(B3LYP/6c31G(d,p)!basis!set)!calculated!HOMO!and!
LUMO!energy!levels!for!BDPcmPhcDTP!(black),!BDPcpPhcDTP!(brown),!BDPcpPhFc
DTP!(blue),!BDPcThcDTP!(green),!BDPcDTP!(light!blue)!and!BDPcCCcDTP!(red).!!
!
Energy!(eV)!
f&
BDPcmPhcDTP!
2.09!
0.004!
BDPcpPhcDTP!
2.13!
0.759!
BDPcpPhFcDTP!
2.05!
0.856!
BDPcThcDTP!
1.99!
1.173!
BDPcDTP!
2.36!
0.872!
BDPcCCcDTP!
2.16!
2.035
Table!3.4:!Calculated!excited!state!energy!of!ICT!bands!and!oscillator!strengths!
determined!using!TDDFT!(B3LYP/6c31G(d,p)).!

!

To! gain! insight! into! the! excited! state! of! these! molecules,! timecdependent!
density! functional! theory! (TDDFT)! calculations! were! carried! out! using! the!
optimized!ground!state!structure!for!each!BODIPY!dye.!Table!3.3!shows!the!energies!
and! oscillator! strengths! of! the! calculated! long! wavelength! band! for! each! molecule.!
The!calculated!oscillator!strengths!seem!to!be!directly!related!to!the!planarity!of!the!
geometry!optimized!ground!state!structure!and!the!overlap!between!the!HOMO!and!
LUMO!electron!densities.!The!near!nonexistent!HOMO/LUMO!overlap!in!BDPcmPhc
DTP! is! represented! by! the! oscillator! strength! of! the! low! energy! excited! state!
!
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(f=0.004),! indicating! that! this! transition! could! be! forbidden.19! The! low! energy!
transitions! for! all! of! the! other! molecules! are! allowed,! which! is! consistent! with! the!
fact! that! they! each! show! a! low! energy! band! in! their! experimental! absorption!
spectra.! While! each! of! the! molecules,! excluding! BDPcmPhcDTP,! yielded! oscillator!
strengths! greater! than! 0.75,! the! oscillator! strengths! of! BDPcThcDTP! and! BDPcCCc
DTP! were! much! higher.! This! is! likely! due! to! their! more! planar! geometries! better!
delocalizing!electron!density!in!both!the!HOMO!and!LUMO.!

!
Figure!3.9:!Solution!state!absorption!spectra!(top)!for!BDPcmPhcDTP!(black),!BDPc
pPhcDTP!(brown),!BDPcpPhFcDTP!(blue),!BDPcThcDTP!(green),!BDPcDTP!(light!
blue),!BDPcCCcDTP!(red)!and!line!plot!of!the!energy!and!oscillator!strengths!of!the!
first!six!excited!states!of!each!dye.!Dashed!lines!in!the!absorption!spectrum!
corresponds!to!the!energy!of!the!lowest!energy!band.!
The! calculated! energy! of! the! low! energy! transition! also! seemed! to! greatly!
depend! on! the! identity! of! the! linker,! specifically! aromaticity! and! charge!
delocalization! in! the! linker! unit.! The! dominant! calculated! energy! band! for! each!
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molecule!increases!in!energy!as!follows:!BDPcThcDTP!<"BDPcpPhFcDTP$<$BDPcmPhc
DTP$ <$ BDPcpPhcDTP$ <$ BDPcCCcDTP$ <$ BDPcDTP.! BDPcThcDTP! shows! the! lowest!
calculated!energy!band,!which!aligns!with!the!ICT!peak!of!the!experimental!solution!
state! absorption! spectrum,! due! to! the! relatively! high! electron! density! on! the! 5c
membered! heteroaromatic! thiophene! ring.! BDPcpPhFcDTP! follows! BDPcThcBDP,!
due! to! the! fluorine! atoms! attached! to! the! phenylene! linkers! contributing! to! the!
electron! density! of! the! unit.! While! BDPcmPhcDTP! should! have! the! next! highest!
energy,! followed! by! BDPcpPhcBDP,! the! reliability! of! this! energy! is! questionable,!
given!the!forbidden!nature!of!the!transition.!!
Figure!3.9!shows!the!plotted!energies!and!oscillator!strengths!of!the!first!six!
lowest! energy! excited! states.! However,! due! to! the! low! oscillator! strengths! of! the!
subsequent! excited! states! (N=2c6),! the! first! excited! state! (HOMO! !! LUMO)! is! the!
most! pronounced.! With! the! exception! of! BDPcmPhcDTP,! each! molecule! possessing!
aromatic! linkers! shows! good! alignment! between! calculated! and! experimental! low!
energy!bands.!Alternatively,!the!calculated!bands!for!BDPcDTP!and!BDPcCCcDTP!are!
much!closer!to!the!BODIPY!π9π*!peak!of!the!experimental!spectra.!The!lower!energy!
of!the!BDPcCCcDTP!band!is!likely!due!to!the!extended!conjugation!of!this!molecule,!
compared!to!BDPcDTP.!!

3.3.5 Charge(Carrier(Mobility(
With!such!disparate!LUMO!energies,!we!went!on!to!evaluate!the!molecules’!
electron! transporting! capabilities! using! bottom! gate,! bottom! contact! field! effect!
transistors!to!determine!the!correlation!between!their!LUMO!levels!and!the!charge!
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carrier!mobility,!if!any.!The!devices!were!prepared!using!similar!methods!to!those!
discussed!in!Chapter!2.6,!where!the!active!material!was!spin!casted!from!a!filtered!
(0.45!μm)!10!mg!mLc1!solution!onto!prefabricated!devices!on!top!of!the!gold!source!
and! drain! electrodes.! We! evaluated! the! charge! transport! characteristics! at! W/L&
ratios!of!4000,!2000,!1000!and!500!to!determine!both!the!charge!carrier!type!and!
the!longcrange!mobility.!The!best!mobilities!are!shown!in!Figure!3.10!and!the!device!
properties! are! detailed! in! Table! 3.4.! In! each! case,! the! semiconductors! performed!
best!in!devices!where!the!channel!length!was!2.5!μm!(W/L!=!4000).!Increasing!the!
channel! length! resulted! in! a! moderate! decrease! in! device! performance,! but!
increasing! channel! length! further! yielded! a! less! significant! decrease! in! electron!
mobility,! depending! on! the! semiconductor.! In! spite! of! this! mobility! decrease,! we!
were!able!to!observe!trends!in!electron!mobility!dependent!on!the!linker!unit.!!
Similar!to!the!molecules!discussed!in!Chapter!2,!each!semiconductor!showed!
only!nctype!characteristics!with!varying!degrees!of!electron!mobility.!The!best!!

!
Figure!3.10:!Best!electron!mobility!values!for!the!BODIPY!dyes!with!respect!to!the!
channel!length.!
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Electron!Mobility!(cm2!Vc1!sc1)!
!
!
W/L!
Average!
Best!
Ion/off!
VT&(V)!
4000!
6.79!(±.14)!x!10c6!! 6.86!x!10c6!
102!
48.9!
c6
c6
2
2000!
1.97!(±.07)!x!10 !! 1.96!x!10 !
10 !
50.0!
BDPcmPhcDTP!
1000!
1.35!(±.08)!x!10c6!! 1.42!x!10c6!
102!
48.3!
500!
c!
c!
c!
c!
4000a!
5.12!(±.62)!x!10c5!! 5.39!x!10c5!!
103!
53.5!
2000a!
2.14!(±.08)!x!10c5!! 2.19!x!10c5!!
103!
45.2!
BDPcpPhcDTP!
1000a!
1.43!(±.16)!x!10c5!! 1.48!x!10c5!!
104!
51.4!
a
c5
c5
3
500 !
1.43!(±.18)!x!10 !
1.66!x!10 !!
10 !
48.3!
c5
c5
3
4000!
3.25!(±1.9)!x!10 !! 5.71!x!10 !!
10 !
36.9!
2000!
1.78!(±.25)!x!10c5!! 2.10!x!10c5!!
103!
29.1!
BDPcpPhFcDTP!
a
c6
c5
3
1000 !
8.21!(±1.9)!x!10 !! 0.82!x!10 !!
10 !
29.5!
500!
1.36!(±.56)!x!10c5!
1.80!x!10c5!!
103!
37.3!
c4
c4
4
4000!
1.16!(±.07)!x!10 !
1.24!x!10 !
10 !
33.3!
2000!
5.02!(±.32)!x!10c5!! 0.54!x!10c4!
103!
27.3!
BDPcThcDTP!
c5
c4
3
1000!
7.87!(±.09)!x!10 !! 0.80!x!10 !
10 !
50.9!
500!
4.38!(±1.8)!x!10c5!
0.62!x!10c4!
103!
49.1!
c5
c5
3
4000!
3.69!(±.10)!x!10 !! 3.78!x!10 !
10 !
27.6!
2000a&
4.32!(±1.5)!x!10c6!! 0.69!x!10c5!
103!
45.0!
BDPcDTP!
a
c6
c5
4
1000 !
1.91!(±.11)!x!10 !! 0.21!x!10 !
10 !
39.7!
c6
c5
3
500!
2.97!(±.09)!x!10 !
0.31!x!10 !
10 !
2.01!
4000!
1.27!(±.09)!x!10c3!! 1.38!x!10c3!
103!
35.7!
c4
c3
3
2000!
3.76!(±1.3)!x!10 !! 0.50!x!10 !
10 !
24.1!
BDPcCCcDTP!
1000!
3.71!(±.30)!x!10c4!! 0.41!x!10c3!
104!
23.3!
c4
c3
3
500!
2.81!(±.29)!x!10 !
0.31!x!10 !
10 !
21.8!
Table!3.3:!Detailed!device!properties!obtained!from!bottom!gate!bottom!contact!
field!effect!transistors.!aDevice!annealed!at!80°C!for!30!min!before!measurement.!
electron! mobilities! for! each! semiconductor! are! plotted! in! Figure! 3.11,! along! with!
their!experimentally!determined!HOMO!and!LUMO!levels.!
The! poorest! performing! material! was! BDPcmPhcDTP,! showing! electron! mobility! of!
6.86!x!10c6!cm2!Vc1!sc1!at!W/L!=!4000.!The!observed!nctype!characteristics!of!BDPc
mPhcDTP! were! surprising,! given! the! relatively! high! LUMO! level! (c3.02! eV).!
Thermodynamically,! the! large! gap! between! the! LUMO! and! the! Fermi! level! of! the!
gold! source! electrode! (c5.1! eV)! should! make! electron! injection! very! difficult.20,! 21!
However,!it!is!feasible!that!the!boron!difluoride!units!on!the!BODIPY!moieties!!
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Figure!3.11:!Plot!of!the!HOMO!(red,!closed!squares)!and!LUMO!(red,!open!squares)!
energy!levels!and!the!best!electron!mobilities!(blue).!As!the!LUMO!level!stabilizes,!
an!improvement!in!electron!mobility!is!observed.!
permit!electron!transport!in!spite!of!the!unstable!LUMO.22!However,!the!molecular!
architecture! could! also! hinder! electron! mobility,! given! its! asymmetry! and! the!
potential!for!the!BODIPY!units!to!be!either!syn!or!anti!in!the!solid!state.!This!could!
negatively!affect!the!molecular!ordering!in!the!solid!state!and!account!for!the!poor!
electron!mobility.!
Altering! the! connectivity! from! meta! to! para! yielded! an! improvement! in!
electron! mobility! by! nearly! an! order! of! magnitude! to! 5.39! x! 10c5! cm2! Vc1! sc1! at! the!
same! W/L! ratio.! Mobility! on! this! order! was! maintained! as! the! W/L! ratio! was!
decreased,!yielding!a!mobility!of!1.66x10c5!cm2!Vc1!sc1!at!a!channel!length!of!20!μm.!
This!indicates!that!the!structural!tuning!allowed!for!improved!molecular!ordering!in!
the!solid!state!considering!that!BDPcmPhcDTP!shows!no!electron!mobility!at!20!μm.!
Asymmetry!seems!to!be!the!dominating!factor!in!the!poor!charge!transport!
properties.!This!carries!over!to!BDPcpPhFcDTP,!as!the!mobilities!are!nearly!identical!
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to!those!of!BDPcpPhcDTP,!despite!the!stabilized!LUMO!of!BDPcpPhFcDTP!(c3.63!eV)!
compared!to!BDPcpPhcDTP!(c3.56!eV).!
BDPcThcDTP!showed!electron!mobilities!nearly!double!that!of!BDPcpPhcDTP,!
reaching!1.24!x!10c4!cm2!Vc1!sc1! at!W/L&=!4000.!While!the!thiophene!units!makes!the!
BDPcThcDTP! molecule! susceptible! to! similar! syn/anti& asymmetry! that! affects! BDPc
mPhcDTP!and!BDPcpPhFcDTP,!the!conformation!between!the!thiophene!linker!and!
the!DTP!thiophenes!are!likely!anti!due!to!steric!interactions!between!the!thiophene!
hexyl!chain!and!the!DTP!ethylhexyl!unit.!This!interaction,!combined!with!the!smaller!
size! of! the! thiophene! unit! compared! to! the! phenylene! unit,! allowing! for! better!
planarity! across! the! entire! molecule! and! the! more! stable! and! delocalized! LUMO,!
benefit!the!charge!transport!properties.!!
!BDPcDTP!shows!mobilities!on!the!order!of!~10c5!cm2!Vc1!sc1!at!W/L!=!4000.!
At! longer! channel! lengths,! the! mobility! drops! 10c6! cm2! Vc1! sc1.! The! relatively! low!
mobility!compared!to!BDPcThcDTP,!in!spite!of!the!LUMO!stabilization,!could!be!due!
to! the! shortened! conjugation! length! and! poorer! solid! state! ordering! as! a! result.!
Introduction!of!the!ethynyl!liker!drastically!increases!the!charge!transport,!yielding!
electron! mobilities! consistently! on! the! order! of! 10c4! cm2! Vc1! sc1! across! the! entire!
range!of!W/L!values!and!reaching!as!high!as!1.38!x!10c3!cm2!Vc1!sc1! at!W/L!=!4000.!
The!source!of!the!improved!mobility!is!a!combination!of!the!increased!crystallinity!
instilled!by!the!rigid,!rodclike!linker!and!the!delocalized!LUMO;!stabilization!of!the!
LUMO!to!c4.06!eV!could!also!be!a!factor.!
The!thin!film!surface!topography!was!measured!using!tapping!mode!atomic!
force! microscopy! (AFM)! measurements! of! spun! cast! films.! Analyses! of! the! height!
!
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images! show! very! low! surface! roughness! for! each! of! the! phenyleneclinked!
molecules,!with!RMS!values!of!0.267!nm!(BDPcmPhcDTP),!0.389!nm!(BDPcpPhcDTP)!
and!0.369!(BDPcpPhFcDTP).!The!RMS!nearly!doubles!for!BDPcDTP,!giving!a!value!of!
0.792!nm!with!slight!evidence!of!nanostructures!being!formed.!The!most!significant!
ordering! is! seen! in! BDPcCCcDTP,! matching! the! improved! charge! carrier! mobility.!
The!surface!roughness!increases!drastically!to!28.9!nm!due!to!the!formation!of!large!
crystallites!(ca.!160!nm).!As!expected,!the!crystallinity!was!best!in!BDPcCCcDTP!due!
to!the!rigid!ethynyl!linker,!allowing!for!the!consistently!high!mobility!across!channel!
lengths!as!high!as!20!μm.!

!
Figure!3.12:!Height!(topcleft),!phase!(topcright)!and!surface!profile!(bottom)!images!
for!BDPcCCcDTP!thin!film!obtained!by!tapping!atomic!force!microscopy.!The!height!
and!surface!profile!images!highlight!an!observed!aggregated!ca.!160!nm!wide.!
Although! the! mobility! values! are! widely! varied! through! structural!
modifications,!we!still!consistently!see!nctype!characteristics!using!this!architecture,!
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showing! that! the! BODIPY! capping! strategy! could! be! very! useful! for! generating! nc
type!materials!with!mobilities!as!high!as!10c3!cm2!Vc1!sc1.!

3.4 Summary(
In!summary,!the!previously!designed!BODIPY!based!AcDcA!architecture!was!
expanded!through!systemic!modification!of!the!linker!between!the!donor!core!and!
the!BODIPY!capping!moiety.!The!linker!unit!was!varied!in!such!a!way!that!a!gradient!
of! "pushcpull"! character! was! achieved,! with! the! linker! acting! as! the! gateway.!
Relatively! insulating! phenylene! linkers! (mcphenylene)! gave! narrow! absorption!
properties! and! a! substantially! destabilized! LUMO! level,! while! installation! of! an!
ethynyl! linker,! or! removal! of! the! linker! altogether,! led! to! red! shifted! absorption!
properties! with! a! well! pronounced! charge! transfer! band,! as! well! as! significant!
stabilization!both!HOMO!and!LUMO!energy!levels.!!
Theoretical! DFT! calculations! were! used! to! examine! the! optimized! ground!
state! energetics,! while! TDDFT! was! used! to! examine! the! excited! states! of! these!
molecules.! A! combination! of! these! methods! allowed! us! to! see! that! the! localized!
electron!density!of!the!linker,!as!well!as!the!delocalization!of!the!HOMO!and!LUMO!
across! the! entire! AcDcA! molecule,! play! a! significant! role! in! the! stabilization! of! the!
energy!levels.!Also,!analysis!of!the!optimized!geometries!showed!that!planarization!
of!the!AcDcA!molecules!greatly!benefit!the!charge!delocalization!in!the!ground!and!
excited!states.!!
Field! effect! transistors! were! used! to! show! the! consistent! nctype!
characteristics,! independent! of! the! LUMO! level.! The! best! performing! material! was!
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found!to!be!BDPcCCcDTP,!given!its!planar!structure,!its!lowclying,!delocalized!LUMO!
and!its!ability!to!form!large!crystallites!in!the!solid!state.!All!of!these!factors!allowed!
a!mobility!on!the!order!of!10c3!cm2!Vc1!sc1!to!be!achieved!and!short!channel!lengths!
and!10c4!cm2!Vc1!sc1W/L&>!500.!!

3.5 Experimental(
All!reagents!were!purchased!from!commercial!sources!and!used!as!received,!
unless!otherwise!mentioned.!Tetrahydrofuran!(THF)!was!distilled!over!sodium!and!
benzophenone.!
d]pyrrole!

!

Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(trimethylstannyl)cdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′c
and!

Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(tributylstannyl)cdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′c

d]pyrrole! were! synthesized! according! to! the! previously! described! method.! 8c
(thiomethyl)c4,4,difluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene,15! 8cchloroc4,4cdifluoroc4c
borac3a,4acdiazacscindacene,! 8–iodoc4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene,16!
and!Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cdibromocdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole12!were!synthesized!
according!to!previously!reported!methods.!LiebskindcSrogl!cross!coupling!reaction!
methods!were!adapted!from!previously!reported!procedures.14!!

3.5.1 Instrumentation(
1H!NMR!spectra!were!recorded!on!a!400!MHz!Bruker!NMR!spectrometer!and!

the! chemical! shifts! are! reported! in! ppm! using! deuterated! solvent! as! the! internal!
standard! (CDCl3! at! 7.26! ppm).! When! peak! multiplicities! are! given,! the! following!
abbreviations!are!used:!s,!singlet;!d,!doublet;!t,!triplet;!m,!multiplet.!13C!NMR!spectra!
were! proton! decoupled! and! recorded! on! a! 100! MHz! Bruker! NMR! spectrometer!
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using!the!carbon!signal!of!the!deuterated!solvent!as!the!internal!standard!(CDCl3!at!
77.16!ppm).!

3.5.2 Solution(and(Thin(Film(Absorption(
Solution! and! thin! film! UVcvis! absorption! spectra! were! recorded! on! a! Cary!
100! scan! UVcvis! spectrophotometer.! All! extinction! coefficients! were! determined!
from!a!linear!fit!of!five!data!points.!Thin!films!were!prepared!from!dichloromethane!
solutions! spin! cast! onto! a! glass! substrate,! followed! by! annealing! at! 150! °C! for! 10!
min.!!

3.5.3 Cyclic(Voltammetry(
Solution! state! electrochemical! measurements! were! performed! on! a! BASi!
Epsilon!potentiostat!using!a!Pt!disc!electrode!as!a!working!electrode!and!a!Pt!wire!as!
the!auxiliary!electrode.!The!potentials!were!measured!against!a!Ag/Ag+!reference!at!
a!scan!rate!of!50!mV!sc1.!Tetrabutylammonium!hexafluorophosphate!was!used!as!the!
supporting! electrolyte! and! the! recorded! voltammograms! were! calibrated! with!
respect!to!an!internal!standard!(ferrocene/ferrocenium!(Fc/Fc+)!redox!couple).!

3.5.4 Field(Effect(Transistors(
Organic! field! effect! transistor! (OFET)! devices! were! fabricated! using! prec
patterned! ncdoped! silicon! substrates.! Gold! electrodes! were! deposited! on! the! gate!
layer!to!yield!the!bottom!contact!OFETs.!The!channel!width!of!all!transistors!was!10!
mm.!The!channel!length!was!2.5,!5,!10!or!20!μm.!The!capacitance!of!the!insulator!is!
14.9!nF!cmc2!for!230!nm!of!SiO2.!The!OFET!substrates!were!rinsed!with!acetone!to!
!
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remove! the! protective! layer! before! film! deposition.! Organic! thin! films! were!
deposited!on!the!surface!by!spin!coating!a!filtered!(0.45!μm)!10!mg!mLc1!chloroform!
solution! at! 1000! RPM! for! 60! s.! The! devices! were! allowed! to! dry! at! room!
temperature! for! 1! hour.! The! devices! were! measured! directly! after! drying.! All!
measurements!were!performed!under!a!controlled!atmosphere!in!a!glove!box!using!
an!Agilent!4165C!precision!semiconductor!parameter!analyzer.!

3.5.5 Synthesis(of(82(32bromophenyl)24,4,difluoro242bora23a,4a2diaza2s2
indacene(

!
8c(thiomethyl)c4,4,difluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene!(238!mg,!1!mmol)!
and! 3cbromophenylboronic! acid! (600! mg,! 3! mmol)! were! dissolved! in! THF! under!
argon.!The!mixture!was!purged!with!argon!for!10!minutes.!Copper!(I)!thiophenec2c
carboxylate! (570! mg,! 3! mmol),! Pd2dba3! (24! mg,! 2.5! mol%)! and! tris(2c
furyl)phosphine!(25!mg,!7.5!mol%)!were!added!as!a!solid!mixture.!The!reaction!was!
placed! into! a! preheated! sand! bath! and! stirred! at! 55°C! for! 3! hr.! The! solvent! was!
removed! in& vacuo! and! the! crude! product! was! purified! by! silica! gel! column!
chromatography! using! hexanes! and! ethyl! acetate! as! eluents.! The! solvents! were!
removed!in&vacuo!to!give!a!red!solid!(306!mg,!87%).! 1H2NMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!
7.96!(s,!2H,!a),!7.74c7.72!(m,!2H,!b),!7.50!(d,!J!=!7.7!Hz,!1H,!c),!7.43c7.39!(m,!1H,!d),!
6.92!(d,!J!=!4.1!Hz,!2H,!e),!6.57!(d,!J!=!3.9!Hz,!2H,!f).!
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3.5.6 Synthesis(of(82(42bromophenyl)24,4,difluoro242bora23a,4a2diaza2s2
indacene(

!
8c(thiomethyl)c4,4,difluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene!(238!mg,!1!mmol)!
and! 4cbromophenylboronic! acid! (600! mg,! 3! mmol)! were! dissolved! in! THF! under!
argon.!The!mixture!was!purged!with!argon!for!10!minutes.!Copper!(I)!thiophenec2c
carboxylate! (570! mg,! 3! mmol),! Pd2dba3! (24! mg,! 2.5! mol%)! and! tris(2c
furyl)phosphine!(25!mg,!7.5!mol%)!were!added!as!a!solid!mixture.!The!reaction!was!
placed! into! a! preheated! sand! bath! and! stirred! at! 55°C! for! 3! hr.! The! solvent! was!
removed! in& vacuo! and! the! crude! product! was! purified! by! silica! gel! column!
chromatography! using! hexanes! and! ethyl! acetate! as! eluents.! The! solvents! were!
removed!in&vacuo!to!give!a!red!solid!(322!mg,!91%).! 1H2NMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!
7.96!(s,!2H,!a),!7.70c7.67!(m,!2H,!b),!7.46c7.43!(m,!2H,!c),!6.91!(d,!J!=!4.2!Hz,!2H,!d),!
6.57c6.56!(m,!2H,!e).!

3.5.7 Synthesis(of(82(32fluoro242bromophenyl)24,4,difluoro242bora23a,4a2
diaza2s2indacene(

!
8c(thiomethyl)c4,4,difluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene! (318! mg,! ! 1.34!
mmol)!and!3cfluoroc4cbromophenylboronic!acid!(670!mg,!2.2!mmol)!were!dissolved!
!
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in!THF!under!argon.!The!mixture!was!purged!with!argon!for!10!minutes.!Copper!(I)!
thiophenec2ccarboxylate!(572!mg,!2.2!mmol),!Pd2dba3!(23!mg,!1.9!mol%)!and!tris(2c
furyl)phosphine!(18!mg,!5.6!mol%)!were!added!as!a!solid!mixture.!The!reaction!was!
placed! into! a! preheated! sand! bath! and! stirred! at! 55°C! for! 3.5! hr.! The! solvent! was!
removed! in& vacuo! and! the! crude! product! was! purified! by! silica! gel! column!
chromatography! using! hexanes! and! ethyl! acetate! as! eluents.! The! solvents! were!
removed!in&vacuo!to!give!a!red!crystalline!solid!(169!mg,!35%).! 1H2NMR!(400!MHz,!
CDCl3):!δ!!7.97!(s,!2H,!a),!7.76c7.72!(m,!1H,!b),!7.37c7.34!(m,!1.9!Hz,!1H,!c),!7.24!(d,!J!=!
1.4! Hz,! 1H,! e),! 6.92! (d,! J! =! 4.1! Hz,! 2H,! f),! 6.58! (d,! J! =! 3.9! Hz,! 2H,! g).! 13C2NMR! ! (100!
MHz,! CDCl3):! δ! ! 160.25,! 157.77,! 145.24,! 144.15,! 134.82,! 134.75,! 134.63,! 134.03,!
131.37,!127.25,!127.21,!119.24,!118.64,!118.40,!112.44,!112.23.!FAB/MS!Calculated!
m/z!=!364.0,!Found!m/z!=!364.0.!

3.5.8 Synthesis(of(BDP2mPh2DTP(

!
Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(trimethylstannyl)cdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole!
(150! mg,! 0.243! mmol)! and! 8c(3cbromophenyl)c4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacsc
indacene!(178!mg,!0.512!mmol)!were!dissolved!in!degassed!toluene,!followed!by!the!
addition!of!Pd2dba3!(23!mg,!10!mol%)!and!tri(octolyl)phosphine!(23!mg,!30!mol%).!
!
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The!reaction!was!heated!to!reflux!and!stirred!for!24!hr.!The!solvents!were!removed!
in& vacuo& and! the! crude! product! was! purified! by! silica! gel! column! chromatography!
using!hexanes!and!ethyl!acetate!as!eluents.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo!to!
give!the!product!as!a!red!solid!(28!mg,!14!%).! 1H2NMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!7.98!(s,!
4H,!a),!7.85c7.82!(m,!4H,!b),!7.55!(t,!J!=!7.6!Hz,!2H,!c),!7.45!(d,!J!=!7.7!Hz,!2H,!d),!7.27!
(s,!2H,!e),!7.02!(d,!J!=!3.9!Hz,!4H,!f),!6.58!(t,!J!=!1.9!Hz,!4H,!g),!4.10!(4.11c4.08,!2H,!h),!
2.03c1.97!(m,!1H,!i),!1.40c1.27!(m,!8H,!j),!0.94c0.83!(m,!6H,!k).! 13C2NMR!!(100!MHz,!
CDCl3):! δ! ! 146.97,! 145.77,! 144.57,! 140.72,! 136.04,! 135.11,! 134.71,! 131.77,! 131.70,!
129.30,! 129.16,! 127.52,! 127.08,! 118.88,! 118.85,! 118.83,! 115.20,! 107.97,! 51.62,!
40.55,! 30.71,! 28.69,! 24.13,! 23.17,! 14.17,! 10.88.! FAB/MS! Calculated! m/z! =! 823.3,!
Found!m/z!=!823.4.!

3.5.9 Synthesis(of(BDP2pPh2DTP(

!
Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(trimethylstannyl)cdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole!
(100! mg,! 0.138! mmol)! and! 8c(4cbromophenyl)c4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacsc
indacene!(100!mg,!0.275!mmol)!were!dissolved!in!degassed!toluene,!followed!by!the!
addition!of!Pd2dba3!(10!mg,!8!mol%)!and!tri(octolyl)phosphine!(10!mg,!23!mol%).!
The!reaction!was!heated!to!reflux!and!stirred!for!24!hr.!The!solvents!were!removed!
!
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in& vacuo! and! the! crude! product! was! purified! by! silica! gel! column! chromatography!
using!hexanes!and!ethyl!acetate!as!eluents.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo!to!
give!the!product!as!a!purple!solid!(46!mg,!40!%).! 1H2NMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!7.96!
(s,!4H,!a),!7.81!(d,!J!=!8.3!Hz,!4H,!b),!7.63!(d,!J!=!8.2!Hz,!4H,!c),!7.38!(s,!2H,!d),!7.04!(d,!J!
=!4.1!Hz,!4H,!e),!6.59c6.57!(m,!4H,!f),!4.15!(t,!J!=!6.4!Hz,!2H,!g),!2.06c2.03!(m,!1H,!h),!
1.45c1.29! (m,! 8H,! i),! 0.99c0.92! (m,! 6H,! j).! 13C2NMR! ! (100! MHz,! CDCl3):! δ! ! 146.92,!
146.27,! 144.05,! 141.05,! 138.31,! 134.89,! 132.66,! 131.64,! 131.40,! 125.18,! 118.67,!
115.86,!108.26,!51.66,!40.66,!30.83,!28.83,!27.99,!26.98,!24.25,!23.19,!17.63,!14.22,!
13.76,!10.91.!FAB/MS!Calculated!m/z!=!823.3,!Found!m/z!=!823.3.!

3.5.10 Synthesis(of(BDP2pPhF2DTP(

!
Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(tributylstannyl)cdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole! (174!
mg,! 0.200! mmol)! and! 8c(3cfluoroc4cbromophenyl)c4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazac
scindacene!(150!mg,!0.410!mmol)!were!dissolved!in!degassed!toluene,!followed!by!
the!addition!of!Pd2dba3!(9!mg,!5!mol%)!and!tri(octolyl)phosphine!(7!mg,!10!mol%).!
The!reaction!was!heated!to!reflux!and!stirred!for!24!hr.!The!solvents!were!removed!
in& vacuo! and! the! crude! product! was! purified! by! silica! gel! column! chromatography!
using!hexanes!and!ethyl!acetate!as!eluents.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo!to!
give!the!product!as!a!purple!solid!(72!mg,!42!%).! 1H2NMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!7.98!
!
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(s,!4H,!a),!7.84!(t,!J!=!7.9!Hz,!2H,!b),!7.60!(s,!2H,!c),!7.46c7.43!(m,!4H,!d),!7.05!(d,!J!=!
4.0!Hz,!4H,!e),!6.60!(t,!J!=!2.0!Hz,!4H,!f),!4.18!(t,!J!=!6.5!Hz,!2H,!g),!2.05c2.02!(m,!1H,!h),!
1.44c1.26! (m,! 8H,! i),! 0.99c0.86! (m,! 6H,! j).! 13C2NMR! ! (100! MHz,! CDCl3):! δ! ! 159.83,!
157.32,! 146.72,! 145.05,! 144.63,! 142.97,! 134.71,! 134.55,! 133.51,! 133.42,! 132.73,!
131.36,! 129.59,! 127.97,! 127.16,! 126.22,! 126.10,! 122.66,! 121.67,! 119.01,! 118.76,!
116.01,!112.10,!111.99,!64.16,!51.51,!40.69,!30.81,!28.81,!26.96,!24.24,!23.13,!14.19,!
13.76,!10.89.!FAB/MS!Calculated!m/z!=!859.3,!Found!m/z!=!859.3.!

3.5.11 Synthesis(of(BDP2DTP(

!
Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(trimethylstannyl)cdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole!
(596! mg,! 0.97! mmol)! and! 8–iodoc4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene! (605!
mg,! 1.9! mmol)! were! dissolved! in! degassed! toluene,! followed! by! the! addition! of!
Pd2dba3!(45!mg,!5!mol%)!and!tri(octolyl)phosphine!(45!mg,!15!mol%).!The!reaction!
was!heated!to!reflux!and!stirred!for!24!hr.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo!and!
the!crude!product!was!purified!by!silica!gel!column!chromatography!using!hexanes!
and!ethyl!acetate!as!eluents.!The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo!to!give!the!product!
as!a!purple!solid!(495!mg,!76!%).! 1HcNMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!7.98!(s,!4H,!a),!7.84!
(t,!J!=!7.9!Hz,!2H,!b),!7.60!(s,!2H,!c),!7.46c7.43!(m,!4H,!d),!7.05!(d,!J!=!4.0!Hz,!4H,!e),!
6.60!(t,!J!=!2.0!Hz,!4H,!f),!4.18!(t,!J!=!6.5!Hz,!2H,!g),!2.05c2.02!(m,!1H,!h),!1.44c1.26!(m,!
!
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8H,! i),! 0.99c0.86! (m,! 6H,! j).! 13CcNMR! (101! MHz,! CDCl3):! δ! ! 159.83,! 157.32,! 146.72,!
145.05,! 144.63,! 142.97,! 134.71,! 134.55,! 133.51,! 133.42,! 132.73,! 131.36,! 129.59,!
127.97,! 127.16,! 126.22,! 126.10,! 122.66,! 121.67,! 119.01,! 118.76,! 116.01,! 112.10,!
111.99,! 64.16,! 51.51,! 40.69,! 30.81,! 28.81,! 26.96,! 24.24,! 23.13,! 14.19,! 13.76,! 10.89.!
FAB/MS!(C34H31B2F4N5S2)!Calculated!m/z!=!671.2,!Found!m/z!=!671.2.!

3.5.12 Synthesis(of(N2(22ethylhexyl)22,62bis(trimethylsilylethynyl)2
dithieno[3,22b:2′,3′2d]pyrrole(

!
Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cdibromocdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole) (413) mg,$ 0.92$
mmol)% was% dissolved% under% argon% in% a% degassed% solvent/base% mixture% (10% mL,%
toluene/diisopropylamine0(2:1)).0Ethynyltrimethylsilane0(0.420mL,02.940mmol)0was0
added$and$the$mixture$was$purged$with$argon$for$10$minutes.$Pd(PPh3)2Cl2!(32$mg,$
5"mol%)"and"copper"(I)"iodide"(5"mg,"5"mol%)"were"added"and"the"yellow"solution"
gradually(turned(brown.(The(mixture(was(heated(to(60°C"and"stirred"overnight."The"
reaction)mixture)was)cooled)to)room)temperature.)The)crude)was)filtered)over)Celite)
and$washed$with$toluene.$The$solvent$was$removed$in#vacuo!and$the$crude$solid$was$
dissolved( in( dichloromethane( and( purified( by( silica( gel( chromatography( using(
hexanes' as' the' eluent.' The' solvent' was' removed' in# vacuo! to# give# a# brown# oil# that#
solidifies(when(cooled((425(mg,(95%)." 1H2NMR!(400$MHz,$CDCl3):#δ##7.11#(s,$2H,$a),$
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4.00c3.89%(m,%2H,%b),%1.92c1.85%(m,%1H,%c),%1.30c1.23%(m,%8H,%d),%0.87%(t,%J%=%7.3%Hz,%6H,%
e),$ 0.28c0.26% (m,% 18H,% f).% 13C2NMR! ! (126% MHz,% CDCl3):# δ# 144.94,# 121.00,# 116.20,#
115.91,& 100.00,& 99.32,& 51.60,& 40.43,& 30.80,& 28.86,& 24.15,& 23.13," 14.16," 10.79," 0.07."
FAB/MS'Calculated'm/z'=483.2,"Found"m/z"="483.3.!

3.5.13 Synthesis(of(BDP2CC2DTP(

!
Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(trimethylsilylethynyl)cdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole!
(425!mg,!0.88!mmol)!was!dissolved!in!THF!under!argon,!followed!by!the!addition!of!
methanol!(9!mL).!20%!Aqueous!potassium!hydroxide!(0.6!mL)!was!added!and!the!
mixture!was!stirred!for!3!hours.!The!mixture!was!poured!into!water!and!extracted!
with!dichloromethane!(3!x!50!mL).!The!combined!organic!layer!were!washed!with!
water! and! dried! over! anhydrous! sodium! sulfate.! The! solvents! were! removed! in&
vacuo! without! heat! using! rotary! evaporation.! The! crude! was! used! without! further!
purification.!
The! crude! Nc(2cethylhexyl)c2,6cbis(ethynyl)cdithieno[3,2cb:2′,3′cd]pyrrole!
was! dissolved! under! argon! in! a! degassed! solvent/base! mixture! (15! mL,!
toluene/triethylamine! (2:1)).! 8cchloroc4,4cdifluoroc4cborac3a,4acdiazacscindacene!
(279! mg,! 1.23! mmol)! was! added! and! the! mixture! was! cooled! in! an! ice! bath! and!
!
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purged!with!argon!for!20!minutes.!Pd(PPh3)2Cl2!(22!mg,!0.031!mmol)!and!copper!(I)!
iodide!(7!mg,!0.064!mmol)!were!added!and!the!red!solution!quickly!turned!blue.!The!
mixture!was!raised!to!room!temperature!and!stirred!overnight.!The!solvents!were!
removed! in& vacuo! and! the! crude! solid! was! dissolved! in! dichloromethane! and!
purified!by!silica!gel!chromatography!using!hexanes!and!ethyl!acetate!as!the!eluents.!
The! solvents! were! removed! in& vacuo! to! give! a! crystalline! purple! solid! (48! mg,! 8%!
over!2!steps).!1H2NMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!7.82!(s,!4H),!7.38!(s,!2H),!7.34!(d,!J!=!3.9!
Hz,!4H),!6.57c6.54!(m,!4H),!4.06c3.98!(m,!2H),!1.98c1.92!(m,!1H),!1.39c1.25!(m,!8H),!
0.96c0.89! (m,! 6H).! 13C2NMR! ! (100! MHz,! CDCl3):! δ! ! 147.50,! 143.08,! 135.73,! 128.37,!
126.51,! 120.81,! 120.35,! 118.98,! 118.35,! 102.04,! 92.49,! 51.90,! 40.51,! 30.75,! 28.72,!
24.23,!23.14,!14.19,!10.85.!FAB/MS!Calculated!m/z!=!719.2,!Found!m/z!=!719.4.!
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CHAPTER(4(
SUMMARY(AND(FUTURE(DIRECTIONS(

4.1 Summary(
Considerable!effort!has!been!put!into!optimizing!organic!photovoltaic!(OPV)!
devices! through! tuning! the! properties! of! conjugated! and! small! molecule! electron!
donors,! yielding! a! wide! variety! of! high! performance! materials.! However,! by!
comparison,!electron!acceptors!suffer!from!a!lack!of!diversity!with!fullerene!based!
materials! (PCBM,! C60,! etc.)! being! the! primary! option.! Although! fullerene! based!
materials!have!many!desirable!properties,!their!absorption!spectra!suffer!from!poor!
overlap! with! the! solar! spectrum,! limiting! their! ability! to! harvest! light.! The!
development!of!noncfullerene!based!acceptors!with!broad!absorption!in!the!visible!
region!of!the!electromagnetic!spectrum!can!limit!our!reliance!on!the!donor!material!
for!light!absorption!and!expand!the!library!of!available!electron!acceptors!for!OPV!
devices.!
In! Chapter! 2! the! molecular! design! and! properties! of! five! AcDcA! small!
molecules!based!on!the!BODIPY!dye!were!described.!Though!these!molecules!differ!
in!the!structure!of!their!variable!core!unit,!the!λmax!is!consistent!(~535!nm)!due!to!
the! relatively! insulating! meso! connectivity! of! the! BODIPY! caps.! Through! tuning! of!
the!“donor”!strength!of!the!core!moiety,!the!red!edge!absorption!can!be!selectively!
modified,! where! stronger! donors! (BDPcCPDT,! BDPcDTP)! yield! a! more! red! shifted!
charge! transfer! band! and,! as! a! result,! a! lower! band! gap! (1.54,! 1.47! eV),! while! the!
weak! donors! (BDPcTTh,! BDPcbiTh,! BDPcBDT)! have! significantly! larger! band! gaps!
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(ca.!1.70!eV).!!These!molecules!also!show!low!comparable!LUMOs!(c3.7!to!c3.9!eV),!
due!to!the!localization!of!electron!density!on!the!BODIPY!capping!moieties.!Analysis!
of! the! charge! transport! properties! using! field! effect! transistors! showed! that! these!
molecules! consistently! show! nctype! behavior! (μele! ~! 10c5! cm2! Vc1! sc1).! These!
properties! make! these! materials! prime! candidates! for! electron! acceptors! in! bulk!
heterojunction! photovoltaic! devices! when! paired! with! poly(3chexylthiophene)!
(P3HT).!
We! fabricated! direct! and! inverted! bulk! heterojunction! photovoltaic! devices!
using!these!molecules!as!the!sole!electron!acceptor!for!the!P3HT!donor.!Preliminary!
device!optimization!showed!that!the!acceptor!can!work!well!even!through!annealing!
and! the! use! of! solvent! additives,! methods! traditionally! used! for! fullerene! based!
acceptors.!Topographical!analysis!revealed!that!the!active!layer!morphology!shows!
a! significant! improvement! in! the! persistence! of! regular! domain! sizes! over! long!
ranges!under!the!optimum!conditions!(P3HT:BDPcCPDT!(1:1.5)!+!3!vol%!CN).!From!
the!external!quantum!efficiency!measurements,!we!were!able!to!determine!that!the!
light!harvesting!of!the!BODIPY!acceptors!contribute!to!the!photogenerated!current!
in!the!devices,!motivating!the!improvement!in!the!red!edge!absorption!of!the!AcDcA!
architecture!through!structural!modification.!
In!Chapter!3,!we!looked!towards!the!linker!unit!between!the!donor!core!and!
the!BODIPY!acceptor!cap!as!a!means!to!improve!red!edge!absorption!and!tune!the!
energy! levels! of! these! electron! transporting! materials.! We! were! able! to! show!
perturbation!in!the!absorption!and!electrochemical!properties!by!treating!the!linker!
unit!as!a!valve!for!electronic!communication,!tuning!the!"pushcpull"!character!in!the!
!
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system! (mcphenylene! <! pcphenylene! <! fluorocpcphenylene! <! thiophene! <! directly!
linked!<!ethynyl).!Doing!so!allowed!for!the!systemic!broadening!and!red!shifting!of!
the!absorption!spectra!(λonsetfilm!=!580c845!nm),!as!well!as!the!LUMO!level!(c3.02!eV!
to! c4.06! eV).! Theoretical! calculations! of! the! HOMO! and! LUMO! in! the! geometry!
optimized!state!showed!that!the!localization!of!the!frontier!molecular!orbitals!was!
affected! by! the! structure! of! the! linker! unit.! The! ethynyl! linked! molecule! (BDPcCCc
DTP)! showed! the! most! significant! HOMO/LUMO! overlap,! which! caused! the!
significant! enhancement! in! the! charge! transfer! band.! Analysis! of! the! charge!
transport!properties!showed!that!the!delocalized!LUMO!of!BDPcCCcDTP,!as!well!as!
its! ability! to! form! nanoscale! aggregates! in! the! thin! film,! contributed! to! its! high!
electron!mobility!(~10c3!cm2!Vc1!sc1)!

4.2 Future(Directions(
The! AcDcA! architectures! explored! in! this! dissertation! have! shown! great!
potential! as! light! harvesting! materials,! showing! the! significance! of! the! BODIPY!
moiety! as! a! capping! unit! in! electron! transporting! materials! with! broad! light!
absorption.! Since! the! molecules! reported! in! Chapter! 2! were! successful! when!
blended!with!P3HT,!their!use!with!other!acceptors!is!an!obvious!first!approach.!The!
LUMO! of! P3HT! is! ~1! eV! higher! than! that! of! the! BODIPY! molecules,! indicating! that!
significant!energy!is!lost!during!the!charge!transfer!process.!Choosing!a!donor!with!
a! more! stable! LUMO!level! could! limit!these!losses.! Also,! the!high!electron! mobility!
and!crystallinity!of!BDPcCCcDTP!(Chapter!3),!as!well!as!the!improved!absorption!in!
the!NIR!region,!makes!it!another!viable!choice!for!use!in!BHJ!OPV!devices.!However,!
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the! ethynyl! groups! will! likely! reduce! the! solubility! of! the! acceptor,! indicating! that!
optimization!of!the!processing!conditions!is!imperative.!!

!
Figure!4.1:!Molecular!structures!and!electronic!properties!of!BDPcDTP!and!ExBDPc
DTP.!
The! BODIPYccap! is! also! ripe! for! further! exploration.! One! possible!
modification! includes! extension! of! the! molecule! through! the! α! position! of! the!
BODIPY! unit.! By! installing! αcmethyl! groups! onto! the! BODIPY! caps,! we! can! further!
functionalize! the! molecule! using! Knoevenagel! condensation! with! an! aldehyde!
functionalized!moiety,!forming!an!ethylene!bond,!as!shown!in!Figure!4.1.!As!a!result,!
we!will!be!able!to!tune!the!absorption!properties!of!the!BODIPY!peak,!red!shifting!it!
from!its!otherwise!pinned!position,!to!generate!a!localized!DcAcD!system!on!either!
end! of! the! core! moiety.! Given! the! altered! electronic! structure! through! this!
modification,! we! also! observe! a! change! in! charge! carrier! type,! generating! a! pctype!
material!and!a!potential!donor!for!BHJ!OPV!devices.!Considering!the!success!of!other!
BODIPYcbased! donors! and! the! tunability! of! these! systems,! BODIPY! dye! based!
materials!could!make!a!significant!impact!in!the!field!of!OPVs.14,!47,!63,!104!
!
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APPENDIX(
HYDROCARBON/FLUOROCARBON(BLOCK(COPOLYMERS(FOR(ANHYDROUS(
PROTON(TRANSPORT(

A.1( Introduction(

!
Figure!A.1:!Illustration!of!the!basic!processes!of!a!proton!exchange!membrane!fuel!
cell.1&
The!environmental!benefits!of!fuel!cells!are!very!attractive!as!a!replacement!
for! conventional! heat! engines! due! to! their! clean! operation.1! There! are! a! variety! of!
different!fuel!cells!available!including!cationic!and!anionic!fuel!cells,!phosphoric!acid!
fuel! cells! (PAFC),! solid! oxide! fuel! cells! (SOFC),! Alkaline! fuel! cells! (AFC),! molten!
carbon!fuel!cells!(MCFC),!and!proton!exchange!membrane!fuel!cells!(PEMFC),!each!
with!their!own!electrolyte!matrix!for!ion!transport.!PEMFC!technology!is!continually!
improving!with!regards!to!popularity!as!evidenced!by!increased!relative!worldwide!
shipments,! due! to! the! wide! range! of! both! small! and! large! scale! applications!

!
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including! portable! electronics,! small! home! power! generator! or! other! stationary!
systems,!or!in!vehicular!propulsion!systems,!as!well!as!other!applications.2c4!
As!shown!in!Figure!A.1,!proton!exchange!membranes!fuel!cells!(PEMFCs)!are!
electrochemical! cells! in! which! hydrogen! fuel! is! introduced! and! oxidized! by! a!
catalytic! anode! into! free! protons! and! electrons.! The! electrons! are! free! to! generate!
the!electrical!current,!while!the!proton!is!transported!through!a!polymeric!network!
capable!of!shuttling!the!protons!to!the!cathode,!where!they!are!combined!with!the!
conducted! electrons! and! oxygen! to! form! water,! the! only! exhaust! of! the! process.!
Given! the! mechanism! of! current! generation! in! PEMFCs,! there! are! many!
opportunities! for! improvements! in! the! fuel! generation,! catalyst! stability,! ion!
transport!and!overall!operation!stability.4,!5!

A.1.1( Hydrous(Proton(Transport(
Nafion®! is! a! perfluorinated! ethylene! based! polymer! possessing! sulfonate!
functionalities! for! hydrated! proton! transport.! While! derivatives! and! variations! on!
this!type!of!polymer!structure!have!been!reported,!the!system!was!popularized!by!
the! DuPont! company! in! the! 1960s! and! is! currently! the! most! commonly! used!
material! in! PEMFCs.6! The! hydrophilicclipophilic! incompatibility! between! the!
fluorinated! polymer! backbone! and! the! pendant! sulfonate! groups! allow! for! the!
formation!of!hydrated!channels!which!facilitate!efficient!proton!conductivity!due!to!
the!selfcassembled!inverse!micellar!morphology!achieved,!as!shown!in!Figure!A.2.6c8!!

!
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!
Figure!A.2:!Representation!of!the!hydrated!channels!formed!in!Nafion®!membrane!
stabilized!by!sulfonate!pendant!units!from!the!polymer.6!
The!source!of!the!high!proton!conductivity!in!hydrated!Nafion®!(~10c1!S!cmc
1)!is!contingent!on!the!humidity!during!both!preparation!and!operation,!due!to!the!

hydrated!channels.!This!is!clearly!shown!in!Figure!A.3,!which!compares!the!proton!
conductivity! over! time! to! the! relative! humidity! of! the! operation! chamber.9! This! is!
true!for!many!proton!exchange!membranes.!Unfortunately,!of!the!available!polymer!
membranes!for!PEMFC!applications,!the!most!common!reason!for!poor!performance!
is! dehumidification.10! This! issue! is! a! primary! concern! in! the! field,! considering! that!
the!processing!of!these!materials,!as!well!as!the!operating!conditions,!often!exceed!
100! °C,! eliminating! the! water! from! the! system.! Because! of! this,! anhydrous! proton!
transport!has!become!an!emerging!topic!in!the!field!of!PEMFCs.!

!
Figure!A.3:!Plot!of!impedance!measurements!made!over!time!of!a!heat!treated!(80!
°C)!PEMFC!device!under!humid!conditions!where!Nafion!117!is!used!as!the!proton!
exchange!membrane.9!
!
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A.1.2( Anhydrous(Proton(Transport(
To! eliminate! water! as! the! conducting! medium! in! PEMFCs,! many! materials!
have! been! explored! including! phosphoric! acid,! polymer! complexes,! and! Nafion®!
swollen! with! noncaqueous! media.11c13! Transport! in! these! systems! are! generally!
facilitated! by! the! "Grotthuss! mechanism",! which! involves! the! ionization! of! the!
transporting!functionality!followed!by!reorganization!of!hydrogen!bonds.14c16!Figure!
A.4! shows! two! examples! of! proton! conduction! under! the! Grotthuss! mechanism.12!
The!benefits!of!these!systems!are!in!(a)!the!ability!of!the!polymer!to!organize!in!such!
a! way! that! the! transporting! moieties! are! in! close! proximity! to! form! the! hydrogen!
bonded! network! and! (b)! the! high! thermal! and! structural! stability! of! the! polymer!
backbone.!Nafion®!has!been!shown!to!be!applicable!in!anhydrous!systems!as!well!by!
replacing! the! hydrated! domains! with! alternative! solutions! through! swelling! of! the!
polymer! network! with! acid! (H3PO4)! or! molten! salts! (imidazole),! which! are!
significantly!less!susceptible!to!evaporation!at!elevated!temperatures.13!!

!
Figure!A.4:!Representative!examples!of!the!Grotthuss!mechanism!in!a!(a)!
polyimidizole!based!system!and!a!(b)!proton!deficient!guanidinecdoped!
PEO/sulfamide!blend.11,!12!

!
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To!address!this!concern,!Thayumanavan!and!coworkers!recently!reported!a!
polystyrene! based! system! containing! imidazole! and! benzotriazole! protonc
transporting!moieties.17!The!driving!force!for!the!micellarclike!selfcassembly!in!this!
system! is! the! amphiphilic! nature! of! the! combclike! homopolymer! structure.! As!
shown! in! Figure! A.5,! this! organization! within! the! polymer! membrane! yielded! a!
significant! enhancement! in! proton! conductivity! by! three! orders! of! magnitude! to!
~10c3!S!cmc1,!compared!to!the!model!polymer!containing!no!lipophilic!side!chain!on!
the! homopolymer,! in! spite! of! the! addition! of! an! equal! concentration! of! insulating!
units! onto! the! polymer! structure.! The! effectiveness! of! this! system! is! more!
impressive!when!you!consider!that!the!operating!temperature!of!the!devices!were!
as! high! as! 200! °C,! at! which! the! proton! conductivity! approaches! that! of! Nafion®! at!
significantly!lower!temperatures.!These!results!led!to!further!investigation!into!the!
fundamental!mechanism!of!polymeric!triazole!based!proton!transport,18!and!the!use!
of! other! polymeric! phenols! as! proton! transporting! materials19! as! well! as! selfc
assembling!block!copolymer!systems.!!

!
Figure!A.5:!The!polymer!structure!of!amphiphilic!comb!polymer!(blue)!and!the!
control!polymer!(green),!which!showed!no!selfcassembling!characteristics.!The!
proton!conductivity!results!for!each!polymer!are!shown,!with!respect!to!the!
operating!temperature.!The!selfcassembled!cylindrical!structure!of!the!imidazolec
based!comb!polymer!is!also!shown!(far!right).!

!
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A.2( Molecular(Design(
Significant! research! into! the! synthesis! of! block! copolymer! polymer! systems!
by! various! methods,! including! cationic! and! anionic! polymerization,! nitroxide!
mediated! polymerization! (NMP),! reverse! additioncfragmentation! chainctransfer!
polymerization!(RAFT),!atom!transfer!radical!polymerization!(ATRP),!and!others.20,!
21!

Block! copolymers! are! well! established! systems! in! the! field! of! selfcassembling!

polymer!assemblies,!such!as!micelles,!vesicles,!bicontinuous!polymer!networks,!etc.,!
with!applications!in!drug!delivery!and!biomedical!imaging.22c24!Extensive!control!of!
the!morphological!characteristics!are!possible!through!systemic!modification!of!the!
volume! fraction! of! each! block.22,! 23,! 25! Examples! of! the! potential! microstructures!
available! in! block! copolymer! systems! with! chemically! distinct! homopolymers!
depending!on!the!volume!fraction,!f,!of!each!block!and!the!incompatibility!factor,!χN!
(FlorycHuggins!parameter),!are!shown!in!Figure!A.6.23!

!
Figure!A.6:!Illustration!of!available!microstructures!of!AcbcB!type!diblock!
copolymers!obtained!as!the!volume!fraction!of!block!B!(fB)!is!increased.23!
The! hydrocarbon/fluorocarbon! phase! segregation! is! well! established! in!
aliphatic! block! copolymers;! the! incompatibility! is! driven! by! a! combination! of!
entropic! effects! and! the! unfavorable! energetic! interactions! between! each! block.26!

!
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For!this!reason,!we!investigated!a!polystyrenecbcpoly(2,3,4,5,6cpentafluorostyrene)!
(PScbcP(PFS))!block!copolymer!grafted!with!a!proton!transporting!histamine!moiety!
for!use!as!a!proton!exchange!membrane.!Synthesis!of!P(PFS)!homopolymer!and!(PSc
bcP(PFS))! was! achieved! through! ATRP! using! an! αcmethyl! benzyl! bromide!
macroinitiator,!as!shown!in!Figure!A.7.!The!P(PFS)!homopolymer!is!very!useful!for!
functionalization!due!to!its!availability!for!aromatic!nucleophilic!substitution!at!the!
para! fluorine! position! under! relatively! facile! methods.27c30! In! this! system,! both! the!
homopolymer! and! block! copolymers! were! subjected! to! reflux! conditions! in! the!
presence!of!histamine!and!triethylamine!for!the!substitution!of!pentafluorostyrene.!

!

Figure!A.7:!Synthesis!of!the!grafted!homopolymer,!P(PFScgcHis),!and!block!
copolymers,!PScbcP(PFScgcHis).!
Tg!!
(°C)!
P(PFScgcHis)!
8.5k!
1.21!
0!
100!
121!
PS25cbcP(PFScgcHis)75!
22k!
1.28!
25!
75!
99!
PS50cbcP(PFScgcHis)50!
11k!
1.22!
50!
50!
98,!108
Table!A.1:!Summarized!properties!of!synthesized!homoc!and!block!copolymers.!
Polymer!

Mn!(g!molc1)!

Ð&

wtPS%!

wtP(PFS)%!!

!

The! polymers! were! synthesized! and! characterized! by! gel! permeation!
chromatography!(GPC)!to!estimate!the!molecular!weight!compared!to!a!PS!standard!
!
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and! differential! scanning! calorimetry! (DSC)! to! identify! the! glass! transition!
temperature(s)! (Tg).! Two! weight! ratios! (1:3! and! 1:1)! of! the! grafted! BCPs! were!
synthesized! with! relatively! narrow! dispersity! (1.2c1.3).! The! glass! transition!
temperature! also! seems! to! be! contingent! on! the! block! weight! fraction,! with! the!
highest! Tg! observed! in! P(PFScgcHis),! while! PS50cbcP(PFScgcHis)50! shows! two!
transitions!given!its!balanced!weight!fraction.!

A.3(

Results(and(Discussion(
To! investigate! the! affect! of! bulk! morphology! and! BCP! composition! on! the!

proton!conductivity,!smallcangle!Xcray!scattering!(SAXS)!and!transmission!electron!
microscopy!(TEM)!were!used!in!an!attempt!to!characterize!the!morphology.!While!
P(PFScgcHis)! showed! no! phase! segregation! or! order,! the! following! Section! A.3.1!
describes!the!results!of!the!block!copolymers.!Section!A.3.2!will!discuss!the!proton!
conductivity!results.!

!
Figure!A.8:!Smallcangle!Xcray!scattering!(SAXS)!profiles!and!patterns!(insets)!of!
block!copolymers.!In!the!SAXS!profile!for!PS50cbcP(PFScgcHis)50,!the!wave!vector!(q)!
is!plotted!against!q2I!for!easier!visualization!of!the!higher!ordered!peaks.!

!
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A.3.1(

Morphology(Characterization(
The!order!in!the!block!copolymer!systems!was!measured!using!SAXS.!While!

both! block! ratios! showed! diffraction! patterns! with! strong! first! ordered! peaks,! the!
size!scales!were!slightly!different.!The!wave!vector!of!PS25cbcP(PFScgcHis)75!showed!
domain! sizes! at! about! 24! nm,! while! PS50cbcP(PFScgcHis)50! showed! domain! sizes! at!
about!17!nm!and!significantly!less!intense!higher!ordered!peaks!(6.2!and!4.1!nm),!as!
shown! in! Figure! A.8.! ! However,! the! ratio! of! peaks! are! somewhat! meaningless,! as!
they!are!not!indicative!of!a!specific!morphology.!The!order!observed!is!confirmation!
that! the! PS/P(PFScgcHis)! block! incompatibility! is! significant! enough! to! drive! the!
phase!segregation,!even!at!high!concentration!of!the!P(PFScgcHis)!block.!To!confirm!
phase!segregation!through!out!the!bulk,!tunneling!electron!microscopy!(TEM)!was!
used.! The! TEM! images! are! shown! in! Figure! A.9! and! are! stained! with! iodic! acid! to!
identify!the!regions!contain!imidazole!units,!which!are!capable!of!quartanization!by!
the! stain.! These! regions! are! the! histamine! rich! regions! or! the! portion! of! polymer!
that! rich! with! the! proton! transporting! moiety.! TEM! showed! domains! that!
approximately! agree! with! the! polymer! volume! fraction! and! the! domain! sizes!
obtained! using! SAXS.! Unfortunately,! just! as! with! SAXS,! no! distinct! morphology! is!
observable.!In!PS25cbcP(PFScgcHis)75,!the!volume!fraction!seems!to!yield!a!mixture!of!
spheres! or! cylinders! of! the! fluorinated! domains.! In! PS50cbcP(PFScgcHis)50,! the!
morphology!seems!to!shift!towards!a!mixture!of!lamellar!and!cylinders.!

!
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!
Figure!A.9:!TEM!images!of!each!block!copolymer!in!dry!powder!epoxy!stained!with!
HI!(aq).!
A.3.2(

Proton(Conductivity(
!

The! conductivity! of! the! polymers! were! measured! under! vacuum.!

During!measuremenpt,!the!devices!were!subjected!to!a!heatingccooling!cycle!which!
involved!gradually!heating!to!160!°C,!remaining!at!160!°C!for!10!hr!to!observe!the!
conductivity!stability,!followed!by!measurements!during!the!gradual!return!to!room!
temperature.! In! each! polymer! we! can! see! the! proton! conductivity! gradually!
increases! with! temperature! (Figure! A.10a),! however! the! thermal! stability! of! the!
device!operation!is!not!very!high,!decreasing!by!an!order!of!magnitude!in!each!case!
when!measured!over!18!hr!at!160!°C!(Figure!A.10b).!The!measured!conductivity!of!
the! homoc! and! block! copolymers! at! 160! °C! (0! hr)! and! after! 18! hr,! at! temperature,!
are!shown!in!Table!A.2.!
!
σ!(S!cmc1)!
Polymer!
0!hr!
18!hr!
c7
P(PFScgcHis)!
7!x!10 !
1!x!10c7!
c6
PS25cbcP(PFScgcHis)75!
7!x!10 !
1!x!10c6!
PS50cbcP(PFScgcHis)50!
1!x!10c8!
c!
Table!A.2:!Maximum!proton!conductivity!for!each!polymer!once!resting!temperature!
is!reached!and!after!18!hr!at!the!resting!temperature.!
As!shown!in!Figure!A.10,!the!proton!conductivity!of!each!polymer!gradually!
increased! with! temperature.! However,! prolonged! operation! at! 160! °C! led! to! a!

!
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decrease! of! an! order! of! magnitude! in! PS25cbcP(PFScgcHis)75,! and! elimination! of!
conductivity!for!PS50cbcP(PFScgcHis)50.!However,!we!can!see!that!there!is!a!benefit!in!
the!use!of!the!BCP!architecture.!The!homopolymer!gives!mobilities!on!the!order!of!
10c7! S! cmc1,! but! introduction! of! the! noncconducting! PS! block! onecthird! that! of! the!
transporting! block! yielded! an! improvement! in! device! performance! by! an! order! of!
magnitude,!as!shown!in!Table!A.2.!!

!

Figure!A.10:!Proton!conductivity!of!P(PFScgcHis)!(red),!PS25cbcP(PFScgcHis)75!
(green)!and!PS50cbcP(PFScgcHis)50!(blue)!with!respect!to!(a)!temperature!and!(b)!
resting!time!at!160!°C.!
The!stability!of!the!devices!with!respect!to!the!operation!at!160!°C!over!18!hr!
were!comparable!for!the!homopolymer!and!PS25cbcP(PFScgcHis)75,!however!PS50cbc
!
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P(PFScgcHis)50! does! not! perform! nearly! as! well! with! both! a! low! peak! conductivity!
and! a! more! rapid! decline! over! time.! The! source! of! of! the! poor! conductivity!
compared! to! PS25cbcP(PFScgcHis)75! is! likely! the! dilution! of! the! proton! transporting!
moieties,! as! the! weight! of! the! PS! block! was! held! constant,! while! the! weight! of! the!
P(PFS)!block!was!reduced,!limiting!the!available!moieties!for!substitution.!While!the!
morphology!of!the!system!was!shown!to!be!ordered!by!SAXS!and!TEM,!the!limited!
histamine! moieties! likely! make! the! formation! of! the! networked! system! necessary!
for!efficient!proton!shuttling!through!the!Grotthuss!mechanism!very!difficult.!!

A.4(

Summary(and(Future(Directions(
A! PScbcP(PFScgcHis)! system! developed! for! use! as! a! PEM! with! fuel! cell!

applications! was! synthesized! with! two! different! block! weight! fractions,! as! well! as!
the!P(PFScgcHis)!homopolymer,!were!synthesized.!PS25cbcP(PFScgcHis)75!showed!an!
enhancement! proton! conductivity! compared! to! the! homopolymer! due! to! the!
improved! order! given! by! the! insulating! polystyrene! block! system! showed! an!
enhancement!in!proton!conductivity!compared!!
While! the! introduction! of! the! noncconducting! block! to! improve! the!
morphology! and! proton! conductivity,! a! clear! structurecproperty! relationship! must!
be!established.!This!can!be!done!by!investigating!the!affect!that!molecular!weight!of!
the!polymer!and!the!weight!fraction!of!each!block!have!on!the!morphology.!With!a!
more! gradual! introduction! of! the! PS! block,! we! may! be! able! to! elucidate! a! more!
specific!phase!diagram.!Also,!increasing!the!molecular!weight!may!allow!for!a!more!
persistent!morphological!structure!and!better!thermal!stability.!

!
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A.5(

Experimental(
All! chemicals! were! purchased! from! commercial! sources! and! used! as!

received,! unless! otherwise! mentioned.! Tetrahydrofuran! (THF)! was! distilled! over!
sodium! and! benzophenone.! 1H" NMR" spectra" were" recorded" on" a" 400" MHz" Bruker"
NMR$ spectrometer$ and$ the$ chemical$ shifts$ are$ reported$ in$ ppm$ using$ deuterated$
solvent(as(the(internal(standard((CDCl3!at#7.26#ppm;#DMSOcd6!at#2.50#ppm).#When#
peak% multiplicities% are% given,% the% following% abbreviations% are% used:% s,% singlet;" d,"
doublet;)t,)triplet;)m,)multiplet;)bs,)broad)singlet;)bm,)broad)multiplet.)The)molecular)
weights(of(the(polymers(were(determined(by(gel(permeation(chromatography((GPC)(
using&THF&as&the&eluent&and&toluene&as&the&internal&reference.&Polystyrene&standards"
were$ used$ for$ calibration$ and$ the$ output$ was$ received$ and$ analyzed$ using$ RI$
detector.!

A.5.1.( Differential(Scanning(Calorimeter((DSC)(
Glass! transition! temperature! (Tg)! of! the! polymers! were! obtained! using! TA!
instruments!Dupont!DSC!2910.!The!samples!(~10!mg)!were!loaded!into!aluminum!
pans!and!were!heated!from!room!temperature!to!320!°C!with!a!rate!of!10!°C!minc1!
under!a!flow!of!nitrogen.!

A.5.2(

Electrochemical(Impedance(Measurements(

A.5.2.1( Membrane(Preparation(
Kapton!tape!with!a!hole!thickness!of!125!μm!and!an!area!of!0.0792!cm2!was!
placed! onto! the! gold! coated! electrode! and! polymer! films! were! drop! cast! from! a!

!
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concentrated! THF/DMF! solution! onto! the! electrode! for! controlled! area.! Another!
gold! coated! blocking! electrode! was! placed! on! top! of! the! film! and! assembled! and!
transferred!to!a!vacuum!oven!to!carry!out!the!measurement.!

A.5.2.2( Device(Measurement(
Prepared!films!were!characterized!by!impedance!spectroscopy.!The!samples!
were!initially!heated!from!room!temperature!from!room!temperature!to!160!°C!and!
held!at!160!°C!for!18!hr.!The!samples!were!then!slowly!cooled!from!160!°C!to!room!
temperature.! During! this! entire! cycle,! the! conductivity! was! measured! periodically!
under!vacuum.!
The! bulk! proton! conductivity! was! determined! by! fitting! the! impedance!
spectrum! to! an! equivalent! circuit! model! using! Zview! software.! The! data! in! a! high!
frequency! regime! fit! to! a! parallel! resistorccapacitor! subcircuit,! appearing! as! a!
semicircular! impedance! arc! feature! in! a! Nyquist! plot! (a! parametric! plot! of! the!
imaginary! component! of! impedance,! Z'',! versus! the! real! component,! Z').! The!
resistance! determined! by! this! fit! correlates! inversely! to! bulk! conductivity! of! the!
material.! Conductivity! computed! as! σ! =! L/RA,! where! L! is! the! sample! thickness!
(limited!by!the!Kapton!spacer)!and!A!is!the!area!of!the!sample!disk.!
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A.5.3(

Synthesis(

A.5.3.1( Polystyrene(macroinitiator(

!
Copper! (I)! bromide! (37! mg,! 0.51! mmol)! and! 2,2'cbipyridine! (37! mg,! 0.255!
mmol.)!were!combined!in!a!10!mL!shlenk!flask.!Air!was!removed!from!the!system!
through!flash!purging!followed!by!the!addition!of!the!alphacmethyl!bromobenzene!
(35!uL,!0.255!mmol).!Under!argon,!styrene!(1.6!mL,!13.75!mmol)!was!added.!Any!air!
was! removed! through! three! freezecpumpcthaw! cycles.! The! mixture! was! heated! to!
110! °C! in! a! prewarmed! oil! bath! and! stirred! until! polymer! is! formed! (4! hr).! The!
mixture!was!cooled!and!diluted!in!THF,!followed!by!filtration!to!remove!copper!salt.!
The!solvents!were!removed!in&vacuo&and!the!polymer!was!redissolved!in!THF!and!
precipitated! in! methanol,! collected,! and! placed! under! vacuum! overnight.! Yielded!
1.17!g!of!a!white!solid!(97%!conversion).!GPC!(THF)!Mn:!5600!g!molc1;!Ð:!1.24.! 1H2
NMR!(400!MHz,!CDCl3):!δ!!7.07!(bm,!3H),!6.48!(bm,!2H),!1.85!(bs,!1H),!1.44!(bs,!2H).!

A.5.3.2( Polystyrene2b2poly(pentafluorostyrene)(

!
!
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!
Copper! (I)! bromide! (8.7! mg,! 0.06! mmol)! and! 2,2'cbipyridine! (18.8! mg,! 0.12!
mmol.)!were!combined!in!an!10!mL!shlenk!flask.!Air!was!removed!from!the!system!
through! flash! purging! followed! by! the! addition! of! the! PS! macroinitiator! (300! mg,!
0.06!mmol)!and!3!ml!of!dry!xylene.!Under!argon,!2,3,4,5,6cpentaflurorostyrene!(0.83!
mL,! 6! mmol)! was! added.! Any! air! was! removed! through! three! freezecpumpcthaw!
cycles.!The!mixture!was!heated!to!110!°C!in!a!prewarmed!oil!bath!and!stirred!until!
polymer!is!formed!(18!hr).!The!mixture!was!cooled!and!diluted!in!THF,!followed!by!
filtration! to! remove! copper! salt.! The! solvents! were! removed! in& vacuo& and! the!
polymer!was!redissolved!in!THF!and!precipitated!in!methanol,!collected,!and!placed!
under!vacuum!overnight.!!
PS25/b/P(PFS)75:"From"100"eq."Pentaflurostyrene,"a"white"solid"was"obtained"(57%"
conversion).+GPC+(THF)+Mn:+16800+g+molc1;"Ð:"1.28.(
PS50/b/P(PFS)50:"From%30%eq%pentaflurostyrene,*0.49*g*of*a*white*solid*was*
obtained)(64%)conversion).)GPC)(THF))Mn:)9400)g)molc1;"Ð:"1.22!

A.5.3.3( Poly(pentafluorostyrene)(

!
Copper! (I)! bromide! (37! mg,! 0.51! mmol)! and! 2,2'cbipyridine! (37! mg,! 0.255!
mmol.)!were!combined!in!an!10!mL!shlenk!flask.!Air!was!removed!from!the!system!
through!flash!purging!followed!by!the!addition!of!the!αcmethyl!bromobenzene!(35!
!
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!
uL,! 0.255! mmol).! Under! argon,! 2,3,4,5,6cpentaflurorostyrene! (1.6! mL,! 5.9! mmol)!
was! added.! Any! air! was! removed! through! three! freezecpumpcthaw! cycles.! The!
mixture!was!heated!to!110!°C!in!a!prewarmed!oil!bath!and!stirred!until!polymer!is!
formed!(4!hr).!The!mixture!was!cooled!and!diluted!in!THF,!followed!by!filtration!to!
remove! copper! salt.! The! solvents! were! removed! in& vacuo& and! the! polymer! was!
redissolved! in! THF! and! precipitated! in! methanol,! collected,! and! placed! under!
vacuum! overnight.! Yielded! 1.91! g! of! a! white! solid! (100%! conversion).! GPC! (THF)!
Mn:!5800!g!molc1;!Ð:!1.21.GPC!(THF)!Mn:!5800!g!molc1;!Ð:!1.21.! 1H-NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3): δ 8.72 (s, 1H), 8.44-8.35 (m, 2H), 7.86 (s, 1H), 7.35 (s, 1H), 2.56 (bm, 27H),
2.02 (bs, 50H).!

A.5.3.4( Typical(grafting(procedure(
The!precursor!polymer!(1!eq.)!was!dissolved!in!THF!under!argon.!Histamine!
(10!eq.)!was!dissolved!in!DMF!under!argon!separately.!The!Histamine!solution!was!
added!to!the!polymer!solution!by!syringe!and!the!mixture!was!heated!to!100!oC!to!
fully! dissolve! both! components.! Triethylamine! (10! eq.)! was! was! added! to! the!
reaction! mixture! and! the! reaction! was! refluxed! for! 48! hr.! THF! and! DMF! were!
removed! by! distillation.! The! polymer! was! dissolved! in! a! small! amount! of!
dichloromethane! and! precipitated! in! water,! followed! by! washing! with! a!
methanol/water!(1:1)!solution.!
PS25/b/P(PFS/g/His)75!:"GPC"(THF)"Mn:"22000"g"molc1;"Ð:"1.28.'
PS50/b/P(PFS/g/His)50#:"GPC"(THF)"Mn:"11000"g"molc1;"Ð:"1.22.!
P(PFS/g/His):"GPC"(THF)"Mn:"8500"g"molc1;"Ð:"1.21.'

!
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